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Abstract 
This thesis studies the proble1n of robust disturbance rejection for nonlinear systen1s 
based on three different n1ethods : H 00 control, singular perturbation theory and nn1l-
tiple n1odel adaptive control. 
Firstly, the disturbance suppression problen1 for nonlinear systen1s based on H -
control is exa1nined . 1,l..;e review the so-called nonstandard 1nixed sensitivity proble1n, 
which introduces an integrator into a selected weight, as well as the linear classical 
disturbance suppression problen1 and the linear H00 disturbance suppression proble1n. 
vVe extend this Hoc, problen1 to the nonlinear case, and present a 1nethod to reduce 
the order of the state feedback Han1ilton-Jacobi PDE (Partial Differential Equation) 
for this nonlinear H 00 proble1n by extending the concept of con1prehensive stability. 
Finally, we investigate the structure of the output feedback H00 controller for distur-
bance suppression, and draw the conclusion that, as in the linear case, there n1ust also 
be an integrator in the controller . 
Secondly, a relatively practical n1ethod of suppressing the effect of constant dis-
turbances on nonlinear systen1s is presented. By adding an integrator to a stabilising 
controller, it is possible to achieve both constant disturbance rejection and zero track-
ing error. Sufficient conditions for the rejection of a constant input disturbance are 
given. 1l..;e give both local and global conditions such that the inclusion of an in te-
grator in the closed loop n1aintains closed loop stability. The analysis is based on 
singular perturbation theory. Furthennore, we present son1e alternative locations for 
adding an integrator into the closed loop systen1 and extend these n1ethods to deal 
with Niultiple-input J\!Iultiple-output nonlinear systen1s . Finally, we in1plen1ent our 
111 thod in the control of a sin1 ulated helicopter n1odel. The si1n ulation results show 
that this n1ethod achieves satisfactory perforn1ance. 
In the last part of this thesis, we apply n1ultiple 1nodel adaptive control to deal 
with the robust disturbance rejection problen1 for an unknown plant . Firstly, a stable 
nnllti-estin1ator for an unstable nonlinear plant is constructed , based on the concept 
of a stable kernel representation. An exan1 ple is presented de1nonstrating the design 
of a n1ulti-estin1ator and a n1ulti-controller to ensure constant disturbance rejection 
as well as constant reference tracking under plant variation. The sin1ulation results 
indicate that satisfactory perfonnance is achieved . Finally, an efficient way to achieve 
V 
a n1ulti-realisation for 111t1lti-controller and 1nulti-estin1ator st ructures; narned 1ninin1al 
( and n1inin1al generic) stably based feed back 111 ulti-realisation , is presented for linear 
n1ulti-variable systen1s . Although we have not presented a con1prehensive theory for 
n1tdti-controllers and 111tdti-estin1ators for nonlinear systems (in contrast to an exan1ple 
den1onstrating t heir feasibility), we have con. tructed part of the basis of such a theory, 
in the consideration of NINIAC for NIIlVIO linear tin1e invariant systen1s . 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The topic of this thesis is nonlinear robust disturbance rejection. The adjective 
nonlinear is to be interpreted as not n ecessarily linear . The reason for invest igat-
ing nonlinear S\ sten1s is the fact that virtually all phys ical system s are nonlinear 
in nature [79] . There exi sound techniques that enable us to approxi1nate a physical 
systen1 as a linear 111odel ( a se of ordinary linear differential equations); for instance; 
one can linearise a nonlinear systen1 around various operation points; if this approx-
i1nation does not deviate too 1nuch fro1n the underlying physical syste1n. Therefore ; 
the analy i of linear syste111s occupies an i1nportant place in syste1n theory. However: 
in analy ing the beha\ iour of any physical syste1n: it is often the case that the lin-
earised 111odel is not adequate or accurate enough. This forces us to consider nonlinear 
111odel of phYsical plant . 
Becau e linear SY ten1 fonn onlv a s1nall sub-set of nonlinear s\-ste1ns. research on 
J ' 
nonlinear yste1ns i significantly different fro1n that on linear syste1ns . Firstly: it is 
often po ible to derive clo ed-fonn expressions for the solution of the system equation 
for linear y te1ns . In general, this is not po sible for nonlinear syste1ns. For nonlinear 
y te1n qualitatiYe analy i 1nay haYe to be used to make ome predictions about the 
behaYiour of a nonlinear y tern . Secondh-: the analysi of nonlinear y tern 1nakes 
u e of a wider Yariety of approaches and 1nathe1natical tools than doe the analysis 
of linear - terns . Thirdly, 1nany results for nonlinear sy te1ns onlJ- provide sufficient 
condition (rather than nece sar - and ufficient conditions for linear systems) . 
The adjec ive robust in the the i title can be interpreted more generally as the 
abilit for Y tern to .:work well:: under he tem:s uncertainty and environment di -
3 
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t urbances . There are 1nainly two reasons for research on robust control syst e1ns. One 
is t hat uncertainty is inevitable. Physical syst en1s are essentially infinite din1ensional, 
t i1ne-varying and nonlinear ; 1nany are bett er modelled by nonlinear parti al different ial 
equations. Uncertainty arises because any 1nathernatical 1nodel being used for design 
purposes can do no 1nore t han approxi1nate t he behaviour of t he real syste1n t hat is 
to be cont rolled [80]. The ot her 111ain reason is that t here will always be uncertainty 
about t he actual nun1erial values of t he various para1neters of t he 1n odel. The ain1 
fo r cont rol syste1n design is to ensure t he cont rolled systen1s possess robust stabil-
i ·y and robust perfonnance . One 1nethodology for robust control design is t he H(X) 
design technique: \vhich can achieve robust stability and robust perfonnance under 
unstructed uncertainty and external disturbances . Adaptive cont rol t hat 1nainly deals 
wit h paran1eter uncertaintv and external dis urbances is also regarded as a robust 
cont rol design n1ethod in t his t hesis . 
Disturbance rejection can be interpreted as 1n 11111111s1ng t he effect. of exter-
nal dist urbances bv cont rol syste1n design . The proble1n of disturbance rejection 
( e pecially constant di t urbance rejection) arises in 1nany indu t ri al fie lds : such as 
n1otion-control. act i\-e noi e cont rol and vibration control. In t his thesis. t he constant 
disturbance (a fo n11 of unstable disturbance) rejection problen1 is co1nprehensiv ly 
inYe t igated . 
1.1 Background 
In this thesi . robu t disturbance suppression for a nonlinear syste1n is achieved by 
feedback controller design . The standard feedback configuration is h0\\-11 in F igure 1.1. 
du d! 
+ r e! [ ) eu Po r C '-.....,) 
Figure 1.1: A cla ical di turbance uppres ion proble1n 
It con.j .__ t ~ of the interconnection of a plant Po and controller C' forced b - a co1n-
n1and. ignal r . a \Yell a an input di turbance du and an output di turbance dy . The 
plant Po n1a:'- be nonlinear and \,-ith ome w1certaintv. Our ai1n i to achieYe reference 
tracking and di turbance rej ection for th nonlinear w1certainty plant by de ign of the 
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controller C. 
This thesis deals with the robust disturbance rejection problen1 for nonlinear sys-
ten1s using three rnethods respectively: H(X) control design , singular perturbation 
theory and 1nultiple n1odel adaptive control. 
H(X) Control 
The 1nathe1natical syn1bol H(X) stands for the Hardy space [32] 1 of all co1nplex-
valued functions of a co1nplex variable, which are analytic and bounded in the open 
right-half co1nplex plane. For a linear (continuous-tin1e, t i1ne-invariant) plant , the 
H(X) norn1 of a transfer 1natrix is the 1naxi1nu1n of its largest singular value over all 
frequencies [14] . 
The "standard'' linear H(X) control problen1 is concerned with the block diagra1n 
in Figure 1.2. 
z w 
-
G 
-
y u 
- K 
Figure 1. 2: A "standard'' linear 1{00 control pro blen1. 
In Figure 1.2, w represents an external disturbance, y is the 111easuren1ent available 
to the controller , 1l is the output fro1n the controller , and z is an error signal that it 
is desired to keep sn1all. The transfer function 111atrix G incorporates not only the 
conventional plant to be controlled but also any weighting functions included to specify 
the desired perforn1ance. The linear H(X) control pro ble1n is then to design a stabilising 
controller K , so as to ensure the H(X) nonn of the closed loop transfer function Twz 
fron1 w to z satisfying IITwz ll(X) < r, where 
IITwzll(X) = supa(Twz (jw)) . (1.1) 
w 
The H(X) nonn gives the 111axi1nun1 energy gain. An i1nportant property of the H(X) 
nonn is evident in its application with the s1nall gain theore1n , which states that if 
1 The H2 and 7-{= space with the Hp space , p > 1, are usually called Hardy spaces. 
6 CHAPTER 1. I~TRODUCTIO N 
II Twz lice < 1 then the sy tern ,-.-ith a block diagra111 a follows will be table for all 
table 6 \Yith 11 6 11 < 1/, [ 4). 
z w 
G 
LI 
Fi o-ure 1.3: An 'Hx control \- t en1 under bounded table uncertaint\· ~ -
Controller de ign problen1 \\·here the H nor111 play an i1nport ant role were ini-
tially forn1luated by Georg Zan1e in the early 19 0 [ 3). in the context of en it i,·i ty 
reduction in linear plant . ,-.-ith the de-ign problen1 po ed a a n1athe1nat ical opti-
n1isation problen1 l , ing the H .., operator norn1 . They ,-.-ere for111ulated originally in 
an input-output etting (in the frequency don1ain) and inYoh·ed analytic function or 
operator-theoretic n1ethod - . The n1ain tool u ed during the early pha . of r earch 
on this class of problen1 haYe been , pectral factorisation. (\-oula) para111 tri ation. 
and operator and approxin1ation theory. Ho\Ye,·er. the fir t solution to a general ratio-
nal ~II~f O Hx opt in1al control problen1 . presented in [21). rel ied heaYily on ._tate-. pace 
n1ethods . 
In the la e 19 :, 0.:::. Glo, ·er et al. [25) and Doyle et al. [22) deYelop d th ...,o-call d 
nYo _ .. \Jo-ebraic Ricca i E quation (ARE ) algorithm a a olution to the ··. andard" linear 
Hx control problen1. Rela ions between H x con rol haYe been e:-"tabli h d \ ·i h man\· 
other opic.::: in con rol. such a - ri..,k ensiti \·i y con rol. differen ial cra1ne . . .J-lo . les 
fac ori~a ion. 111a.x.in1tu11 entropy n1ethod . and so on [::i .J]. 
T he~ andard Hx control alcrorithn1 require- e,·eral pre-requi.j e condi io . v.·hich 
a ·e o en \·iola eel in indus rial applications . P roblem. "-here he condi ions are no 
fr filled are called nons andard H x con rol proble The s andard H x control 
alo-o i 11111 \\·ill be in rodt ced as follow- o hicrhlicrh the difference between andar 
a 1d nonstan ard Hx control proble1n: . 
Consider a crenerali:ed linear plan with i ... abili able and de ec able reali..,a ion 
describe a.::: 
1.1. BACKGROUND 7 
I Z ] [ P11 ( S) P12 ( S) l [ W l l y - P21(s) P22(s) u - A B1 B2 C1 0 D12 
C2 D21 0 
[ : l (1.2) 
where z E nm, y E Rq, w E nr and u ERP are the controlled output, the n1easure-
111ent output, the disturbance input and the control input, respectively. The proble1n 
is to find a proper control law u(s) = K(s)y(s) that internally stabilises the closed loop 
syste1n and satisfies IITwz(s) IICX) < 1, where Twz(s) is the closed loop transfer function 
fro1n w to z given by the following lower linear fractional transformation(LFT): 
(1.3) 
The word standard connotes that the plant (1.2) satisfies the following assun1p-
tions: 
(1) (A , B2 , C2) is stabilisable and detectable. 
(2) rank{ D12} = p, rank{ D21} = q. 
(3) 
=n+p, l
- jwI + A B1 ] 
rank = n + q , Vw. 
C2 D21 
The assu1nption (1) is necessary for there to exist a stabilising controller K ( s). 
The assun1ptions (2) and (3) 1nean that P 12 ( s) and P21 ( s), with their realisations 
induced fron1 (1.2) , do not have invariant zeros on the jw-axis including infinity. An 
HCX) control problen1 is called nonstandard or singular if one or 1nore of the conditions 
(1) , (2) and (3) do / does not hold. 
The study of robust nonlinear control has attracted increasing interest over the 
last few decades [11] [12] [13] [14] [20] [27] [28] [34] [36] [45]. The nonlinear HCX) 
control 111ethodology is intended to be a 1neans of designing controllers for nonlinear 
syste1ns . The ai1n of controller design is to n1ake nonlinear closed loop syste1ns that are 
internally stable and have an induced £ 2 gain less than a specified nun1ber. Progress 
has been aided by the recent extension of the linear quadratic results which link the 
theories of £ 2 gain control (nonlinear HCX) control) , differential ga1nes , and stochastic 
risk sensitive control [28]. 
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Now, let us go back to the robust disturbance rejection proble111s for linear system 
first. In recent years, H00 methods have been e111ployed to handle disturbance sup-
pression proble111s [49] [84] for linear syste111s . The 111ain 111ethodological device is to 
introduce an integrator in a selected weight function and then fonnulate the distur-
bance rejection proble111 as a 111ixed sensitivity proble111. Here, the n1ixed sensitivity 
proble111 is the proble111 of si111ultaneously achieving bounds on weighted versions of 
t he sensit ivi ty and co111ple111entary sensitivity functions (See [49]) . However, these 
proble111s are nonstandard H00 problen1s, because they have an un-stabilisable pole 
at t he origin, which violates he pre-requisite conditions of standard H00 control the-
ory. There are several indirect. ways to get around this proble111 , such as by using 
singular pert urbation techniques or changing the syste111 block diagra111 to absorb t he 
integrator ·weigh in o the cont rol loop [84] . 
P aper [49) uses so-called extended H t heory to give a relat ively direct alt rnative 
solution of t his nonstandard HCX) proble111 for linear systen1s. Furt hennore, the inte-
grator weighting leads to order reduction of he Riccati equation by using a so-called 
quasi-stabilising solution. As for a classical control design, the controller arising fro1n 
either of the t\,;o H 00 approaches in [-±9) and [84] nonnally contains an integrator . 
In this thesis, we extend t hese ideas to t he nonlinear disturbance rejection problen1. 
As in the linear case, for t he general nonlinear H 00 proble1n it is conYenient to regard 
so1ne proble1ns as standard [-:!:9] [50] [ -:!:L the ren1aining ones t hen being nonstandard. 
1Iany papers and books [20) [34] [2 J on nonlinear H 00 control d al exclusively with 
tandard nonlinear H 00 control problen1s . In t his t hesis, we consider issues that arise 
due to the stat -feedback H x problen1 being non- tandard, assu111ing that we already 
haYe access to a state 1nea ur 1nent or esti111ate . '\"f../e do not discuss the construction 
of an appropriate state-e ti1nate . For output feedback proble111s. there are two broad 
, 
approaches for const ructing an H x state esti1nate. In [20] and [3 -:!:J. a finite di111ensional 
filter i con tructed leading to local uffici nt and global necessary conditions for the 
exi tence of an output-feedback controller. In contra t [2 J exploits infonnation tate 
idea . leading to an infinite di1nen ional filter equation, \ ·hich n vertheles , leads 
to nece an· and ufficient conditions for olving the Hex:, output feedback problem. 
Each of [20] [2 J and [3-:!:]. howeYer. deals ,Yith the tandard H x problem. In this 
paper. ,Ye inYe. tigate the con tant di turbance rejection proble111. ot surprisingly 
the H oc constant di turbance rejection problem tha vve con ider for the nonlinear 
ca e inherit the difficulty of the linear ca e: the exi tence of un- tabi li abl tates 
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1nakes t he proble1n nonstandard. 
Singular Perturbation Theory 
Ever since Prandtl 's work at the beginning of last century [40], singular pertur-
bation techniques have been a tradit ional tool of fluid dyna1nics. The singular per-
turbation n1odel of finite-dimensional dyna1nic systen1s was extensively studied in the 
n1athe1natical literature fro1n the 1940s to the 1960s. Its use also spread to other areas 
of 1nathen1atical physics and engineering. 
In the control literature, the singular perturbation approach of [76] and [77] was 
first applied to optin1al control and regulator design by Koktovic and Sannuti [40]. 
Applications to broader classes of control proble1ns followed at an increasing rate. 
For control engineers, singular perturbations are a n1eans of taking into account 
neglected high-frequency phenon1ena and considering the1n in a separate fast ti1ne-
scale [43] . This is achieved by treating a change in the dynan1ic order of a syste1n 
of dynan1ic equations as a para1neter perturbation, which, being n1ore abrupt than a 
regular perturbation, is called a singular perturbation. The practical advantages of 
such a "para1neterisation'' of changes in n1odel order are significant, because the order 
of every real dynan1ic system is higher than that of the n1odel used to represent the 
syste1n. 
The singular perturbation theory is closely connected with con1posite Lyapunov 
function design for the recently developed constructive nonlinear control n1ethod [42] 
[60]. 
A singular perturbation rriodel is [60] 
fc(x, z, u), X E R nx 
qc(x, z, u) , z E R nz 
where ~l > 0 is the singular perturbation paran1eter. 
(1.4) 
A funda1nental property of the singular perturbation 1nodel is that it possesses 
two ti1ne scales: the slow ti1ne scale of the x-dyna1nics, and a fast ti1ne scale of the 
z-dyna1nics. The separation of ti1ne scales is para1neterised by ~l. 
It is co1n1non practice to neglect the dyna1nics of the syste1n that are n1uch faster 
than the rest of the syste1n [60] . In this case we have to deal with fast un1nodelled 
dyna1nics. The separation of ti1ne scales into slow and fast allows the design to be 
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perfonned on t he 1101ninal slow n1odel. This has been proven by t he theory of singular 
pert urbation t heory [58] . 
1viore specifically, when we let the 1101ninal feedback cont rol law be u = - k( x) and 
denote 
f c(x, z, -k (x)) 
qc(x, z, -k (x)) 
J (x, z), 
q(x, z) , 
we obtain t he standard singular pert urbation fonn 
X 
JJZ = q(x,z),zE R nz 
\Vi t hout lo s of generality, -Y\ e assu1ne t hat f (0, 0) = 0 and q(O, 0) = 0. 
l o-w: let the follo-\,-ing a u1n pt ions be satisfied: 
(i) T he equation 
0 = q(x, z) 
obtained by sett ingµ= 0 in equation (1.7) has a unique C2 solution z = z(x) . 
(1. 5) 
(1. 6) 
(1. 7) 
(ii )For any fi.'i::ed X E n nx t he equilibriu1n Ze = z(x) of the subsyste1n (1. 7) lS 
globally asyn1ptotically stable and locally exponent ially stable. 
(iii) The equilibriun1 x = 0 of the reduced (slow) 1nodel 
x = f (x, z(x)) 
is globally a :nnptotically stable and locally exponentially stabl 
Then. for eYery t,,-o co1npact et Cx E n nx and CZ E n nz there exi tsµ*> 0 uch 
that for all O < µ < ~L x the equilibriu1n (x . z) = (0. 0) of the whole Y te1n ( 1.6 and 
1.7 ) i a y1nptotically table and its region of attraction contains Cx x C2 . 
In thi ~ the i . ,\-e addre the proble1n of achieYing con tant input di turbance 
rejection and con tant reference tracking [73]. for nonlinear v te1ns ba ed on ingular 
perturbation theory. 
"\Yhile the con tant di turbance suppre ion and reference tracking problems are 
rea onably \\-ell under tood for linear y te1n . their olution usually requires the in-
clu ion of an error ignal integrator in the controller . Ho,Y to deal with the e proble1ns 
i not o \\-ell under tood for nonlinear Y te1n . - ing ingular perturbation m th-
od enable the 1nodification of already exi ting tabili ing controller to uppre the 
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constant disturbance while still retaining the stability of the syste1n . These ideas are 
developed in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 1.4: A Nlultiple Nlodel Adaptive Control syste111 . 
y(t) 
Multiple 1nodel adaptive control(MMAC) is a 1nodel-based control strategy that 
incorporates a set of 1nodel/ controller pairs rather than relying on a single 1nodel and 
controller to handle all possible operating conditions (see Figure 1.4) . More precisely, 
IVIMAC algorith1ns assu1ne that the unknown true plant either belongs to a given 
fini te set of no1ninal plants , or is at least in so1ne way close to one ( or 1nore) 1ne1nbers 
of that set [5] . Each no1ninal plant corresponds to a controller that is presu1ned to 
give satisfactory perfonnance in conjunction with both the no1ninal plant , and the 
associated uncertainty ball. 
A nu1nber of excellent text and 1nonographs ( [4], [5], [29], [52], [54] and [57]) have 
been written in the area of MMAC , especially for linear plants. P aper [54] actually 
provides a way to achieve robust (constant ) disturbance suppression and constant 
reference tracking for a linear SISO plant based on a supervised control system. The 
111ain disturbance suppression 1nethodology, not unsurprisingly, is to integrate the 
reference tracking error by including an integrator in t he cont roller. It has been 
shown in [54] t hat the supervisory part of the controller can orchestrate the switching 
of a sequence of candidate controllers into feedback with the syste1n so as (i) to cause 
the output of the process to approach and track a constant reference input despite 
norm-bounded un1nodelled dyna1nics, and constant process disturbances and (i i) to 
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ensure that none of the signals within the overall syste1n can grow without bound in 
response to bounded disturbances, be they constant or not. 
This thesis is a first step in the direction of extending so1ne of these ideas to 
nonlinear plants. The key issue is to explore how to achieve an 1VIMAC capability, 
and this is in turn rests on having a so-called stable multi-esti1nator. The stable 
multi-esti1nator for a possibly unstable nonlinear plant is constructed based on stable 
kernel representations. This is one way an extension of the linear system ideas in the 
papers [5] and [53] can be achieved. 
Then, an efficient way of n1ulti-realisat ion for 1nulti-controller and 1nulti-esti1nator 
structure, na1ned 1ninin1al stably based 1nulti-realisation, is presented for linear 1nulti-
variable syste1ns . 
Just as one can consider a standard linear syste1n realisation problem (given a 
transfer function, find a state-variable realisation), and a 1nini1nal realisation proble1n 
( ensure the state-variable realisation is of 1ninimal degree), so for a finit e collection of 
transfer functions can one consider a multi-realisation proble1n. The transfer functions 
here are those of the fa1nily of controllers or esti1nators . As argued, in for exa1nple 
[52], because at any instant of ti1ne only one of the constituent controller is to be 
applied to the Plant, it is only necessary to generate one candidate control signal. 
Often this 1neans significant si1nplification can be achieved if all control signals are 
generated by a single system. In other words, rather than i1nple1nenting each of the 
controllers in the fan1ily as a separate dyna1nical syste1n, one can often achieve the 
sa1ne results using a single controller with adjustable para1neters (see Definition 4.6). 
Because the single controller state is, in effect, shared by the fa1nily of controllers, we 
call this i1nplen1entation a state sharing multi-realisation using para1neter dependent 
feedback. A well-known proble1n in switching control is the poor transient response 
' 
that can arise due to controller switching. State sharing will a1neliorate this kind of 
proble1n. 
Ahnost all of the literature on syste1n realisation 1nethods deals with the imple-
1nentation of a single linear ti1ne invariant (LTI) syste1n [7] [17] [37] [51] [81) [82] based 
on one of a state space description approach, a 1natrix fr action description approach 
or a geo1netric approach. Morse [52] presented so1ne results for the 1nulti-realisation 
of several linear SISO syste1ns in the context of examining MMAC for scalar plants . 
In this thesis , we investigate the 1nulti-realisation of several linear MI1VIO syste1ns. 
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The results will be applicable to MJVIAC proble1ns for 1v1IMO plants. This is done as 
a first step t owards a con1prehensive theory of 111ulti-controllers and 1nulti-esti1nators 
for nonlinear syst en1s. 
vVhy is it a fir st step? vVhy should a nonlinear theory, even one for single-input, 
single-out put syst en1s reflect 1nore of the ideas in JVIIMO linear syste1ns than in SISO 
linear systen1s? 
T he first answer to t his question flows fro1n reflecting on t he fr actional represen-
tat ions of linear syste1ns and the nonlinear generalisations t hereof. A SISO rat ional 
t ransfer function :}~;~, where n( s) and d( s) are not polynon1ial but rather st able proper 
transfer functions, can be t hought of bot h as n d- 1 and d- 1n , and it can con11nute wit h 
any other SISO rational t ransfer function. These propert ies are indeed called upon in 
t he JVIIVIAC t heory set out in for exan1ple [52]. SISO nonlinear fr act ional descript ions 
( in1age or kernel representations) do not display the t wo propert ies just n1entioned , 
and in t his sense are n1ore like linear fr actional description of JVIIJVIO syste1ns. Accord-
ingly, t urning a linear t heory ( of 1nulti-estin1ators or n1ulti-cont rollers) int o a nonlinear 
t heory will aln1ost certainly be easier if t he linear t heory is for JVIIJVIO syst e1ns. 
A second ansvver to t he question can also be advanced. It n1ay well be t hat 
nonlinear JVIJVIAC can be tackled in t he first instance by using linearised 1nod ls. If 
a n1odel is a linearisation of -a nonlinear systen1 around a t ra jectory rather t han a 
single operating point , it will be t in1e-varying. Again, t he SISO ( t in1e-invariant) idea 
of indistinguishability of left and right factorisations and co1n n1utativity, fall away 
because of t he t in1e-variation. 
A SISO linear ti1ne-varying systen1 in son1e ways has 1n ore in con1n1011 wit h MIJVIO 
linear tin1e-invariant syste1ns t han a SISO linear t i1ne-invariant systen1s. 
T hus we contend t hat , alt hough we have not presented a con1prehensive t heory for 
1n ult i-cont rollers and n1ult i-estin1ators for nonlinear systen1s (in cont rast to an exa1n ple 
den1onstrat ing t heir feasibility) , we have constructed part of t he basis of such a t heory, 
in t he consideration of !IM AC fo r JVIIJVIO linear ti1ne invariant syste1ns. 
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1.2 Contributions of the Thesis 
In t his t hesis, we fo cus on robust disturbance reject ion for nonlinear syst e1ns. We 
present t hree 1nain cont ribu ions relat ed t o: nonlinear 'H00 cont rol , application of 
singular pert urbation theory and 111ul iple 1nodel adapt ive cont rol. 
Robust disturbance rejection for nonlinear systems based on 'H00 control 
As in t he linear case, for t he nonlinear 'H00 pro ble111 t here are once again standard 
and nonstandard problen1s. 1 ot surprisingly, t he 'H00 disturbance rejection proble1n 
for t he nonlinear case inherits· t he difficulty of t he linear case: t he existence of un-
stabilisable s ates 1nakes t he proble1n nonstandard . 
P aper [49] uses so-called extended 'H00 theory to give a relatively direct solut ion 
t o t he disturbance suppression nonstandard 'H00 proble1n for linear syste1ns . Furt her-
1nore, t he integrator weigh ing leads to order reduction of t he Riccati equation by 
using t he concept of a so-called quasi-stabilising solution. As for a cla sical cont rol 
design : t he cont roller arising fro1n t he 'H00 approaches nonnally contains an integrator. 
vVe extend t hese ideas to t he nonlinear disturbance suppression proble1n . 
The 1nain bott leneck of nonlinear 'Hex, cont rol. which is sin1ilar to t he problern 
encountered in nonlinear opt i111al cont rol , is t he need to olve the Ha1n ilton-J acobi 
(HJ) partial differential equation (PDE) [45]. Although explicit globally-defined so-
lution of 111ost HJ PDEs are hard to obtain. we [72] have presented a method which 
can in1plify (by order reduction) the HJ PDE fo r t he nonlinear disturbance rejection 
problen1 by using t he concept of c01nprehensive stability, which is extended fron1 the 
linear case ( ee [-19]) . 
N' ext. \Ye research the pro ble1n of using output feedback , rather than state feedback , 
to achieYe con tant disturbance suppression . \Ve fi rst how how one might us a 
nonlinear ob en·er in conjunction \Yith a state-feedback 'H00 controller in ord r to 
deYelop an output feedback controller . The form of olut ion sugge ts that an output 
feedback controller that reject con tant di turbances 1nav contain an integrator. vVe 
confinn that the controller nonnally acquire an integrator. a phenomenon well known 
in the linear ca e. and the ba i of cla ical con tant di turbance uppre ion idea . 
>Jonlinear 'Hx output feedback control i particularl) difficult . The tandard olu-
tion of the linear Hx output feedback control proble1n normalh· d pend upon ol ing 
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two Riccati equations [84] . One of these , which arises in t he state feedback control 
proble1n , is replaced by an HJ PDE in the nonlinear case. The other , however , is 
replaced by a still 1nore co1nplicated equation (involving an infonnation state), see 
[28]. Practical approaches to the solution of this latter equation are so far lacking. 
As 1nent ioned above , to circu1nvent t his difficulty we suppose that for our particular 
systen1 an observer is constructed to esti1nate the unknown states . We then substitute 
t he state x for the true state x in t he state feedback controller , and then check t he 
, -dissipat ivity and stability of the result ing closed loop syste1n. 
In t he linear case, the disturbance rejection output feedback controller necessarily 
includes an integrator in it unless t he plant has a zero at t he origin. \Ve have given 
theore1ns which show t hat for t he nonlinear case the controller still needs an integrator. 
The 111ain contribut ions on t his topic are su1n1narised below. 
• \Ne provide an extension of nonlinear H 00 t heory to deal with constant distur-
bance rejection for nonlinear syste1ns . 
• vVe achieve an order reduced HJ-PDE for the state feedback nonlinear H00 
proble1n by using t he concept of comprehensive stabi lity . 
• We conclude that for nonlinear output feedback , the cont roller n1ust contain an 
integrator to reject constant disturbance. 
Robust disturbance rejection for nonlinear systems based on singular 
perturbation theory 
Vve stated above that for disturbance suppression, an output feedback controller 
n1ust contain an integrator . In t his section we ask whether we can directly add an 
integrator to an already existing controller to achieve constant disturbance rejection, 
while still retaining the stability of the syste1n. Often t hat would be bot h a sin1pler 
and 111ore practical way to deal wit h t he nonlinear constant disturbance suppression 
problen1 . 
vVe not only give the affinnative answer but also suggest several locations where an 
integrator wit h low gain away fro1n DC (; for short ) 1nay be included , in order to deal 
with the constant input disturbance rejection problen1 . Furthennore , this 1nethod 
can also be applied to deal with the constant reference t racking proble1n, even for 
nonlinear TVIIIVI O systen1s, such as the helicopter systen1 of [41 J. 
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vVe show that if a controller is aug1nented with an integrator , and the closed loop is 
exponent ially stable, then input-output stability is ensured. Note t hat t here is an inte-
grator weight function which ensures t hat, even for a const ant disturbance, the output 
signal is in £ 2 and hence asy1nptotically goes to zero. That is, the controller suitably 
augn1ented wit h a low gain integrator ; will reject a constant input disturbance . 
We present both local and global condit ions such t hat t he inclusion of an inte-
grator in t he closed loop 1naintains closed loop stability. The analysis is based on 
singular pert urbation t heory. The global condit ion fo r t he closed loop stabili ty is t hat 
t he "incre1nental DC gain" of t he nonlinear plant is unifonn ly bounded away fro1n 
zero [70], and t he local condition for t he closed loop stability is just t hat t he local 
"incre1nental DC gain'' is nonzero . 
Next, we give son1e alternative locations for adding an integrator into the closed 
loop syste1n and extend t hese 1nethods to deal wit h nonlinear TVIITVIO syste1ns . 
Finally, we in1plen1ent our 1nethod in t he cont rol of a si111ulated helicopter 1nodel 
(figure 3.10) . The si1n ulation results (see figure 3.11 ) show t hat t his 1nethod achieves 
satisfactory perfo nnance [70] [73]. 
The 111ain contribut ions on t his topic are sun11narised below . 
• \Ve provide a relat ively pract ical 111ethod of dealing v.rit h a constant disturbance 
for nonlinear syste1ns : adding ! to an existing stabilising controller. 
• vVe present local and global condit ions for the existence of E* to retain the sta-
bilitv of a syste1n aug1nented vvit h f . 
,/ C s 
• \\ e giYe a lower bound on the value of E* based on singular perturbation theory. 
• \Ye extend this method to IL IO nonlinear systems and provide a simple 
111ethod to design the gain 1natrix design of the aug1nented syste111. 
• \Ve de ign a disturbance rejection controller for a helicopter 1nodel. Si1nulation 
ho,-;;s that "·e achieve a satisfactor) di turbance suppression resul . 
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Robust disturbance rejection for nonlinear systems based on multiple 
model adaptive control 
Alt hough MMAC is model-based, it relaxes the require1nent for a single and precise 
1n odel. Often such a 1nodel is not available either due to lack of plant knowledge or 
insufficient ti1ne for the develop1nent of det ailed 1nodels. 
P aper [54] provided a way to achieve robust (const ant) disturbance suppression 
and constant reference t racking for linear SISO plant based on a supervised cont rol 
systen1. The 1nain 111ethodology is to integrat e the reference tracking error by including 
an integrator int o t he cont roller , a si1nilar idea to the use of t he singular perturbation 
111ethod as described in t he previous section . 
T he purpose of t his part is t o 111odestly extend these ideas t o t he nonlinear case 
based on previous results . It is no doubt that a full extension is a huge work. Therefore, 
we 1nainly consider two aspect s of this proble1n. 
Firstly, a stable 111ulti-esti1nator for an (open-loop) unstable nonlinear plant is 
constructed based on t he concept of a stable kernel representation. This is a direct 
extension of papers [53] and [5]. 
T hen , an effi cient way of 1nult i-realisation for 1nult i-cont roller and 1nult i-est i1nator 
structure, na1ned 111ini1nal stably based feedback 1nulti-realisation , is presented for lin-
ear 111ult i-variable syste1ns and a class of nonlinear SISO syste1ns . T his is an extension 
of paper [52], which provides a 111ethod of stably based feedback 111ulti-realisation for 
linear SISO syste1ns. 
As 111 nt ioned above, alt hough we have not presented a co1n prehensive t heory for 
1n ult i-cont rollers and 1n ult i-est i1nators for nonlinear systen1s (in cont rast to an exa1n ple 
den1onstrat ing t heir feasibility), we have constructed part of t he basis of such a t heory, 
in t he consideration of 1VIMAC for 1VII1VIO linear t in1e invariant systems. 
The 1nain cont ribut ions on t his t opic are su1n 1narised below. 
• We present a 111ethod for t he construction of a 1n ulti-esti1nator for nonlinear 
syste1ns based on t he nonnalised stable kernel representation. An exa1n ple for 
nonlinear J\l[MAC design is provided , and satisfactory sin1ulation results are 
achieved by using 1VIat lab Si1nulink. 
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• We present the results for the 1nulti-realisation of a nu1nber of linear SISO sys-
te1ns, and highlight so1ne funda1nental issues such as the relationship between 
feedback 1nulti-realisation and copri1ne factorisation. 
• We provide the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 111ulti-realisation of 
a fa1nily of linear 1nulti-variable systen1s based on 111atrix fractional descriptions. 
• 'lle introduce the new concept of he-dependence , and provide the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for he-dependence. 
• vVe solve the 1ninin1al ( and 1nini1nal "generic") stably based 1nulti-realisation 
problen1s for linear JVIIJVIO systen1s based on he-dependence. 
1.3 Summary of Thesis Contents 
Chapter 2 Here we deal with the disturbance suppression proble1n based on H 00 
control. In Section 1, we briefly review the classical constant disturbance suppression 
111ethod. In Section 2, ,ve exan1ine, for linear syste1ns , the 1nixed sensitivity H 00 
111ethod, and in particular, the so-called extended H 00 1nethod which can deal with 
the robust constant disturbance suppression problen1 . In Section 3, we set up the 
disturbance suppression proble1n for the nonlinear case. In Section 4, we present the 
111ain results for this chapter, giving an order reduction theor 111 for th state feedback 
HJ PDE arising fro1n the nonlinear constant disturbance suppression proble1n. Finally, 
in Sec ion 5, we probe the structure of the output feedback H 00 controller of the syst'e1n 
under consideration and show that it nonnally contains an integrator. 
Chapter 3 vVe address the disturbance rejection problen1 based on singular per-
turbation theory. In Section 1, we give a description · of the problern. In Section 2, 
w present a proof that an exponentially stabilising nonlinear controller appropriately 
aug1nented with a s1nall integrator ( a linear transfer function -;-) can achieve constant 
disturbanc suppression . In Section 3 we give both local and global conditions for the 
existence of a gain of the integrator that is sufficiently srnall to guarantee stability. 
Section -± , by using singular perturbation 1nethods, gives an upper bound on a value 
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of t he gain that guarantees closed loop stability. In Section 5, we suggest alternative 
locations for adding an integrator into the syste1n. Section 6 extends our 1nethod to 
deal wit h t he constant disturbance rejection proble1n and constant reference t racking 
problen1 for MITVIO syste1ns . Finally, in Section 7, we present sin1ulation results ob-
tained by in1plen1enting constant disturbance rejection and zero steady state tracking 
error control for a helicopter 1nodel by using this 1nethod. 
Chapter 4 "\Ve investigate two aspects of t he disturbance suppression problen1 
for t he nonlinear syste1n based on n1ultiple n1odel adaptive control. In Section 1, ·we 
provide a n1ethod for t he construction of a 1nult i-est i1nator for even nonlinear unstable 
systen1s based on stable kernel representation . A fran1e \i\rork of disturbance rejection 
for nonlinear systen1s based on JVIJVIAC is presented by a sin1ulation exan1ple. In 
Section 2, t he proble1ns of the n1inin1al ( and n1ini1nal "generic'') stably based n1ulti-
realisation for a fa1nily of linear n1ult i-variable systen1s are presented and solved . 
A sun1111ary of t he n1ain results of t his t hesis and conclusions, appears in t he final 
chapter,Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 
Robust disturbance rejection for 
nonlinear systems base on Hoo 
control 
The disturbance suppression proble1n for nonlinear syste1ns is exa1nined in this chap-
ter . Vie review t he so-called nonstandard 1nixed sensitivity proble1n, which introduces 
an integrator to a selected weight , as well as the linear classical disturbance suppres-
sion problen1 and the linear H 00 disturbance suppression proble1n. We extend this H 00 
problen1 to the nonlinear case, and present a 1nethod to reduce the order of the state 
feedback Ha1nilton-Jacobi (HJ) P artial Differential Equation (PDE) for this nonlinear 
H 00 proble1n by extending the concept of co1nprehensive stability [50] [49]. Finally, 
vve investigate the structure of the output feedback H00 controller for disturbance 
suppression, and draw the conclusion that, as in the linear case, there 1nust also be 
an integrator in the controller . 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter is 1nainly concerned with the constant disturbance rejection proble1n for 
nonlinear syste1ns, and it uses H00 1nethods to exa1nine the proble1n. An i1nportant 
objective of control syste1n design is to n1ini1nise the effects of external disturbances. 
The proble1n of disturbance rejection ( especially constant disturbance rejection) arises 
21 
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in many industrial fields , such as 1notion-control, active noise control and vibration 
control. The classical 1nethod for constant disturbance rejection is to include an 
integrator into the controller. However, the classical disturbance suppression technique 
requires separate consideration of stability, so it cannot directly deal with the robust 
stability issue. 
In recent years, H 00 n1ethods have been ernployed to handle disturbance suppres-
sion problerns [84] [49] for linear systerns. The n1ain n1ethodological device is to intro-
duce an integrator in a selected weight function and then forn1ulate the disturbance 
rejection problen1 as a 1nixed sensitivity problern . However, these 1nixed sensitivity 
problerns are nonstandard H00 problerns, because they have an un-stabilisable pole at 
the origin, which violates the pre-requisite conditions of standard H00 control theory. 
There are several indirect ways to get around this problern , such as by using singu-
lar perturbation techniques or by alternatively changing the systern to an equivalent 
block diagran1 which absorbs the integrator weight into the control loop [84] . 
Paper [49] uses so-called extended H00 theory to give a relatively direct alternative 
solution of this nonstandard H00 problen1 for linear systerns. Furthennore, the inte-
grator weighting leads to order reduction of the Riccati equation by using the concept 
of a so-called quasi-stabilising solution. As for a classical control design , the controller 
arising frorn either of the two H00 approaches non11ally contains an integrator. The 
purpose of this chapter is to try to carry over these ideas to the nonlinear disturbance 
suppression problen1. As in the linear case, for the nonlinear H00 problem there are 
once again standard and nonstandard problerns. Not surprisingly, the H 00 disturbance 
rejection problern for the nonlinear case inherits the difficulty of the linear case: the 
existence of un-stabilisable states 1nakes the problern nonstandard. 
The 1nain bottleneck of nonlinear H00 control, which is sirnilar to th problem ,en-
counter d in nonlinear optirnal control, is the need to solve the Harnilton-J acobi (HJ) 
partial differential equation (PDE) [45]. Although explicit globally-cl fined solutions 
of n1ost HJ PDEs are hard to obtain, we will present a 1nethod which can sirnplify 
(by order r duction) the HJ PDE for the nonlinear disturbance rejection problern by 
using the concept of comprehensive stability, which is extended frorn the linear case 
(See [49]) . Furthennore , w can show t hat the controller for output feedback control 
contains an integrator in a sense defined later , in Section 2.6. 
In the next section, we briefly review the classical constant disturbance suppression 
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Figure 2.1: A classical disturbance suppression problern 
1nethod. In Section 2.3 , we exa1nine, for linear syste1ns, the 1nixed sensitivity H 00 
n1ethod, and in particular, the so-called extended H00 1nethod , which can deal with 
the robust constant disturbance suppression proble1n. In Section 2.4, we set up the 
disturbance suppression proble1n for the nonlinear case. Section 2.5, the 1nain part , 
gives an order reduction theore1n for the state feedback HJ PDE arising fron1 the 
nonlinear constant disturbance suppression proble1n. Finally in Section 2.6, we probe 
the structure of the output feedback H 00 controller of the syste1n under consideration, 
and show that it nonnally contains an integrator. 
2.2 Review of the classical constant disturbance rejection 
technique for linear systems 
Let us consider a classical disturbance rejection proble1n as shown in Figure 2.1. This 
depicts a linear ti1ne-invariant single-input single output (SISO ) syste1n. It consists of 
the interconnection of a plant Po ( s) and controller C ( s) forced by a co1n1nand signal 
r, as well as an input disturbance du and an output disturbance dy. In this chapter , 
vve will pay 1nore attention to the constant input disturbance rejection proble1n. 
Fro1n Figure 2 .1, we can write the tr ans fer function fro1n r, du and dy to ey and 
eu as follows. 
[ 
eu ( s) ] [ 
ey(s) 
1 
l+Po (s )C(s) 
Po(s) 
1 + Po ( s) C( s) 
C(s) 
l+C(s)Po(s) 
1 
1 +C(s )Po (s) 
-C(s) ] 
1 + C ( s) Po ( s) 
-1 
1 + C ( s) Po ( s) 
du(s) 
r(s) 
dy(s) 
(2.1) 
This equation can be used to study three different aspects : rejection of input 
constant disturbances , rejection of output constant disturbances , and tracking of a 
constant reference signal. 
For the input constant disturbance rejection proble1n, we are nonnally interested in 
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reducing or eliminating the effect of the disturbance du. \ i\Then du changes slowly (i.e . 
t he bandwidt h of the input disturbance is low pass), according to classical cont rol t he 
desired effect can be achieved by adding an integrator into the controller C, provided 
stability is retained. 
In t he following we will not consider the case t hat Po ( 0) = 0, because if t his is t he 
case, t he input const ant disturbance du will not influence the out put and fur t hennore 
reference t racking and out put disturbance rejection is i1n possible. 
In 1nore detail, for t he t ransfer function (2.1), we can check t hat if t he com1nand 
r(s) and out put disturbance dy(s) are identically zero and du(s) is a step , i. e. du(s) = 
1/s, t hen an integral cont roll~r (i .e. C(s) = C(s)/s wit h C'(O) nonzero) can totally 
reject t he disturbance on eu when t ~ oo (given that P0 (0) is nonzero) . It is also 
necessary t hat C( s) contains an integrator to secure t he rejection property on eu if Po 
does not contain an integrator. 
Sin1ilarly1 retaining t he assun1pt ion t hat Po (0) -/- 0, fro1n t he t ransfer funct ion 
(2 .1 ), v..re can see t hat an integrator in t he cont roller is not only sufficient, but also 
necessary for ensuring constant input disturbance rejection on ey ( when t ~ oo). An 
integrator in t he plant alone will not suffice . 
For t he constant reference t racking problen1 and t he out put disturbance rejection 
pro blen1, ,ve need to consider t he static t racking error ey ( oo) . Fron1 t he trans£ r 
function (2 .1) , we can check t hat if t he con1111and r(s) or output disturbance dy(s) is 
a step, then an integrator in C ( s) Po ( s) can secure t he static tracking error goes to 
zero(when t ~ oo) . 
To sun11narise, Po (0) -/- 0 is necessary for the possibili ty of constant reference 
tracking. Under this assumption, desirable properties( disturbance rejection and zero 
tracking error) follow when P0 C has an integrator, and if du is presented and ey is to 
go to zero. the integrator n1ust be in C'. 
2.3 7--lc~N treatment of the classical disturbance suppres-
s ion problem for linear systems 
The clas ical di turbance uppression technique demands separate theoretical consid-
eration of stabilitv. and certainly does not d al directly wit h t he robu t stability issue. 
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Figure 2.2: The linear H 00 frarnework for t he disturbance suppression problen1 with 
an integral in the output weight 
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Figure 2.3: The linear H 00 fran1ework for the disturbance suppression proble1n with 
an integral in the input weight 
To guarantee robust stability, we need to rely on a t heory of robust control , such 
as H 00 theory. There are at least two ways [84)[49) to design an H 00 controller for 
the disturbance suppression proble1n. Apart fron1 redrawing the loop of Figure 2.1 
to correspond to the standard H 00 forn1ulation, the 111ain 111ethodological device is 
to introduce an integrator into a selected weight function. The H 00 problen1s in [84) 
and [49) belong to the class of 1nixed sensitivity problems in H 00 control. In [84) an 
integrator is introduced into one of the output weights 1,,V2 (see Figure 2.2) , while in 
[49) there is an integrator in one of the input weights Wd (Figure 2.3) . 
Evidently, associated with the classical disturbance suppression proble1n (Figure 
2.1) , there are at least two kinds ofn1ixed sensitivity H 00 problen1s , (Figures 2.2 and 
2.3). It can be easily checked, for the linear case, that the two H 00 proble1ns are 
duals of each other. So , v.rithout loss of generality, we can choose the 1nixed sensitivity 
problen1 described in Fig 2.3 as t he basis for our discussions. 
In this diagran1 , Po represents t he given plant , 1/ s and vVd2 are input weights , W 2 
is an output weight , and C is the controller which needs to be constructed in such 
a way that it can stabilise t he plant P0 , and 1nake the infinity norn1 of the transfer 
function fro1n [w1 w2]T to z less than some given bound ry . Note that at zero frequency 
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the integrator ensures that the gain fro1n the integrator output to z will be zero , and 
this is the 1nechanis1n for achieving constant disturbance suppression . Given the plant 
and the weights , the standard approach is to seek to fonnulate the proble1n as an H 00 
proble1n. However i this proble1n does not satisfy all the pre-requisite conditions of 
the standard H00 control proble1n ( which includes a stability condition [26] [84]), 
because of an un-stabilisable 1node at the origin. Therefore ; this proble1n is tenned 
nonstandard. }/[ore precisely, consider the state-variable realisation of the "generalised 
plant" wit h input w1 , w2 and u and output z and y in F igure 2.3 . The entire stat 1s 
not stabilisable fro1n u, because the integrator driven by w1 is unaffected by u . 
The book [84] gives indirect solutions for such nonstandard proble1ns by using 
singular perturbation 1nethods ( using s!E instead of } for sn1all positive E). 
The so-called extended H 00 controller [49] will solve the 1nixed sensitivity proble1n 
described in Figure 2.3 , where a constant disturbance enters at the plant input . By 
using disturbance-observer-based integral control, the robust stability require1nent is 
satisfied directly. The synthesis of the extended H00 controller requires a "quasi-
stabilising'' solution [ 49] of the "X'' -Riccati equation ( the Ricca ti equation arising in 
the state feedback proble1n , which also arises in the output feedback proble1n. ). Th 
original ( n + l )-t h order Ricca ti equation can be constructed fro1n the solut ion of a 
reduced order n-t h order equation ; n being the degree of P0 . 
Sin1ilarly we can use extended H00 controller design to solve the 1nixed sensit ivity 
proble1n of Figure 2, where t he constant disturbance enters at the plant output. Not 
surprisingly, for t his dual fonnulation , it is possible to si1nplify t he controller synthesis 
by constructing the solut ion to t he original ( n + l )-th order "Y'' Riccati equation ( the 
Riccati equation arising in the output feedback routines which is tenned t he filter or 
observer Riccati equation) fro1n the solut ion of a reduced n-t h order equation. 
2 .4 Setting up t he disturbance suppression problem for-
mulation in t he nonlinear case 
The proble1ns discussed above are all linear ones. In t his section, we give a description 
of the nonlinear proble1n . 
To begin, we consider t he classical disturbance proble1n shown as in Figure 2.1, 
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except that the plant 1nay be nonlinear . In order to give a 1nore explicit description, 
we suppose that the SISO nonlinear plant, Po, is 1nodelled as follows. 
Po: { Y
xo A(xo) + B1 (xo)w1 + B2(xo)u 
C2(xo) + w2. 
(2.2) 
We assu1ne that the functions appearing in systen1s of this chapter are s1nooth 
with bounded first and second order partial derivatives. Here, w = [w1 w2]T, and 
w1 E R corresponds to a plant input disturbance, while w2 E R corresponds to a 
plant output disturbance. The introduction of the disturbance w 2 can be interpreted 
as a way of capturing 1nodelling uncertainty for output feedback Hco control. It should 
be noted that if w2 is zero, then the proble1n beco1nes singular. In order to sin1plify 
our discussion , we shall suppose that B 1 (xo) = B2 (x0). (For the input disturbance 
rejection problen1, this condition is always satisfied.) 
We need to extend this nonlinear disturbance rejection proble1n as depicted in 
Figure 2.1 to an Hco style proble1n. As 1nentioned in the previous section, for the 
linear case [84] [49], there are two ways to perfonn this step. The first one is depicted 
in Figure 2.2, and the second one in Figure 2.3. The first way, as stated in the last 
section, leads to a solution allowing order reduction of the "Y" -Riccati equation ( or 
observer Riccati equation) in the linear case. However, for the nonlinear case, there is 
no sin1ple and explicit "filter" HJ PDE which is equivalent to the "Y" Riccati equation 
of linear Hco systen1 theory. If we choose the second fonnulation, it turns out that 
we can reduce the order of the control HJ PDE for the state feedback proble1n (which 
is equivalent to the "X" Riccati equation in the linear case). Therfore, we elect to 
extend this nonlinear disturbance suppression problen1 to an Hco proble1n along the 
lines of [49]. 
The fran1ework of this nonlinear Hco proble1n is shown in Figure 2.4. In order 
to slightly extend the application scope of our 1nethod, we choose i Gw1 ( s) instead 
of only i as the weight of w1. Here Gw1 ( s) is a stable and proper transfer function. 
Based on linear classical control theory, iGw1 (s) can be written as~ +Gw12(s), where 
a is real and Gw12(s) is a stable and strictly proper transfer function (See Figure 2.5.) 
The state equation of the weight transfer function beco1nes: 
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Figure 2.4: A nonlinear disturbance suppression problen1 
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Figure 2. 5: The change of weight transfer function 
(2.3 ) 
'../i/e assun1e that Gw2 ( s) in Figure 2.4 is a rational stable proper t ransfer function 
v.rit h no finite and infinite jw-axis zeros, which can be expressed as : 
A w2Xw2 + B w2 W2 
Cw2Xw2 + Dw2W2 
The equations of t he generalised syste1n are now: 
Xw11 aw1 
Xw12 A w12 Xw12 + B w12 W1 
xo A (xo) + B1 (xo)(xw 11 + Cw12 Xw 12 + u) 
Y C2(xo) + Cw2Xw2 + Dw2W2 
(2.4) 
(2. 5) 
The choice of z 1s i1nportant . \f../e elect to set z = e' (See Figure 2.6 ) , a small 
difference fron1 the linear case . 1 That is, we split t he disturbance w1 into two 
1 For the linear case; z = e = Yw1 + u. \A. e a lso could choose z = e here; but it is more convenient 
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Figure 2.7: The structure of a n1ixed sensitivity problem 
con1ponents, W11 = Xw11 and W12 = Cw2Xw2. 
I 
Z = e = Xw 11 + U. (2 .5*) 
I\ 
w 
2.5 Simplification of the state feedback HJ PDE for the 
nonlinear disturbance suppression problem under com-
prehensive stability 
Here, we extend the concept of so-called co1nprehensive stability [49] to the nonlinear 
Hco problen1. This includes the nonlinear disturbance rejection proble111, which con-
tains un-stabilisable states . The constant disturbance rejection proble111 ( as we have 
fon11ulated it) is a nonstandard Hco problein , because Xw 11 is not stabilisable fro111 u . 
First we introduce the standard nonlinear state feedback Hco control proble111: See 
to provide another choice of z. 
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Fig 2.7, let the state space model for plant P be: 
z (2.6) 
y X . 
The standard state feedback 1-{00 control proble1n is to find a controller u = I-< (x) 
which 1nakes the closed loop (P,K) , -dissipative and internally stable, see [28]. Internal 
stability is the condition that x(t)--+ 0 as t--+ 0 for all x(O) and w E L2 [0, oo) . 
Theorem 2.1 Consider the systen1 defined by equation (2.6), and sup-
pose that 3a, /3 : a l > E1 = Df2D12 > 16I > 0 for all x. Suppose one can 
find a strictly positive proper s1nooth function V of x, such that V (x) > 0 
for x #- 0, V(O) = 0 and which (a) satisfies the state fe dback Ha1nilton 
J acobi PDE (HJ PDE) 
V XV (A - B2E11 Df2C1) 
1 
+ 
2
v xV(,-2B1B[ - B 2E11B[)vxVT 
1 T ( -1 T) ? C1 I - D 12E 1 D12 C1 = 0. 
,_, 
+ 
and (b) 1nakes the vector field 
(2 .7) 
asy1nptotically stable. Then the central controller for the state feedback 
problen1, which guarantees ,-dissipat ivi ty and internal stability, is defined 
as : 
J(*(x) = -E1(x)-1[D12(x)TC1(x) + B2(x)Tv xV(x)T] . 
Furthennore, even if (b) is not fulfilled, the closed-loop satisfi s the 
dissipation inequali ty for all T , x ( 0) , and w (.): 
V (x (t)) + ! f0T lz(t) l 2dt < , 2! f0T lw(t) l2dt + V(x(O)). 
Proof See [28]. I 
For so1ne 1nixed sensitivity pro bl ins , such as (2.5 ), there exist so1ne un-stabilisabl 
states, so it is obvious that no stabilising solut ion for the HJ PDE exists . In ord r 
to get around this obstacle , we extend the concepts of co1nprehensive stability and 
essential stability [50] to nonlinear syste1ns . 
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Definition 2.2 T he closed-loop system (P , K ) in Fig 2.7 is essentially 
stable if the int erconnection of the physical plant Po and cont roller K is 
internally st able, or equivalently, if the only non-internally-stable 1nodes 
of (P , 1() are those associated vl it h the weighting. 
The n1ot ivat ion is t hat t he weight ing is not present in any physical sense, while Po 
and I< are physically present . 
Definition 2.3 T he closed-loop syst en1 (P , K ) in Fig 2.7 is said to be 
con1prehensively stable if it is essent ially stable, and t he closed-loop fron1 w 
to z is -dissipative. When t his is t he case, K is called a co1nprehensively 
stabilising cont roller . 
As a first step towards adjusting Theoren1 2.1 t o cope wit h un-stabilisable states , 
we present Theore1n 2. 7 below. This t heoren1 uses t he concept of zero detectability; 
v,re now define t his concept for t he systen1. 
Definition 2.4 The systen1 ( of Figure 2.7) wi h input ·w and out put 
z is said to be zero-detectable if t he condit ions t hat w(t) = 0 and z(t) =O 
for all t > 0, are sufficient to i1n ply t hat lin1t--+CX) x(t) = 0. 
\ 1 -e present a len1n1a as follo-Y\ s, which v\ ill be needed for t he 1nain stabili ty t heoren1 . 
It con1es from a sin1ple extension of La Salle's invariance principle [6 2]. 
Definition 2.5 Consider t he syste1n (of Figure 2.7) wit h w = 0. Let 
X = [xru xI]T . Define IT as t he projection fron1 R dim (x) to R dim(xs) in t he 
obvious ,my by II ( [ x~ xI r) = X s · 
Lemma 2.6 Consider t he syste1n (of Figure 2.7) wit h w = 0. Let 
V(x) be a scalar function ,,rit h cont inuous partial derivatives , and Br be 
t he open set defined as { x : V ( x) < r }. Assun1e t hat for a fixed but 
arbit rary r E R ITBr is a bounded set where t he projection operator IT is 
defined in Defini t ion 2.5, and t hat also wit hin Br t he following condit ions 
hold 
• V (x) < 0 
• V (x) > 0 for x8 -/- 0 and V (x) = 0 for Xs = 0, 
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• for every trajectory of x starting fron1 x(O) within Br, there is a bound 
for x(t) (which 1nay possibly depend on x(O)) . 
Let N be the set of all points within Br where V ( x) 0 and let M be 
the largest invariant set within N . Then for every possible x( O) in Br, as 
t--+ oo, x(t) --+Mand consequently every associated projection x8 = II (x) 
tends to M s = II (M) . 
Proof The proof is in Appendix 2.8. 
Theorem 2. 7 Consider the systen1 defined by equation (2.6), and sup-
pose that ::la, ,8 : al> E 1 = D[2D12 > (3 I > 0 for all x . Suppose also that 
u = J( (x) for so1ne K such that K(O) = 0. Suppose that the state vector 
of P is of the fonn [x~ x;]T, in which the con1ponents x8 are stabilisable 
fro1n u and the con1ponents Xw are associated only with weights and are 
not necessarily stabilisable. Then the closed-loop systen1 (P, K ) will be 
con1prehensively stable, given the following conditions are satisfied: 
• There exists a storage function V, such that V (.r) > 0 if Xs # 0 an l 
V( x) = 0 if Xs = 0, which satisfies the dissipative inequality : 
(2.8) 
• The states x 8 are zero-detectable. 
Proof The proof is in Appendix 2. 9. 
I 
I 
Next , let us go back to the nonlinear disturbance suppression proble1n. 1./ve present 
a theore1n which gives a sufficient condition for systein (2.5) to be con1prehensively 
stabilised. This condition is relatively n1oderate, and easier to check than that in 
Th oren1 2.1. 
Theorem 2. 8 Consider the syste1n described by equation (2 .5 ). Sup-
pose that the state vector of the plant P is of the fonn [xw 11 x;]T = 
[xw 11 x~12 x~2 xl']T, where the sub-state x8 is zero-detectable. If there 
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exists a function V(x), such that V(x) > 0 if Xs i- 0 and V(x) 0 if 
Xs = 0, which satisfies the following HJ PDE: 
then the syste1n (2 .5) can be co1nprehensively stabilised by the central 
controller J,(*(xs), defined as : 
In the above equations the terms are given by 
Aw12 Xw12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Proof The proof is in Appendix 2 .10. 
Ren1arks: 
(2.10) 
I 
• By applying Theoren1 2.8, we can achieve a (n + nw12 + nw2 )-th order HJ PDE 
(2 .9) instead of a (n+nw12 +nw2 + 1)-th order HJ PDE (2.7) to construct the 
co1nprehensively stabilising controller for the disturbance suppression proble1n. 
• It is obvious that V = 0 is one solut ion of the HJ PDE (2 .9 ); since when V = 0, 
then z = 0, and the , -dissipativity condition is satisfied . However for such a V, 
stability is not necessarily guaranteed. On the other hand, if Po is a stable plant , 
the stability require1nent is auto1natically satisfied with V = 0. This 1neans that 
the state feedback controller is just -xw11 , and therefore output feedback just 
needs to feed back the estin1ate of the state Xw 11 . This greatly si1nplifies the 
design of the output feedback Hco controller for this proble1n, because we only 
need to observe the state Xw 11 . 
Now we give a simple example to illustrate our 1nethod. 
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Example Consider the proble1n of Fig 2.4. We suppose t hat Gw1 (s) = Gw2 (s) = 1, 
and that Po is given by 
-ax~+ w1 + u 
X2 + W2 . 
Fro1n equation (2.5) the co1nbined syste1n (i.e. Po with weights) is 
X1 W1 
3 
. X2 -ax2 + x1 + u p 
z X1 + U 
y X2 + W2 
Fron1 Theoren1 2.8i we get the HJ PDE 
3 - 1 - 2 
-ax'> Vx 2 - -Vx = 0. ~ 2 2 
(2 .11 ) 
(2 .12) 
There are two solutions for Vx 2 ; na1nely Vx 2 = 0 and Vx 2 = -2ax~. Fron1 the initial 
condition V(O) = Oi we obtain the two solutions: 
For the case where a < Oi it follows that V2(x 2) > 0 and V2 (x2) satisfies all the 
conditions of Theore1n 2.8. Hence, the controller u = -x1 + 2ax~ con1prehensively 
stabilises the systen1 (2 .12). 
For the case where a > Oi it is obvious that V2(x 2 ) cannot be a storage function 
since V2(x2) < 0. Although V1 (x2 ) = 0 can be a storage function , it does not sat-
isfy the conditions of Theore1ns 2. 7 and 2.8 since V1 (x2) = 0 even when x 8 # 0 . 
Fortunately; we can directly check that by using V1 (x2 ) = Oi we can achieve a co1npre-
hensively stabilising controller for the syste1n (2 .12). Firstly, we note that V1 (x2) = 0 
satisfies the , -dissipativity condition . Secondly, because a > 0, it follows that Po is 
stable. Fro1n these two facts we can conclude that the controller u = -x1 , which is 
constructed by using f\( x2) = 0 as a storage function; can co1nprehensively stabilise 
the systen1 (2.12) . 
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2.6 The structure of the disturbance suppression output 
feedback controller for nonlinear plants 
In this section, we shall discuss the use of output feedback rather than state feedback 
to achieve constant disturbance suppression. \f../e first show how one 111ight use a 
nonlinear observer in conjunction with a state-feedback H 00 controller in order to 
develop an output feedback controller . The fon11 of solut ion suggests that an output 
feedback controller which rejects constant disturbances 1nay contain an integrator. We 
ain1 to confin11 that the controller nonnally acquires an integrator, a phenon1enon vvell 
kno,i\rn in the linear case , and the basis of classical constant disturbance suppression 
ideas. 
Nonlinear H00 output feedback control is particularly difficult. The standard solu-
tion of the linear H 00 output feedback control problen1 nonnally depends upon solving 
two Riccati equations [84] . One of these , which arises in the state feedback control 
proble1n , is replaced by an HJ PDE in the nonlinear case. The other , however , is 
replaced by a still 111ore con1plicated equation (involving an inforn1ation state), see 
[28] . Practical approaches to solution of this latter equation are so far lacking. 
As an alternative , one can draw on ideas of nonlinear observer theory [8] [39] [43] , 
and substitute a state estin1ate :i; instead of the state x in a state feedback controller. 
I 
retrospectively checking the , -dissipativity and stability of the closed-loop syste1n. In 
this case, the controller re1nains finite-din1ensional , which is not norn1ally the case 
when infonnation state n1ethods are used. 
In the linear case, the disturbance rejection output feedback controller necessarily 
includes an integrator. \Ne now investigate the output feedback controller struct ure 
for the nonlinear case. \ Ne first define a notion of internal stability. 
Definition 2. 9 A closed loop systen1 is internally stable around all 
constant operating points if when subjected to inputs co1nposed of the 
sun1 of a constant signal pl us signal in £ 2 , all internal states x ( t ) of the 
closed loop S} sten1 becon1e the su1ns of constant signals plus a signals in 
L2. Output stability is defined si1nilar ly. 
This definition reduces to the standard notion of stability in the linear case. By 
analogy vvi h the linear case we shall adopt the following definition. 
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Figure 2.8: Another choice for z (See Theore1n 2.12) 
Definition 2.10 A nonlinear syste1n contains an integrator iff there 
exist son1e initial conditions for the state, and son1e input signal in £ 2 
which results in the output being the Slnn of a non-zero constant signal 
pl us a signal in £ 2. 
Theorem 2.11 Consider the constant disturbance suppression prob-
len1 described by equations (2 .5) and (2 .5*) and depicted in Figure 2.6. 
Suppose that an output feedback H 00 controller exists, such that the re-
sultant closed loop is both internally stable and output stable around all 
constant operating points in the sense of Definition 2.9. Then assun1ing 
that the plant Po does not contain an integrator in the sense of Definition 
2 .10 , then the controller 1nust contain an integrator . 
Proof The proof is in Appendix 2.11. 
Theorem 2.12 Consider the constant disturbance suppression prob-
le1n described by equations (2 .5) and depicted in Figure 2.8. If we choose 
z = [y], and suppose that an output feedback H 00 controller exists, such 
that the resultant closed loop is both internally stable and output stable 
around all constant operating points in the sense of Definition 2.9 . Then 
the controller 1nust contain an integrator in the sense of Definition 10, 
regardless of whether or not the plant contains · an integrator . 
Proof The proof is in Appendix 2.12. 
I 
I 
There is a relevant "nonlinear internal 1nodef' principle xpressed in [19] and [35], 
that allows for an exogenous n1arginally table syste1n defining the disturbance or 
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tracking signal. The key difference is t hat, Theorern 2.11 and Theore1n 2. 12 consider 
the input constant disturbance rejection under addit ive norm bounded 1nodel uncer-
tainty, while the "nonlinear internal model" principle expressed in [19] and [35] mainly 
copes with the para1netric model uncertainty. 
2. 7 Conclusion 
This chapter presents a 111odest extension of nonlinear 7-{00 theory in order to solve t he 
constant disturbance reject ion problein. We have suggested a nonlinear extension of a 
concept introduced for the corresponding linear proble1n , that of the" cornprehensively 
stabilising11 controller , and have achieved an order reduced HJ PDE for the state 
feedback problen1. Furthennore, we draw the conclusion that the output feedback 
controller nonnally 1nust contain an integrator for constant disturbance suppression. 
This 111ethod in1proves our intuitive understanding of the linear proble1n . 
2.8 Proof of Lemma 2.6 
Proof Since V(x) < 0 t hen V(x(t)) < V(x(O)) = vast-+ oo so t hat x(t) E Bv for 
t > 0. Since by hypothesis V(x) > 0 for all x E Br, it follows t hat V(x(t)) has a li1nit 
l as t -+ oo, where l < v. 
Let r be the (posit ive) li1nit ing set of x(t) . Note that r is not en1pty due to the 
boundedness of t he t ra jectories of x(t) on Br· By t he continuity of V(x) we conclude 
t hat V ( xr) = l for all xr E r and that therefore r C Bz and V ( X) 0 011 r. Since r 
is an invariant set it fo llows t hat r CM . Since x(t) re1nains bounded within Bv, it 
follows that x -+ M as t -+ oo and the theore1n conclusion follows . I 
2.9 Proof of Theorem 2.7 
Proof Fro1n equation (2 .8), we can calculate that the closed-loop fro1n w to z is "'(-
dissipative. Now we only need to prove that the state Xs is asy1nptotically stabilised. 
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Because the inequality (2.8) is satisfied for all w, for the case when w = O; we have 
V( x) < -llzll 2 -
Now we appeal to Le1nn1a 2.6. The set of trajectories for which V _ 0 is the set for 
which z(t) 0. By the theoren1 hypothesis, w - 0 and z = 0 i1nply liint-.oo x 8 (t) = 0. 
2.10 Proof of Theorem 2.8 
Proof Let u = u + il, and 
Then, equation (2 .5) and (2.5 * ) together becon1e: 
Xw11 aw1 
Xw12 Aw12 Xw12 + B w12 W1 
Xw2 Aw2 Xw2 + B w2 W2 
Xo A(xo) + B1 (xo)Cw12Xw12 + B1 (xo)'u 
-z u 
y C2(.:ro) + Cw2Xw2 + Dw2W2 
For the syste1n defined by equation (2.14), set 
A(x) = 
0 
Aw12Xw12 
Aw2Xw2 
(xw11 E R ) 
( Xw12 E R nw12) 
(x E R nw2) w2 
A(xo) + B1 (xo)Cw 12Xw12 
a 0 
B1 (x) = 0 
I 
(2 .1 3) 
(2 .14) 
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A 
C1 (x) = O: 
D12(x) = 1; 
Then according to Theoren1 2.1) t he HJ P DE for the above syste1n is : 
[vxw 11 Vxw12 Vxw2 Vxo ] ( A(x) - 0) + ~ [vxwu Vxw 12 Vxw2 Vx0 ] 
a 0 
-2 Bw12 0 
' 0 Bw2 [ ~ 
0 0 
V Xtc 11 
1 T 
XLL·12 
= 0. 
vr 
Xw2 
Via 
This 111ay also be expressed as 
0 ~] - 0 0 0 
B 1 (xo) 
VxlL. 12 Aw12Xw12 + Vxw2Aw2Xw2 + Vxo [A(xo) + B 1(xo)Cw12 xw2] 
? a - a B w12 0 0 
1 
_·) [V Vxo] a Bw12 B w12 B 'f:i12 0 0 + - V V 2 Xu·11 Xu·12 Xw2 0 0 Bw2B; 2 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 V Xw11 
1 
Vxo] 
0 0 0 0 VT 
- [v VX-u·12 Vxw2 Xw12 2 Xu;ll 
0 0 0 0 vr Xu;2 
0 0 0 B 1 (xo) B [ (xo) Via 
0. 
39 
(2 .15) 
V Xw 11 
vr 
X11.·12 
VT XU,·2 
vJo 
(2.16) 
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Now with V the solution of equation (2.9) , we can verify that V(xw 11 , Xw12 , Xw 2 , xo) = 
V- ( ) t· fi (2 16) For w1·th this identification , Vx = 0, and equation Xw12 , Xw2 , XQ Sa 18 es . . wu 
(2 .16) beco1nes: 
B w12 B~12 0 0 
-T V 
,-2 - Xw12 
V Vx0 ] 0 Bw2 B~2 0 -T + -[V vx 2 Xw12 Xw2 w2 
0 0 0 - y vxo 
0 0 0 - y V 
1 [ - Xw12 
V Xw2 Vx0 ] - y - V 0 0 0 V ? Xw12 Xw2 ,_, 
0 0 B1 (xo)B[ (xo) - y vxo 
0. (2 .17) 
This is identical to equation (2. 9) , which is true by hypothesis . Since the solution 
V(x) has the property that V (x) > 0 if x 3 # 0, V( x) = 0 if x3 = 0, then fron1 
Theor 1n 2.1 we conclude that equation (2.15) has a solution that 1nakes the closed-
loop (P , I(*) ,-dissipative without necessarily satisfying the closed-loop asy1nptot ic 
stability condition of Theoren1 2.1. 
Because x 3 is zero-detectable by hypothesis, then fro1n the , -dissipativity property 
t hat we have de1nonstrated i1n1nediately previously, and fro1n application of Theore1n 
2.7 , we conclude t hat t he closed loop (P , J() is co1nprehensively stabilised. I 
2.11 Proof of Theorem 2.11 
Proof Consider the case where w1 , w2 E £ 2 and the input w11 is co1nposed of the 
sun1 of a non-zero constant signal pl us a signal in £ 2, and w2 E £ 2. Since there is an 
H 00 controller. th signal z n1ust obey the dissipat ion inequality with respect to w1 
and w2, and h nc z E £ 2. By the properties of w11 and z (See Fig 2.6) , it follows 
that the den1anded controller output u can be described as a non-zero constant signal 
pl us a signal in £ 2 
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Since the closed loop syste1n is stable, it follows t hat both the plant states Xp and 
the observed outputs n1ust be able to be described as constant signals plus signals in 
£ 2 . Because of our assun1ption that the nonlinear plant does not contain an integrator, 
the observed output y n1ust be a zero constant signal plus a signal in £ 2. 
vVe now observe that the controller K has an input y E £ 2 and an output u which 
1s a non-zero constant signal plus a signal in £ 2. By Definit ion 2 .10 , the controller 
contains an integrator. 
I 
2.12 Proof of Theorem 2.12 
Proof Consider t he case where w1, w2 E £ 2 and t he input w 11 is co1nposed of t he 
sun1 of a non-zero constant signal pl us a signal in £ 2 , and w 2 E £ 2 . Since t here is an 
H 00 controller, t he signal z n1ust obey the dissipa ion inequali ty wit h respect to w1 
and W·) . and hence z E L?. 
_ , -
Because t he closed loop systen1 is stable, it follovvs t hat both t he plant states Xp 
and the ob er\ ed outputs 1nust be able to be described as constant signals plus signals 
in £ 2. Because of t he observed output y is chosen as z, y n1ust be a zero constant 
signal pl us a signal in £ 2. 
By t he properties of w 11 and z (See Fig 2.8), it follows t hat t he de1nanded controller 
output u can be described as a non-zero constant signal plus a signal in £ 2 2 . 
1
./'le now observe t hat the controller K has an input y E £ 2 and an output u ,;vhich 
1s a non-zero constant signal plus a signal in £ 2 . By Defini t ion 2.10 , t he controller 
contains an integrator. 
I 
2 If u is zero constant signal plus a signal in L2, then the input of the plant Po will be the non-
zero constant signal of wu plus a signal in L2. However , the output y of the plant Po is a zero 
constant signal plus a signal in L2. That means the plant has already been possessed of the abili ty of 
constant disturbance rejection. Certainly, we need not to design a controller to deal with the constant 
disturbance rejection problem for such plant . 
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Chapter 3 
Disturbance suppression for 
nonlinear systems design using 
singular perturbation theory 
A relatively practical n1ethod of suppressing the effect of constant disturbances on 
nonlinear syste1ns is presented in this chapter. By adding an integrator to a stabilis-
ing controller, it is possible to achieve both constant disturbance rejection and zero 
tracking error. Sufficient conditions for the rejection of a constant input disturbance 
are given. vVe give both local and global conditions such that the inclusion of an 
integrator in the closed loop 1naintains closed loop stability. The analysis is based on 
singular perturbation theory. Furthennore , we also present so1ne alternative locations 
for adding an integrator into the closed loop systen1 and extend these 1nethods to deal 
with 1v1ultiple-input I\/Iultiple-output nonlinear syste1ns . Finally, we imple1nent our 
n1ethod in the control of a simulated helicopter 1nodel. The si1nulation results show 
that this n1ethod achieves satisfactory performance. 
3.1 Introduction 
An i1nportant objective of control system design is to 1nini1nise the effects of external 
disturbances. The proble1n of disturbance rejection ( especially constant disturbance 
rejection) arises in 1nany industrial fields , such as n1otion-control , active noise control 
43 
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and vibration control. For linear systems, the classical method of rejecting a constant 
disturbance is to include an integrator in the controller. This chapter extends this 
idea to nonlinear syste1ns, using singular perturbation 1nethods to guarantee stability. 
Although the 1nethod presented in this chapter extends classical n1ethods for linear 
constant disturbance rejection, it is also related to nonlinear H00 1nethods presented in 
the last chapter [72] . The last chapter extended the concept of co1nprehensive stability 
for linear syste1ns [50] [49] to deal with the nonlinear constant disturbance suppression 
problen1. As an H00 1nixed sensitivity proble1n; the constant disturbance suppression 
proble1n is , a nonstandard due to the existence of un-stabilisable states . 
-
The 1nain bottleneck for nonlinear state feedback H 00 control, which is si1nilar to 
the proble1n encountered in nonlinear opti1nal control, is the need to solve a Han1ilton-
J acobi (HJ) partial differential equation (PDE)[45] [9]. In last chapter, we [72] [75] 
presented a 1nethod of sin1plifying ( via order reduction) the Han1ilton-J acobi partial 
differential equation for the nonlinear disturbance rejection proble1n by using the con-
cept of comprehensive stabi lity, a concept which is extended fron1 the lin ar case [49]. 
Because the states which are related to the disturbance are not directly 1neasurable, 
they cannot be directly used. This forces us to consider nonlinear H00 output feedback 
control. 
Nonlinear H00 output feedback control is particularly difficult. The standard solu-
tion of the linear H00 output feedback control problen1 norn1ally involves solving two 
Riccati equations [84]. One of these, which arises in the state f edback control prob-
len1 , is r placed by a Han1ilton-J acobi partial differential equation in the nonlinear 
case. The other , however, is replaced by a still 1nore co1nplicated equation (involving 
an infonnation state) [28] . Practical approaches to the solution of this latter equation 
are so far lacking. Alternatively, one can draw on ideas of nonlinear observer th,eory 
[39] [43] , and replace th state x with a state est in1ate :i; in a state feedback controller , 
retrospectiv ly checking the , -dissipativity and stability of the closed-loop systen1. In 
this case, the controller re1nains finite-din1ensional , which is not always the case when 
infon11ation state 1nethods are used . 
In last chapter , we also den1onstrate that for disturbance suppression, an output 
feedback controller n1ust contain an integrator [72] [3]. In this chapt r we ask whether 
vve can directly add an integrator to an already existing controller to achieve constant 
disturbance rejection , while till retaining the stability of the systen1. Often that 
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Figure 3 .1: A nonlinear constant disturbance suppression pro blern 
would be both a si1npler and n1ore practical way to deal with the nonlinear constant 
disturbance suppression problen1 [3] . 
This chapter not only gives the affinnative answer but also suggests several loca-
tions where an integrator with low gain away fron1 DC (; for short) 1naybe included , 
in order to deal with the constant input disturbance rejection problen1. Furthennore , 
this 1nethod can also be applied to cope with the constant reference tracking proble1n , 
even for nonlinear JVIIJVIO systen1s, such as the helicopter system of [41] . 
In the next section, we give a description of the problen1. In Section 3.3 , we present 
a proof that an exponentially stabilising nonlinear controller appropriately augn1ented 
with a sn1all integrator ( a linear transfer function ; ) can yield constant disturbance 
suppression. In Section 3.4, we will give both local and global conditions for the 
existence of a gain of the integrator that is sufficiently s1nall to guarantee stability. 
Section 3.5, by using singular perturbation 1nethods , gives a upper bound on a value 
of the gain that guarantees closed loop stability. In Section 3.6, we suggest alternative 
locations for adding an integrator into the syste1n. Section 3. 7 extends our 1nethod to 
deal with the constant disturbance rejection problen1 and constant reference tracking 
problen1 for J\/Iultiple-input 1v1ultiple-output(1'v1I1v10) syste1ns. Finally in Section 3.8 , 
we present sin1ulation results obtained by in1ple1nenting constant disturbance rejec-
tion and zero steady state tracking error control for a helicopter 1nodel by using this 
n1ethod. 
3.2 Problem description 
Firstly, let us consider a nonlinear input disttubance rejection proble1n as shown in 
Figure 3.1. This depicts a nonlinear single-input single output (SISO) systen1 (We 
will extend our methods to 1v1IMO syste1ns later). It consists of the interconnection of 
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Figure 3.2: A nonlinear systen1 with an existing stabilising controller C0 
a nonlinear plant Po and controller C, forced by a constant con11nand signal r, as well 
as a constant input disturbance cl . Here, Yr is the reference tracking rror , and ii is 
the input to the plant . vVhat we are concerned with here is how to design a controller 
C which possesses the ability to both reject a constant input disturbance cl, and to 
give zero steady state tracking error for a constant reference input r. 
NI ore precisely, we consider the question of how we n1ight n1odify a pre-existing con-
troller C0 not achieving these properties , so that the properties are secured throughout 
t he 1nodification (See Figure 3.2). 
In the case of a linear plant , the classical 1nethod e1nployed to reject a constant 
disturbance is to include an integrator in the controller. Here , we extend this idea to 
deal with the nonlinear constant disturbance rejection problen1. 
Consider Figure 3.3. Suppose that we have already designed a controller Co which 
stabilises the plant Po (Later , we shall be precise concerning the type of stability). 
We then aug1nent the closed loop with the addition of a sn1all gain integrator. The 
original controller C0 and sn1all gain integrator ; in Case 1 of Figure 3.3 repr sents 
a solution to the pro ble1n of designing C in Figure 3 .1. Then, the interconnection is 
equivalent to a single stable plant P as shown in Figure 3.3. By stating that the two 
cases in Figure 3.3 are equivalent, we n1ean that if the exogenous input signals cl and 
' 
r in the two cases are equal, then all labelled signals (including the output signals) 
will also be equal(given suitable 1natching of initial condit ions, or after decay of initial 
condition effects). Hence, we can focus our attention on the si1nplified second case. 
In the second case of Figure 3.3 , we suppose that ·the state equation of the plant 
P is 1nod lled as follows. 
{ 
X 
P: 
y 
f(x u) 
g(x u) . 
(3. 1) 
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Figure 3.3 : Two equivalent cases 
If t here is no part icular declaration in this chapter , we suppose t hat f : R n x nm ~ 
R n and g : R n x R m ~ R l are unbiased in t he sense t hat 
.f . 
s 
{ 
f (0, 0) 
g(O, O) 
0 
0. 
(3.2) 
The state equation for t he sn1all integrator is expressed as a t ransfer function block 
E 
s { ~ EYr (3.3) 
In t he above, t he reference t racking error Yr is equal to y - r . We suppose that 
the disturbance d and t he reference input r are bot h constant . 
The fo llowing parts of t his chapter will focus on two key questions. The first 
question is whether a cont roller t hat is augn1ented wit h an integrator will reject the 
constant disturbance . The second question is how to ensure t he stabili ty of t he closed 
loop. Another but nevert heless i1nportant question is whether constant reference 
trajectory following occurs, wit h zero steady state error. 
3.3 Sufficient conditions for constant disturbance rejec-
tion 
In [72], it was shown t hat for input disturbance suppression an out put feedback Jt (X) 
cont roller n1ust contain an integrator in t he cont roller. In t his section , we will still 
start our discussion from t he point of view of an Jt(X) t reat1nent . 
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Figure 3.4: The 111ixed sensitivity H co fonn 
As in [72], we also extend the constant input disturbance rejection proble1n to a 
n1ixed sensitivity H00 problei11 ( Figure 3.4) . We introduce an integrator into one 
of the input weights(the disturbance weight) , and choose cost variable z = u. The 
input w1 gives rise to the input disturbance d. The introduction of t he input w2 can 
be interpreted as a way of capturing 1nodelling uncertainty or as a reference input 
signal. , iVithout an integrator \~reight function , the introduction of w2 is necessary for 
ensuring t hat the H00 problen1 is standard. Here: t he input weighting function 111fd2 
of 1u2 and t he out put weighting function vVz are both stable. 
In order to set up t he relationships between input-out put stability [79] and Lya-
punov stabili ty for t his constant disturbance rejection problen1, we present a theore1n 
fron1 [79] . 
( ! ) . 
Vie will later identify t he controller C in Figure 3 .4 \Vi t h the s1nall gain integrator 
Definition 3.1 A systen1 is globally exponentially stable ( GES) iff 
t here exists a Lyapunov function U ( x) < 0 such that 
and with zero input 
,Yhere Pi > 0. i = 1. 2: 3 are suitable scalar constants. If t hese condi-
tions hold . it follows t hat t here exists some constant p > 0 such that with 
x(O) = xo . 
jx(t)j < pj.role-P3 tl 2 for all t > 0. 
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By local exponential stability (LES) we mean that this definition is valid at least 
for x in a neighbour hood of x = 0. 
Definition 3.2 Consider the nonlinear syste1n of the form 
{ 
i: = f (x,u) 
y = g(x, u) . (3 .4) 
The systein (3 .4) is said to be "£ p-stable with finite gain" if t here exist 
constants bp and rp < oo such t hat u E £;J: ===} y E £ 1 and IIYIIP < 
rpllullP + bp. If p = 2, rp is said to be the £ 2 bound fro1n u to y. 
The systen1 (3.4) is said to be "£p-stable without bias" if t here exists 
a constant rp < oo such t hat x(O) = 0, u E £';/: ===} y E £ ~ and IIYII P < 
rp llullp· 
The syste1n (3.4) is "sn1all signal Lp-stable without bias" if there exist 
constants Tp > 0 and rp < oo such t hat x(O) = 0, u E £;J: wit h ll ullP < 
Tp ===}YE £ 1 and IIYIIP < rp llullp-
As in the linear case, it is possible to establish a connection between these two 
types of stability [79]. 
Theorem 3.3 Consider the syste1n described by equation (3.4). Sup-
pose that f : R n X nm f-7 n n and g : n n X n m f-7 Rl are unbiased in the 
sense that 
{ 
f(O , 0) = 0 
g(O , 0) = 0. 
(3 .5) 
which ensures that x = 0 is an equilibriu1n of the unforced syste1n 
X = f( x, 0). (3.6) 
Suppose that x = 0 is an exponentially stable equilibriu1n of (3.6), and 
that f is C1 . Suppose also that f and g are locally Lipschitz continuous 
at (0, 0), that is, suppose there exist finite constants k f, k9 , r such that 
llf(x, u) - f( z, v) 112 < k1[ll x - zll2 + llu - vll2J, V(x, u)(z, v) E B r, 
(3 .7) 
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Figure 3. 5: The si1n plified 111ixed sen si t i v i t y H fon11 
llg(x; ·u) - g(z, v)ll2 < k9 [ll x - zll2 + llu - vll2L V(x, u)(z, v) E B r . 
(3.8) 
Here, B r is the open ball of t he radius r, t hat is, B r= { x : llx - xoll < r }. 
Then the systen1 (3.4) is s1nall signal Lp-stable wit hout bias for each 
p E [1 i oo) . If x = 0 is a globally exponentially stable equilibriun1, and 
(3 .7) and (3 .8) hold wit h B r replaced by R (m+n), t hen t he syste1n (3.4) 
is Lp-stable v-1ithout bias for each p E [1 i oo) . Furthern1ore , there exists a 
Lyapunov function U(x) > 0 \\rhich satisfies the require1nents of exponen-
tial stability of Definit ion 3 .1 i and t he gain '"Yp is related to the constants 
Pi defining t he properties of U ( x) by 
Proof See pages 2 6-2 9 of [79] . I 
No\\-. let us consider the 111ixed sensitivity 'H proble1n depicted by Figure 3.4. One 
design goal of 'Hee 1nethods is to ensure that a finite £ 2 gain '"'fwz exists fro1n input 
[ Ii 1 w2]T to output z. in other words to en ure t hat the syste1n is ' £ 2-s able with 
finite gain .. (see Definition 3.2. ) . In this section; in order to mphasise the proble1n of 
constant input di turbance rejection as opposed to reference tracking and to si1n plify 
our di cu sion. we will not con ider the input w2, hat i w et w2 = 0. We also 
a sun1e that the \\·eight function n z i unit ·. B cause the ,\ eigh ing func ion 1Vd2 
and n·.: are both table . we can use Theore1n 3.3 to ee tha the e sin1plification \ ill 
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not influence t he existence of rwz and our further discussion. 
We set the controller C in Figure 3.4 to be ; . The syste1n is then as depicted in 
Figure 3.5. 
Theorem 3.4 Consider the syste1n depicted in Figure 3.5. The plant 
P and -; blocks are respectively described by equations (3.1),(3.2) and 
(3 .3) . Suppose that (0, 0) is an exponentially stable equilibriu1n of the 
unforced closed loop ( P, ! ) . Further, assu1ne that f is C1 , and that f, 
g are locally Lipschitz continuous at (0, 0) with Lipschitz constants kJ and 
k9 to the Euclidean norm ll-ll2(See Definition 3.1 and Theore1n 3.3.). 
Then the syste1n depicted in Figure 3.5 is sn1all signal £ 2 stable without 
bias fro1n w to z . 
If (0, 0) is a globally exponentially stable equilibriu1n , and f, g are 
globally Lipschitz continuous at (0, 0), then the systen1 is £ 2 stable without 
bias. 
Proof 
Consider Fig 3.5, and suppose that there is an additional input w3 to the integrator 
! If we set W3 = ~ and then replace w by zero, the input w3 is equivalent to the 
input of the signal w. That is, we can replace the disturbance input w E £ 2 of the 
systen1 depicted in Fig 3.5 by the equivalent signal w3 E £ 2. Because (0, 0) is an 
exponentially stable equilibriu1n of the unforced closed loop ( P, ! ) , then we will see 
that according to Theore1n 3.3 a finite gain rw3 y fro1n w3 to z exists. 
1'/Iore precisely, the aug1nented syste1n with input w3 and output z can be described 
as below. 
X f (x , ~) 
(3.9) 
z 
Let Xa = [xT ~]T, then the above equation can be rewritten in the fonn: 
(3.10) 
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Then, v(xa,w3), (x~,w~) E R)n+2) 
llfa(Xa, w3) - fa(x~, w~) 11 2 
f(xa) - f(x~) 
E(g(xa) - g(x~)) + E(w3 - w~) 
2 
< kt(llx - x'll2 + II~ - (112) + k9 (llx - x'll2 + II~ -(112) + Ellw3 - w~ll2 
< V2(kJ + k9 )llxa - x~ll2 + Ellw3 - w~ll2 
(3 .11) 
Si1nilarly, it is obvious t hat ll9a(xa) - 9a(x~)ll2 < k9al lxa - x~ll2, where k9a = 1. 
In view of the assun1ption that (0, 0) is an exponentially stable equilibriun1 of 
the unforced closed loop (P, ~), there exists a Lyapunov function U(x) > 0, which 
satisfies the require1nents of Definition 3.1. According to Theore1n 3.3 the finite gain 
r1u3z fron1 w3 to z is rw3z = [(p3kJa/4p1 2p22) + l], where the constants Pi are defined 
by the properties of U ( x) . 
Then, in view of the equivalence of the w and w 3 described at the beginning of 
the proof, we see that the bound fro1n w to z is rwz < i[(p3kJa/4pi2p2 2 ) + l]. 
I 
Reinarks: 
• The significance of Theoren1 3.4 is that it shows that if a controller is aug1nented 
with an integrator , and the closed loop is exponentially stable ( we will present 
sufficient conditions for the stability of the closed loop in next section), then 
input-output stability frorn w to z is ensured . In fact , the H nonn fro1n w 
to z is less than the. given bound rwz · ote that there is an integrator weight 
function between w and w which ensures that even for a constant disturbance 
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w, the output signal z is in £ 2 and hence asymptotically goes to zero. That 
is , the controller aug1nented with a low gain integrator % will reject a constant 
input disturbance. 
• For the 111ixed sensit ivity 7-{00 proble1n (which includes an additional input w2) 
depicted by Figure 3.4, if a controller contains % and the closed loop is expo-
nentially stable, then it is easy to see that input-output stability fro1n [w1 w2] 
to z is also ensured. based on Theore1n 3.3. That is , the controller ·with f will 
I S 
robustly reject a constant input disturbance. 
Note: 
Any equilibriun1 X e under investigation can be translated to the origin by redefining 
t he state x as x - X e [60] . For sin1plicity, in 1nost of the exposition following we will 
assun1e t hat such a t r anslation has already been perfonned. Thus , for 1nost parts of 
t his chapter , t he equilibriu1n under investigation ,vill be Xe = 0 . '\iVhen we need to 
en1phasise a non-zero equilibriu1n , we will use x = Xe as t he equilibriun1 point instead 
of X = 0. 
I 
Consider t he plant P in Figure 3.5. If we have a nonzero constant reference input 
r , v,,re can consider t he original plant P and reference input r to be equivalent to a new 
plant P
1 
·wit h an equilibriu1n point (xe, ~e), where g(xe, ~e) = r . Sufficient conditions 
for stability in t his situation are t hat t he conditions of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied for the 
nevl equilibriu1n point . Vie will investigate the constant reference t racking proble1n in 
1nore detail later. 
3.4 Guaranteeing stability with integrator augmentation 
We have established t hat a controller aug1nented with an integrator will reject a 
constant input disturbance provided that t he stability of t he overall closed loop is 
ensured after t he augn1entation. V\Te are nuw concerned with t he proble1n of how to 
design such a controller so as to ensure the stability of t he closed loop ( P, ~) . In this 
section, using singular perttubation theory, we will investigate both local and global 
condit ions for t he existence of a sn1all scalar E* such that when O < E < E* t he closed 
loop (P , ~) is stable. 
Consider the set up of Figtue 3.3 described by equations (3.1 ) and (3 .3 ) . If we set 
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the constant input signal r and d to zero in order to analyse the Lyapunov stabili ty 
of the unforced closed loop ( P, % ) , then the state equation for the closed loop ( P, % )
can be expressed as : 
( P, ~) : { ~ = f ( X, ~) 
S ~ = Eg(x, ~). 
(3 .1 2) 
In order to use the singular perturbation 1nethod, we first transfonn equation 
(3 .12) to its standard singular perturbation forn1 [58]. 
Let T = E( t - to ), so that T .= 0 at t = to . That leads to ~; = E. Then , v .. re have 
f (x, ~) 
g(x, ~). (3 .13) 
It should be noticed that x is a vector; on the other hand, with a SISO proble1n , 
~ is a scalar. 
In order to be consistent with standard singular perturbation notation, we will for 
the 1no1nent use t he notation i; to denote the derivative on the slow t in1e scale T \\ hen 
we analyse singular perturbation n1odels . 
Theorem 3.5 (Global conditions for the existence of E*) 
Consider the second case depicted in Figure 3.3 described by equation 
(3 .1 3) which atisfies the require1nent of equation (3 .2) , and suppose that 
the following assun1ptions are satisfied: 
(i) The equation O = J(xi ~) obtained by setting E 
(3 .13) in1plicitly defines a unique C 2 function x = h (~). 
0 in equation 
(ii) For fixed ~ E Ri the equilibriun1 Xe = h(~) of the subsy te1n 
x = f(x . ~) is Globally A J 1nptotically Stable (GAS) [60] and Locally 
Exponentially Stable (LES). 
(iii) The equilibriu1n ~ = 0 of the reduced ·1nodel (slow time scale) 
~ = g(h(~) . ~) is GAS and LES ( See Definition 3.1 ) . A ufficient condition 
is that g(h(~). ~)~ < 0 (\ ·h n ~ -/= 0) and g(h(~), ~)~ < -pl~l 2 for ~ in a 
neighbourhood of ~ = 0. 
Then there exi ts E* > 0 uch that for all O < E < E*. he quilibriun1 
(.1; . c) = (0 . 0) i GAS. Furthennore if the conditions in (ii ) and (iii ) in ol e 
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GES instead of GAS, then the equilibriu1n (x, ~) = (0, 0) is GES. 
Proof 
This follows fro1n Theore1n 3.18 in page 90 of [60] and Corollary 2.2 in page 297 
of [58]. 
Consider V(~) = !~2 as a Lyapunov function candidate for the "slow ti1ne scale 
. . 
" Then, V(~) = ~~ = g(h(~), ~)( This will satisfy the require1nents for GAS and 
LES given that g(h(~), ~)~ < 0 (when~-/- 0) and g(h(~), ~)~ < -pl~ l2 (for son1e scalar 
p > 0) for ~ in a neighbourhood of~ = 0. On the other hand, the "fast t i1ne scale" 
n1ode is GAS or ES by assu1nption. 
I 
Re1narks: 
• Condition (i) will usually be satisfied in practical situations. 
• For linear syste1ns the quantity og (~~( ) ,tJ i(=O has an interpretation as the (incre-
n1ental) DC gain. 
• Our earlier assun1ption that the plant P is stable ( that is, that Po is stabilised 
by Co) with the extra require1nent that P is LES , is sufficient for Condition (ii) 
to be satisfied. 
• Although Condition (iii) non1inally requires that g(h(~) , ~)~ < 0, V~ -/- 0, if 
instead it is the case that g(h(~),~)~ > O,V~-/- 0 then we can just change the 
sign of feedback to achieve closed loop stability. That is , if g(h(~), ~)~ > Pl~l 2 
for so1ne p > 0, then there exists a negative value E* < 0, such that for all 
E* < E < 0, the equilibriu1n (x, ~) = (0, 0) is GAS. 
• Condition (iii) 1nay not be satisfied globally. However, if this condition is lo-
cally satisfied, then we can instead establish local closed loop stability by using 
Theoren1 3. 7 to follow. 
Note: 
If we consider the 1nore general case that the equilibriun1 point ~ is not zero 
but fixed at ~ = ~e by the influence of a constant reference input r, we require a 
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slight adjustin ent to Condition (iii ) . In particular , we require that the equilibrium 
~e of the reduced 1nodel (slow ti1ne scale) is GAS and LES (i. e. we should have that 
[g(h(~)) -g (h(~e))J(~ -~e) < 0, and [g(h(~))-g(h(~e))J(~ -~e) < Pl~ -~el 2 is valid for 
~ in a neighbourhood of~ = ~e.). This will be satisfied for all ~e if 39 (~1) ,~) < - p < 0, 
t hat is, if t he "incren1ental DC gain'' of t he nonlinear plant is unifonnly bounded away 
fron1 zero. 
vVe now introduce a t heoren1 fro1n [38] which gives sufficient condit ions to guar-
antee the local stability of a standard singularly perturbed systen1. 
Theorem 3.6 (Condit ions for the local stability of a general ingular 
perturbed syste1n) 
Consider a nonlinear differential equation 
{ 
E.X = f( x, ~) , f: R n X nm f-+ R n, 
~ = g(x,~), g : R n X R m f--+ R m, (3. 14) 
,:vhere f( ., .) and g( ., .) are continuously differentiable with f(O , 0) = 0 
and g(O, 0) = 0. Define: 
A = 8gl - . 11 a~ (x,0-(0,0) I 
A· = Bfl 21 a~ (x,0=(0,0) i 
and suppo e that r1 22 is nonsingular. Suppo e further that the olution 
of the equation O = f(x . ~) ob ained by setting ·E = 0 in equation (3 .13) 
in1plicitly define a C2 hu1ction x = h(~) . Then the follo,Ying tate1nen 
are true. 
(i)If all eigen,·alue of A 22 and of A11 - A 12 A 2} A21 ha,·e negative real 
part . there exi t an c"' > 0. uch that for all O < E < Ex , the equilibrium 
(xe = 0. c = 0) i an a y1nptotically table equilibriu1n point. 
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(ii )If an eigenvalue of A 22 or of Au - A1 2A 2l A 21 has positive real 
part , t here exists an E* > 0, such that for all O < E < E* , t he equilibrium 
(xe = 0, ~ = 0) is an unst able equilibriu1n point. 
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Proof The proof is based on the indirect 1nethod of Lyapunov and t he linear version 
of t he singular pert urbation result [38] . I 
We now specialise t he above t heoren1 t o t he case depicted in Figure 3.3. 
Theorem 3. 7 (Local conditions for t he existence of E* ) 
Consider t he second case in Figure 3.3 described by equation (3.13), and 
suppose t hat f( ., .) and g( ., .) are cont inuously differentiable wit h f (O, 0) = 
0 and g(O, 0) = 0. Define: 
8g 
Au = a~ I (x,~)= (0,0) , 
Bf 
A21 = a~ I (x, c; )= (O,O), 
Bf 
A22 = ax I (x, c; )= (O,O) , 
and suppose that A2 2 is nonsingular. Suppose further t hat t he equation 
0 = f( x, ~) obtained by setting E = 0 in equation (3 .1 3) has a unique C2 
solut ion x = h( ~) , and t hat 39(~1),~) Jc;=O is nonzero . T hen 
if all eigenvalues of A 22 and of Au - A12A2l A21 have negative real 
parts , t here exists E* > 0, such t hat for all O < E < E*, t he equilibriu1n 
(xe = 0, ~e = 0) is an asy1n ptotically stable equilibriu1n point . 
Proof This t heoren1 is a special case of Theore1n 3. 6. 
Ren1arks: 
I 
• Note t hat if x = f (x, ~) is stable when~ is fixed , then all t he eigenvalues of A22 
(when~ is fixed at~ = 0) have negative real parts. 
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• Note that having 39(~1) ,0 l~=O nonzero i1nplies that Au - A12A2f A21 is a non 
zero scalar ( See Appendix 3 .11 for the proof of a 1nore gen er al case) . The 
sign of the only eigenvalue can therefore be changed by changing the sign of 
g( ., .). That is , if Au - A12A2l A21 is positive , then closed loop stability can 
be achieved by changing the feedback fro1n negative to positive . This argu1nent 
vvill be generalised to the J\/[IMQ case in Section 3.7. 
In such a case ; it is equivalent to see that if x = f (x; ~) is stable for fixed ~e; 
then there exists E* < O; such that for all E* < E < 0, the equilibriu1n (xe ~e) is 
locally stable for the closed loop ( Pi 1) . 
3.5 An integrator gain. bound 
In the last section; Vie gave sufficient conditions for the existence of a bound on th 
integrator gain that vvill guarantee closed loop stability. Here; vve will give an explicit 
expression for such a.n E*, based on singular perturbation t heory. 
Theorem 3.8 (An integrator gain bound) 
Consider the second case in Figure 3.3 described by equation (3.13 ) 
which satisfies the requiren1ent of equation (3.2), and suppose that t he 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) There exists a function h such that x = h(( ) i the unique root of 
0 = f ( x ; ( ) in ( x j ( ) E Bx x B~ (Here, Bx and B~ are so1ne open balls on 
x and ~ pace respectively) . 
(ii ) There exists a L} apunov func ion 1¥(x , ( ) such t hat for all (x , ( ) E 
Bx X B~: 
a. n -(x . ~) > 0 for all x -/- h(( ) and H (h (( ) . ( ) = 0. 
an· 2 b . T hereexi ts 01ne a2 > 0, such t hat ax f (x, ( ) < - a2[<P (x -h(( ))] . 
C. There exi ts so1ne and /32 uch t hat 0Jr g.(x . ( ) < [cu(x - h(( ) )]2 + 
32 u(( )o(x - h(( )). 
In the aboYe. u( .) and cu( .) are calar flu1ction of vector argun1ent 
,,·hich Yani h onh· when t heir argu1nent are zero. e.g. (( ) = 0 iff ( = 0. 
(iii) Th re exi t a Lyaptu10Y h u1ction V (( ) uch t hat : 
8 \ . 2 d. 8~ g(h(( ). ( ) < - n 1v (( ) . for ome n 1 > 0. 
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e. There exist so1ne /31 such that ~r [g ( X, ~) - g ( h( ~), ~)] < /31 ?p ( ~) ¢( X -
h( ~)). 
Then, when O < E < E* = cxt~2 f3 , there exists a Lyapunov function 
O'.l'Y 1 2 
for the closed loop system ( P, ; ) of the fonn: 
Wry (x, ~) = (1 - d)V(~) + dW(x, ~), where dis allowed to be any fixed 
value in the range (0, 1). 
Furthennore, the origin is an asyn1ptotically stable equilibriu1n of (P, ! ) . 
Proof This theoren1 is a special case of Theore1n 2.1 in page 297 of [58]. 
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I 
Here, the para1neters (31 , (32 and , could, in general, be positive, negative or zero. 
In 1nost proble1ns, however, one arrives at inequalities c and e (in Theore1n 3.8) using 
nonn inequalities, leading auton1atically to nonnegative values for (31, /32 and , [58]. 
In Section 3.4 , sufficient conditions for the existence of an integrator gain bound 
that guarantees stability were given, and in Theore1n 3.8, a value of such an E* is 
calculated. However , the relationship between the two theore1ns is not necessarily 
obvious. In Theoren1 3.9 following , we detern1ine the value of an E* directly in tenns 
of the para1neters of the unaug1nented closed loop (Po, C0) and the conditions given 
in Theore1n 3.5. 
Theorem 3. 9 Consider the second case in Figure 3. 3 described by 
equation (3.13) which satisfies the require1nent of equation (3.2), and sup-
pose that the following assu1nptions are satisfied: 
(i) f and g are globally Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constants 
kt and k9 for the Euclidean nonn 11-112-
(ii) The equation O = f (x, ~) obtained by setting E O in equation 
(3.13) i1nplicitly defines a unique C 2 function x = h(~). 
(iii) For any fixed ~ E R the equilibriu1n Xe = h(~) of the subsys-
ten1 x = f (x, ~) (that is , the original unaugn1ented syste1n P) is Globally 
Exponentially Stable ( GES). 
(iv) There exists a scalar a 1 > 0 such that g(h(~), ~)~ < -a1~ 2 , V( 
This ensures that the equilibriu1n ~ = 0 of the reduced 1nodel (slow ti1ne 
scale)~= g(h(~) , ~) is GES. 
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Then, t here exist so1ne a2 > 0, /31, /32 and , such t hat when O < E < 
E* = a at~2 f3 , t he origin is an asy1nptotically stable equilibriu1n of t he 
11' 1 2 
unfo rced closed loop ( P, ; ) . 
Proof 
For t he reduced n1odel ( slow t i1ne scale) , we choose V ( ~) = !~2 , as a Lyapunov 
function candidate . Then i~ g ( h ( ~), ~) = ~g ( h ( ~) , ~) < - a 1 ~ 2 (T his satisfies condition 
d of T heoren1 3.8) . 
According to t he Lipschitz continuity of g(x, ~), t here exists so1ne /31 such t hat 
i~ [g (x, ~) - g (h (~), ~)] < k9~\lx_ - h (~) II < /31~¢(x - h (~)) (The condit ion e of Theore1n 
3.8 is n1et ) . 
Fron1 t he condition that fo r fixed~ E R t he equilibriun1 Xe = h (~) of the subsystein 
i; = f (x, ~) is GES, we conclude t hat t here exist s a Lyapunov function W (x, ~) such 
t hat 
a. vV (x, ~) > 0 Vx i- h (~) and vV (h(( ), ~) = 0. 
b . 8~~- f (x, ~) < - a 2 q}(x - h (~)) (Fron1 the condition that the equilibriu1n X e = 
h(~) is GES) . 
an· 
c. ar:, g(x , ( ) < ,[¢(x - h (~))] 2 + j32~¢(x - h (~))(Fro1n the condi t ion t hat t h 
equilibriu1n Xe = h (( ) is GES and t he cont inuity and derivat ive of g (.) and h (.)) . 
According t o Theoren1 3.8. we achieve t hat E* = Qt~2 8 . 1 G1 1' 1. 2 
I 
3.6 Alternative locations for including an integrator 
In the aboYe, \Ye haYe only di cussed t he ca e where t he s1nall gain integrator is 
connected in parallel wit h t he original cont roller Co (See Figure 3.3). Actually, t here 
are al o other options for adding such an integrator to t he yste1n which will achieve 
a in1ilar effect. In this ection , we discuss alternati e opt ion ,, hich are depicted in 
Figure 3.6 and 3.7. 
In Figure 3.6 . \Ye haYe tarted wit h a table do ed loop s stem as in Figure 3.2 
and haYe erialh· connected a t ran fer function block s+E be ween t he out put Yr and 
< s 
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Figure 3.6: Alternative integrator location: Case 3 
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Figure 3.7: Alternative integrator location: Case 4 
the original cont roller Co . 
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vVe will use affine differential equations to sin1plify our discussion, and therefore 
assun1e( with son1e loss of generali ty) that we can express Po , C0 and s!E as : 
{ 
Xo 
Po: 
y 
! 1 (xo) + f 2(xo)u 
g1 (xo) + g2(xo)u , 
li(TJ) + Z2(TJ )U1 
m1(TJ) + rn2(TJ)u1, 
Yr+ ( 
Here, we assun1e that !1 (0) = 0, li (0) = 0, g1 (0) = 0 and m1 (0) = 0. 
(3. 15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
In order to avoid ill-posedness, it is sufficient to require t hat g2(x0 ) = 0. Then, 
the equations (3.15) can be si1nplified as : 
{ 
Xo 
Po : 
y 
!1 (xo) + f2(xo) [u2 + d] 
91(xo) . 
(3 .18) 
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The state equation of t he co1n bined systen1 is: 
xo 
Case3 : 
f1(xo) + f2(xo)[m1(rJ) + rn2( rJ )(~ - r + g1(x)) + d] 
li(rJ) + l2(rJ)(~ - r + g1(x)) (3.19) 
If we let x = [x[ rJT]T, t hen t he above equation can be rewritten in t he fo nn: 
(3 .20) 
Alternatively let us consider Case 4 as shown in Figure 3.7. See equations (3.15) 
and (3 .16) , where we assu1ne that m 2(rJ) = 0 in order to avoid ill-posedness . Si1nilarly 
to case 3, the state equation of t he co1nbined syste1n can be written as: 
{ 
X = f 1 ( X) + !2 ( X) r + f 3 ( X) [ ~ + d + ml ( X)] 
Case 4: . 
~ = erri1(x). 
Here, f1(x) = [ li(7?) :~:;~;gi(xo) J, f2(x) = [ -l:(7/) l 
f3(x) = [ 12(~2)~:~:o) l 
(3.21) 
The n1ethods for dealing with cases 3 and 4 are very si1nilar to those for the parallel 
connection discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 . Hence, rather than a full analysis, we 
just give sufficient conditions for the existence of a scalar E* such that O < E < E* 
guarantees stability of the closed loop. As in case 2 when we analyse the stability 
of the aug1nented syste1n, we first neglect the constant input signal r and d 1 . By 
setting r = 0. d = 0 equations (3 .20) and (3.21) can be analysed both together . V\e 
1 A nonzero constant reference input r will merely alter the equilibrium state of both Po and Co as 
in case 2. A constant disturbance d can also be rejected, if the augmented system is GES. 
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can choose equation (3.22) following as a co1nmon 1nodel for cases 3 and 4 to analyse 
the stability of the aug1nented syste1n. 
{ 
~ = f{( x) +f~(x) [~+g'( x) ] 
~ = Eg'(x) 
(3.22) 
In the above, f' is the J of equation (3 .20), or the J of equation (3 .21). Si1nilarly, 
g'(x) is the g1(x) of equation (3 .20), or the 1n1(x) of equation (3.21). 
In order to use singular perturbation theory, we change equation (3.22) to its 
standard singular perturbation fonn. 
Let T = E(t - to) , T = 0 at t = t0 , ~; = E. It then follows that 
{ 
EX 
Cases 3,4: ~ f{ (x) + f~(x)[~ + g'(x)] 
g' (x) 
The dot in equation(3.23) 1neans the derivative with respect to T. 
(3.23) 
We do not absorb f~(x)g'(x) into f{ (x) in order to e1nphasise the dependence of 
the state evolution equation i: on the plant "output" g' ( x) . 
Theorem 3.10 Consider equation (3 .23) , which represents either of 
the aug1nented syste1ns in Figures 3.6 and 3. 7 with d = 0 and r = 0. Let 
the following assu1nptions be satisfied: 
(i) The equation O = f{(x) + f~( x) [~ + g'(x)] obtained by setting E = 0 has 
a unique C2 solution X = h( ~). 
(ii) For a fixed~ E R the equilibrium Xe = h(~) of the subsyste1n (3.23-1) is 
Globally Asy1nptotically Stable (GAS) and Locally Exponentially Stable 
(LES) . 
(iii ) The equilibriun1 ~ = 0 of the reduced 1nodel ~ = [g'(h(~))] is GAS and 
LES. 
It then follows that there exists an E* > 0, such that for all O < E < E* , 
the equilibriu1n (x, ~) = (0, 0) is GAS. 
Proof The proof is si1nilar to Theore1n 3.5. It is also helpful to see p.90 of [60]. I 
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Remarks: 
• A sufficient condition for (ii ) is that under any constant but arbit rary inputs r 
and d the closed loop (Po ; Co ) is GAS and LES to so1ne equilibriu1n x = Xe . We 
novv explain why t his is the case. 
ote that ; if we n1erely assu1ne t hat the closed loop (Po; C0) is GAS and LES 
only for zero inputs rand di then t he unpert urbed syste1n equation±= f{ (x) + 
Jf(x)[g' (x)] is GAS and LES ; but we can not ensure t hat for arbitrary fixed~ ; 
x = f{ (x) + Jf(x)[~ + g1 (.x)] is also GAS and LES . On the other hand ; a fixed 
arbitrary~ is equivalent to a constant reference input r ( in equation(3 .20) ) or a 
constant disturbance inpu d ( in equation (3 .21 ) ) . Hencei if we assu1ne that the 
unperturbed systen1 ± = J{(x) + jf( x)[g'(x)] is GAS and LES under arbitrary 
constant inpu s r and d then condit ion (ii ) is satisfied . 
• A sufficient condition for (iii ) 1nay be deten11ined by considering a Lyapunov 
func ion candidate V(~) = !~2 . vVe just need that V(~) satisfies the following 
requiren1ents to en ure the reduced 1nodel ~ = g'(h(t)) is GAS and LES. 
There exist positive constants Pi ; i = l j 2i 3 such that 
• "\Ye can also u e n1ethods si1nilar to those in Section 3.5 to give a particular value 
for uch an ct . 
Note: 
It also hould be e1npha ised that if\, econ ider the ·ca e that the equilibriu1n point 
c i not zero but n..,-xed at ~ = ~e b\- the influence of a nonzero reference input r i we can 
add a condition that i n1ore strict than conditions ( a) and (b) to ensure the reduced 
111odel ~ = g' (h (~)) i GAS and LES for all fi_,'<ed equilibriu1n point ( = (e- In particular. 
for the equilibriun1 point ( = ( e- we a ume that [g'(h(()) - g 1(h((e))](~ - (e) < 
-p3j ( - ( el 2-
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Figure 3.8: The nonlinear NIINIO constant disturbance suppression proble1n 
3. 7 MIMO systems 
So far in the developn1ent, we have concentrated our attention on SISO syste1ns. In 
this section , v\re will extend our results to JVIHv10 systen1s as well. 
For linear ti1ne invariant (LTI) SISO syste1ns, it has been shown that[72] an 111-
tegrator should be included in the controller to ensure constant input disturbance 
rejection, regardless of whether the plant itself also has an integrator. For nonlinear 
JVII1v10 systen1s, however , it is so1neti1nes con1plicated to check whether sufficient in-
tegrators are included in the controller or plant . 'lve present Theore1ns 3.11 and 3.12 
following to give sufficient conditions for ensuring both constant input disturbance 
rejection and zero steady state tracking error for nonlinear 1v1IJVIO systen1s. 
T heorem 3. 11 Consider a closed loop syste1n depicted by Figure 3.8 
( which 111ay be rvn:rvro syste1n ) . If one can find or construct a sub-state 
2 Xitgi E R for each reference tracking error Yri E R (see Figure 3.8) such 
that 
i) Xitgi = J c/Ji(YrJdt, i = 1, 2, .. . ,p, where, ¢ is a scalar function such 
that c/Ji ('yrJ = 0 iff Yri = 0. 
ii )The whole syste1n is stabilised. 
Then this closed loop syste1n will reject the constant input disturbance 
d and ensure zero steady state tracking error for constant reference input. 
P roof It is easy to see that if each sub-state Xitgi is stabilised (that is when t 1----+ +oo, 
Xitgi approaches a constant .), then Yr will go to zero no n1atter whether the constant 
input disturbance exist or not. I 
2 Given an original state vector of a system satisfying a nonlinear differential equation, a substate 
of the system is defined as a sub-vector of any Lyapunov transformation of the original state vector. 
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Ren1arks 
• It hould be noted that eYery ub- tate Xitgi hould be ju t the integration 
of a function of the reference t r acking error Yr i \Yhich \-ani he only \Yhen it 
argun1ent are zero. 
• If there already ex.i , t uch a ub- tate in the open loop plant. then it i not 
nece ,sarY to include a n1all gain integrator ; to construct uch a ub- tate. In 
the control of a ~II~IO helicopter model \Yhich \Ye pre ent in the next ection. 
the Yelocity Uy (\\-hen 0 . 8 and Yr L. i 1nall . Uy ~ - 1:nx sin(.yrL.) ~ - 1;; Yr L. ) i 
just the ub- tate of the ya\Y angle (See ection 3. ) . Hence . we haYe not added~ 
in the ya\Y ano-le cham1el but till acquired constant input di turbance rejection 
and zero '-' teadY tate tracking error. 
In Theoren1 3.11. \\-e ha\·e a umed that the ~II~IO Y tern with the integrator 
is stable . \re ha\-e not pro\-ided any conditions to ensure tability. In the follo\Ying. 
\Ye "'-ill criye son1e sufficient conditions to guarantee local tability for a ~II~IO Y t m 
aucrn1ented '\\-ith low crain intecrrator- . 
), .. s for the I O analy i . \\-e nerrlect the co tant input ignal r and d \\-hen \Ye 
anal \·se he st a bili tY. 
.. .. 
Consider f i£1.rre 3.9 . Le P be a ~II~IO y em \,ith m input and p output (here. 
1n > p ) described by the follo\\·inrr differen ial equation . 
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{ 
x = J(x, u) 
y = g(x, u) 
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(3.24) 
We assu1ne that j : n n X n m f-7 n n and g : R n X n m f-7 R P are unbiased in the 
sense t hat 
{ 
J (O, 0) = 0 
g (O, 0) = 0. 
The state equation of the aug1nented systen1 can be described as belo-w. 
{ 
X = f (x, L f 1k1i~i, L f 1k2i~i, ···, L f 1kmi~i) 
~ = eg(x,Lf 1k1i~i , L f 1k2i~i , .. ·, L f 1kmi~i) . 
(3.25) 
(3 .26) 
Again, \-,..,r change equation (3.26) to its standard singular perturbation fonn. 
{ 
EX 
~ 
J(x, L f 1 k1i~i , L f 1 k2i~i, "' ) L f 1 kmi~i) 
g(x, L f 1 k1i~i, L f 1 k2i~i , ... L f 1 kmi~i) , 
In equation (3.27), t he dot n1eans t he derivat ive with respect to T . 
Theorem 3.12 Consider the systen1 described by equations (3.24) and 
(3 .26) and illustrated in Figure 3.9. Assun1e t hat x = 0 is an asyn1ptoti-
cally stable equilibriu1n for the plant P , and t hat J(- ,· ), g(- ,·) are cont in-
uously differentiable with f (0, 0) = 0 and g(O , 0) = 0. vVe assun1e that 
(i) The equation J(x , L f 1 k1i~i, L f 1 k2i~i, ... , L f 1 kmi~i) = 0 obtained 
by setting E = 0 in equation (3 .27) has a unique C2 solut ion x = h(~) , 
(ii ) The 1natrix og(1~c;),c;) Jc;=O is nonsingular. 
Then , t here exists 1:* and a constant 111atrix K = (kij)mxp (see Fig-
ure 3.9) such that (x = 0, ~ = 0) is an asyn1ptotically stable equilibriu1n 
whenever O < E < E* . 
Proof The proof is in Appendix 3.10. 
(3 .27) 
I 
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Synthesis of a controller for global stability is 1nore co1nplicated than that for local 
stabili ty. However i if a syste1n is globally stable, it is also locally stable. One possible 
1nethod for designing t he constants ( kij) is just to consider local stability, and then 
perforn1 global stability analysis . 
Another practical way to consider t he global stability proble1n is to recursively 
apply Theoren1 3.5 for SISO syste1ns to NIINIO syste1ns . Actually; this 1nethod can 
also be applied to deal wit h the local stability proble1n (see Theore1n 3.12) and achieves 
a diagonal feedback n1at rix K vvhen rr1, = p . 
Specifically, we first view the NIINIO syste1n as a SISO systen1 by considering 
only t he input u 1 and output y1 i that is , we assu1ne that the other inputs are zero 
and neglect t he other outpu s. Then , v,re 1nake the connection of single s1nall gain 
integrator ~ and the "SISO;; syste1n globally stable if t he "SISO" systen1 satisfies the 
sufficien condit ions of Theore1n 3. 5. Recursively, \Ve connect a second sn1all gain 
integrator to t he aug1nented "SISO'; systen1 wit h input u2 and output Y2 · Then , 
t he connection of t he second single s1nall gain integrator and t he aug1nented "Siso·i 
s.., -sten1 is globally stable if t he augn1ented "SISO'; satisfies the suffici nt condit ions of 
Theoren1 3.\ and so on . If t he sufficient condi ions of Theore1n 3.5 are satisfied by 
each augn1ented ('SISO;' system, in t his way, we can include all necessary integrators 
to the II1IO systen1 while ensuring global stabili ty. 
3.8 Controller design for a nonlinear helicopter model 
In this section , we i1nple1nent our constant input disturbance rej ection 1nethod on the 
sin1ulated control of a helicopter 1nodel provided by [41]. In [41], an output tracking 
controller i de igned ba eel on approximate linearisation . However , thi method does 
not co1npletely uppre s constant input disturbances. In order to deal with t his short-
co1ning. \\-e augmented an approxi1nate linearised output tracking controller [33] [4 7] 
[31] [69]. by including an ext ra integrator block(See Figure 3.10) . In Figure 3.10 ; the 
nu1nber near the line are the dimen ion of the vectors depicted by the lines. 
The helicopt r 1nodel appear a below in both (--!1] and [67]. 
3.8. CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR A NONLINEAR HELICOPTER MODEL 
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Figure 3.10: Approxin1ate linearised output tracking control with integrator aug-
1nentation 
p vP 
iJP 
~Rfb 
R RC} 
·b 7-i (Tb - wb x Iwb) w (3 .28) 
Tp,1 Wi 
Ty W2 
ais W3 
bi s 'W4 
(3.29) 
where P E R 3 and vP E R 3 are the position and velocity vectors of centre of the 1nass 
in spatial coordinates, R E 50(3) is the rotat ion 1natrix of the body axes relative 
to the partial axes, wb = [w~, wt, w~]T E R 3 is the body angular velocity vector, 
{ii E R 3 x 3 is defined as in equation (3 .30), m > 0 is the body n1ass , IE R 3 x 3 is the 
inertial 1natrix and fb, Tb E R 3 are the body force and torque. 
0 -w~ wb 
.<, y 
~b 
w~ 0 -wb (3.30) w = 
.<, X 
-wb y wb X 0 
The body forces and torques generated by the n1ain rotor are controlled by T 1VI ,ais 
and bi s, in which ais and bis are respectively the longitudinal and lateral tilt of the 
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tip path plane of the 1nain rotor with respect to the shaft . The tail rotor is considered 
as the source of pure lateral force and anti-torque; which are controlled by Ty . 
As in [41] i we also assu1ne that all the states are 1neasurable. In order to present 
the helicopter syste1n in an input-affine fonn , we define w = [w1 w2 W3 w4]T which 
are the derivat ives of T 1w i Ty; a13 and b13 as auxiliary inputs to the syste1n. Here the 
state x E R 16 ; the inputs w E R 4, the output y E R 6 . 
It can be seen t hat the helicopter n1odel (3 .28) is 1narginally unstable; so we first 
need to design a s abilising controller . As in [41 L we can design an approxi1nate 
linearised output tracking controller. Based on this controller we then design a 1nodi-
fied controller by aug1nentation with integrators; and achieve satisfactory disturbance 
rej ec ion results . 
The systen1 equa ions of (3 .28) and (3 .29) have four control inputs so the 1naxin1u1n 
nu1nber of outputs for possibly applying an input-output linearisation procedure is 
four . 'lie choose t he outputs P x; Py ; P z; w as in [41] . 
Approxin1ate linearisation is i1nplen1ented by neglecting the coupling tenns; a pro-
cedure \vhich i presented , er · clearly in [41] . 
"\Ye define reference tracking error signals as follows: 
Yr = Tp - - 'Yp · · Pi t i , 
Yri..: = Tv - Yv· 
Here . i = x . y. z . \\ hile r Pi and r u are the reference inputs for position and vaw 
angle respecti\·ely. 
"\Ye aug1nent the approx..i1nate input-output lineari ation controller \\·ith the 1nall 
gain integrators of the reference tracking error of position YrPx; YrPy and Yrp z ( ee 
Figure 3.10) . "\Ye define the output of the 1nall gain integrators as 
kp · 
u =-ly Pi rp -s l 
According to Theorem 3.12. it i po ible to choo e ,alues for kPi to retain the 
tability of the y tern \Yhile acquiring con tant input di turbance rejection and z ro 
tead,,- tate tracking error . 
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As we stated in last section, we have not integrated the yaw angle reference tracking 
error Yr'lj; , because when ¢, e and 7./J is sn1all , Vy ~ - 1;,_x sin(yr'lj; ) ~ - 1,;;; Yr'lj; . That is 
Vy is just the sub-state Xitg'lj; corresponding to the yavv angle reference tracking error 
Yr'lj; that is required in Theore1n 3.11. So, we need not aug1nent the controller with an 
integrator for Yr'lj; . 
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 illustrate son1e si1nulat ion results, where the 111ass of the 
helicopter has changed 10 percent fro1n the 1101ninal case. Although a 10 percent 
change in 111ass is, strictly speaking, a change in the plant rather than a constant input 
disturbance, it has a sin1ilar effect of altering the (constant) control input required to 
achieve equilibriu1n. We consider such a "disturbance" in order to 1nake co1nparison 
with the results reported in [41 J. The augn1ented controller is still able to track 
the reference input without steady state errors. In contrast , the approxi1nate input-
output linearisation controller without the integrator aug1nentat ion does not reject 
such disturbances. 
3.9 Conclusion 
In this chapter we have addressed the proble1n of achieving constant input disturbance 
rejection and constant reference tracking, for nonlinear systen1s . A relatively intuitive 
solution to this problen1 has been proposed: we si1nply aug1nent an existing controller 
( which stabilises the nonlinear systen1) with ( an) appropriately located integrator(s), 
with appropriately s1nall gain. vVe can use singular perturbation theory to guarantee 
that , even with the addition of such an integrator , closed loop stability will be retained. 
It is also straightforward to deduce that the inclusion of an appropriately located 
integrator in the closed loop will ensure that constant input disturbances are in fact, 
rejected and that constant references will be tracked . 
A perfonnance tradeoff with respect to the integrator gain certainly holds for 
linear syste1ns. vVe expect that such a tradeoff would also hold in general. This 
tradeoff is between the tin1e constant associated with the suppression of the constant 
signals and the perfonnance with respect to other disturbance signals for which the 
original controller was designed. The speed of the constant suppression ( the slow 
ti1ne-scale syste1n), in general, increases with the 1nagnitude of the integrator gain. 
However, as the 111agnitude of this gain increases , the closed-loop perfonnance is no 
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Figure 3.11: The output of use aug1nented systen1 under 10 percent change of 1nass 
longer guaranteed by singular perturbation theory to accurately approxi1nate the ideal 
two tin1e-scale syste1n, and the dos d loop 111ay approach instability, yielding poor 
perfon11ance for so1ne classes of disturbances. 
Our simulation results on a nonlinear helicopter 1nodel indicate that satisfact9ry 
perfonnance can be achieved in so1ne circu1nstances, and that the proposed 1nethod 
is a si1nple but effective way to achieve the suppression of exogenous signals. 
3.10 Proof of Theorem 3.12 
Proof For aug1nented syste1n (3.26), we can apply Theore1n 3.6 by 111aking the 
following 1natrix identifications. 
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Here , 
891 891 891 
8u1 8u2 Bum 
og 892 892 892 
Gu = OU I (x,~)=(0 ,0) = 8u1 8u2 Bum 
89p 89p 89p 
8u1 8u2 Bum (x ,~)= (0,0) , 
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k11 k12 k1 p 
k21 k22 k? K= -P 
kml k ) m_ kmp 
891 891 891 
OX1 8x2 OXn 
8g 892 892 892 
G x - 8x, lcx.<;) = (0,0) = OX1 Bx2 OXn -
o9p o9p o9p 
OX1 8x2 OXn (x ,<;)=(0,0), 
oh oh oh 
8u1 8u2 OUn 
8f oh oh oh 
F u - 8u lcx .<;)=(0.0) 8u1 8u2 ov.n -
ofn ofn ofn 
OU1 8u2 OUn ( X .{)= (0,0) . 
8f 
F~ = Bel, lc:1·.{)= (0.0) 
ofn 
OXn (x .<;) = (0.0) . 
A \\-e haYe a ~lm1ed that 1-, = 0 i an a ymptotically table equilibriurn for plant 
P. the ei 0-e11Yalue~ of _-1_22 haYe neo-atiYe real part . 
Fron1 the as:umption that 89 (~(J ).{ ) l{=O i non ingular. ,..-e can conclude that ( Gu -
_-l 12 A 2} Fu)l\.- is al o non~ino-ular ( ee Appendix 3.11 ) . Thi i1nplie that (Gu -
A 12 A1} Fu) is full ro,..- rank. 
Becau:e --1 11 - --1 12 --122
1 
--1 21 = ( Gu - A 12 A2l Fu) K-. \\-e can choo e a }( o en ure 
that all eio-enYalues of _-1_ 11 - --1 12--12} A 21 ha,-e nega iYe real par . 
--\. ccordino- to Theoren1 3.6. there exi t Ex and a matrix K m P uch that (x 
0. c = O) i: an asy111ptotically table equilibrium ,..-heneYer O < E < E*. 
Further111ore. \\-hen n1 = p. the abili:ing control matrix K can be cho en o be 
triano-ular or e,-en diao-onal ( ee Appendix 3.12 ) . 
:I 
3. 11. PROOF OF N ON-SINGUL ARI TY 
3.11 Proof of Non-singularity 
Lemma 3.13 Consider the syst e1n described by equations (3.24) and 
(3.27) and illustrated in Figure 3.9. Assume that x = 0 is an asy1np-
totically stable equilibriu1n for t he plant P , and t hat f (-,·), g(-,·) are 
cont inuously different iable wit h f (0, 0) = 0 and g(O, 0) = 0. We assu1ne 
t hat 
(i) T he equation f (x, Lf 1 k 1i~i, =r 1 k2i~i, ... , Lf 1 kmi~i) = 0 obtained 
by setting E = 0 in equation (3 .27) has a unique C 2 solut ion x = h (~), 
(ii ) T he n1atrix og(/1~0,() i(=O is nonsingular. 
T hen , ( Gu - A12 A 2i Fu) K ( Gu, A 12, A 22 and Fu are defined as in The-
ore1n 3. 12) is nonsingular. 
Proof Consider t hat f (h( ~), ~) = 0, we have 
a J ah + a J au = 0 ox o~ ou o~ · 
T hat is 
Fx ~i + FuK = 0, so 
oh __ p - lp K 
o( - X U · 
Now, we have 
a9(h(0, ( ) _ o9 oh+ ag ou _ (G _ A A-1 F )K 
o( - ax o( au o( - u 12 22 u · 
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Fron1 t he assu1nption t hat og(l~~),() is nonsingular , we conclude that ( Gu-A12 A2l Fu)K 
is also nonsingular. 
I 
3.12 Proof of the Existence of a Stabilising Diagonal Ma-
trix K 
Lemma 3.14 Define A i, t he ix i (upper left) sub-1natrix of A as 
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(3.31) 
For any nonsingular matrix Ao E n nxn, it is possible to reorder the 
cohnnns of Ao to ensure t he reordered 111atrix A= (aij) E n nxn satisfies 
the property t hat for each i = 1, 2, ... n, det(Ai) i- 0. 
Proof It is easy to see this if we consider each col un1n as a vector. 
Lemma 3.15 If all the roots of the equation sn + a 1 sn-l + ... + a0 = 0 
have negative real parts , then there exists an E* such that when O < E < E* 
all the roots of the equation sn+l + a1sn + ... + aos + E = 0 have negative 
real parts. 
Proof This is a direct result of linear singular perturbation theory. 
Theorem 3.16 For a nonsingular square 111atrix A E n nxn with A i 
defined as in (3 .31) and det(Ai) i- 0 for each i = 1, 2, ... n there exists a 
diagonal 111atrix K E n nxn such that all the eigenvalues of the 111atrix AK 
have negative real parts 
Proof vVrite K as 
I 
I 
, 
J,{ = 
0 (3.32) 
Then , 
k1a11 k2a12 knaln 
AJ,{ = k1a21 k2a22 kna2n (3 .33) 
k1an1 k2an2 knarm 
3.12. PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE OF A STABILISING DIAGONAL MATRIX K 
det ([s f - AI(]) 
+ 
a11 a12 a13 an-2 n-2 
+ (k1k2k3 a21 a22 a23 + ... + ... kn-2kn-l kn an-1 n-2 
a31 a32 a33 an n-2 
+ 
a11 a12 
k1k2 ... kn 
a21 a22 
+ 
N I k 2 I - I fiJ_ I - I k I d OW, we set ki - c1, k 2 - c2, ... e = cn-1, an 
t = max{c1, c2, ... En-1} . 
Let t << 1, then 
det ( [ sf - AI-<]) 
Sn+ (k1det(A1) + O(ci))sn-l 
+ (k1k2det(A2) + O (c1c2))sn-2 
+ (k1k2k3det(A3) + O(c1c2c3) )sn-3 
+ 
an-2 n-1 
an-1 n-1 
an n-1 
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an-2 n 
an-1 n 
an n 
(3.35) 
Consider that det(Ai)-/- 0, for all i = 1,2, ... n and apply lem1na 3.15 repeatly. 
Firstly, we choose a value for k1 and a s1nall enough ci such that when O < c1 < ci all 
the roots of s + ( k1 det( A1) + 0 ( c1)) = 0 have negative real parts. Secondly, we choose 
a value for k2 ( after the choice of k2, c1 can be fixed) and a s1nall enough c; such that 
when O < c2 < c; all the roots of s2+(k1det(A1)+ 0 (c1))s+(k1k2det(A2)+0(c1c2)) = 
)sn-~ 
(3.3{ 
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0 have negative real parts . We cont inue t his procedure. Finally, we choose a srnall 
enough kn such t hat all t he roots of t he nth-order equation have negative real parts . 
I 
Chapter 4 
Robust disturbance suppression 
for nonlinear systems based on 
multiple model adaptive control 
In this chapter, we will deal with the disturbance suppression proble1n for nonlinear 
syste1ns based on Multiple Model Adaptive Control (JVIMAC). In the first section, 
we present a 1nethod to construct a stable 1nulti-esti1nator for an open-loop unstable 
nonlinear plant based on the concept of a stable kernel representation [7 4]. We also 
provide an exan1ple to show the design of the 1nulti-esti1nator and 1nulti-controller 
to ensure constant disturbance rejection as well as constant reference tracking under 
plant variation. In the second section, in order to 1nake J\!Hv1AC with its use of n1ulti-
esti1nators and n1ulti-controllers 1nore efficient and practical , we probe efficient ways 
of 1nulti-realisation for 1nulti-controller and 1nulti-esti1nator structure, named mini1nal 
( and 1ninin1al "generic") stably based 1nulti-realisation. We provide the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the 1nulti-realisation of a fa1nily of linear 1nulti-variable 
systen1s based on 1natrix fractional descriptions. Furthennore, we introduce the new 
concept of he-dependence , and provide the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
he-dependence. Finally, the 1nini1nal ( and 1ninimal "generic") stably based 1nulti-
realisation problen1s are solved for linear 1v1IJ\II0 syste1ns based on he-dependence [10] 
[71 J. Although we have not presented a co1nprehensive theory for multi-controllers and 
1nulti-estin1ators for nonlinear syste1ns (in contrast to an exa1nple de1nonstrating their 
feasibility) , we have constructed part of the basis of such a theory, in the consideration 
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of MMAC for NIIMO linear time invariant syste111s. 
4.1 Robust input disturbance suppression for nonlinear 
systems based on multiple model adaptive control 
In this section, we 111ake initial steps in the direction of nonlinear 111ultiple 111odel 
adaptive control by focusing on a contrived exa111ple in which an unknown para111et r 
has a 110111inal value in one of the two intervals [-0 .3, -0.1] and [0 .1, 0.3] and can 
switch between then1 . The des~gn should suppress a constant input disturbance. V-/e 
discuss the use of a n1ulti-estin1ator and n1ulti-controller to achieve the goal , with the 
construction of the stable 111ulti-esti111ator being based on stable k rnel representat ion 
of the plant. Si111ulation results indicate that satisfactory perfonnance is achieved. 
4.1.1 Introduction 
This section serves to n1arry two ideas: controller design to secure constant input 
disturbance rejection for a nonlinear syste111 , and 111ultiple 111odel adapt ive control. 
To illustrate t he ideas, we shall work with an underlying nonlinear plant , containing 
a paran1eter which can take values in one of two non-overlapping intervals ( and t he 
paran1eter can switch intervals but not extre111ely frequent ly). Robust control design is 
required , wit h an adaptive overlay, taken here to be based on 111ultiple 111odel adaptive 
control. 
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MMAC is a n1odel-based control strategy which incorporates a set of 1nodel/ controller 
pairs rather than relying on a single 1nodel and controller t o handle all possible op-
erat ing condit ions ( see Figure 4.1 ). More precisely, M1/_[AC algori thins assu1ne t hat 
t he unknown t rue plant either belongs to a given finite set of non1inal plants , or is 
at least in so1ne v\ ay close to one ( or n1ore) 1ne1nbers of t hat set [5]. E ach non1inal 
plant corresponds t o a cont roller t hat is presun1ed to give satisfactory perfonnance in 
conjunction wit h both t he nominal plant, and an associated uncertainty ball [5]. 
A nun1ber of excellent text and n1onographs ( [4], [5], [29), [52), [54] and [57]) have 
been written in t he area of /_[ rIAC , especially for linear plants . P aper [54] actually 
provides a way to achieve robust (constant) disturbance suppression and constant 
reference t r acking for a linear SISO plant based on supervised cont rol systern. The 
n1ain disturbance suppression n1ethodology, not unsurprisingly, is t o integrate t he 
refer nee tracking error by including an integrator in t he cont roller. It has been 
shown in [54) t hat t he supervisory part of t he cont roller can orchestrate t he switching 
of a equence of candidate cont rollers into feedback wit h t he systen1 so as (i) t o cause 
t he output of t he process to approach and t rack a constant reference input despite 
norn1-bounded unn1odelled dynan1ics , and constant process disturbances and (ii ) to 
ensure t hat none of t he signals \\ it hin t he overall systen1 can grO\\ wit hout bound in 
response to bounded disturbances ; be t hev constant or not . 
T his section is a first step in t he direction of extending son1e of t hese ideas to 
nonlinear plants . T he notion of constant disturbance suppression for nonlinear s -sten1s 
is reasonably straight forv. ard see [19]. [70] and [72]. The key issue is to explore how 
to achieve an I IAC capability, and t his is in t urn rest on having a so-called stable 
n1ulti-estin1ator. The table n1ulti-estin1ator for a possibly unstable nonlinear plant is 
const ructed based on stable kernel representations. This is one \Ya\ an extension of 
t he linear sy te1n ideas in t he papers [5] and [53] can be achieved . 
1 Ian - problen1s related to t he exten ion of papers [4] , [5] , [29] , [52] and [54] to the 
nonlinear case are still open , such as t he choice of no1n inal rnodels; robustness analysis, 
ecuring of safe switching, botu1dness analysis for t he disturbance - to - t racking - error 
gain , t ransient re pon e ( dwell- t i1ne switching) and so on. 
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4.1.2 Multi-estimator design for nonlinear plants 
In this subsection, we first recall briefly the 1nulti-est i1nator design 1nethod for linear 
plants introduced in [5]. Then this n1ethod is directly extended to nonlinear plants , 
based on the concept of nonnalised stable kernel representation, see [20] and [63]. 
Multi-estimator design for linear plants 
In this subsection, the 1nulti-esti1nator ( a 1nain part of the supervisor in an MMAC 
sche1ne) for linear SISO plants is briefly introduced, based on [5] . 
The 1nain task of the 1nulti-esti1nator is plant identification, or 1nore precisely, 
hypothesis testing. A true ( unknown) plant P exists, together with a collection 
{ P1 , P2 , · · · , PN } of 1101ninal plants. For each 1101ninal plant Pi, there is an assu1ned 
hypothesis H i, that the true plant lies in an uncertainty ball around Pi [5], and is 
closer to Pi than Pj for any j i- i (How one 1neasures closeness is also an issue) . 
The 1nulti-esti1nator ( together with the Perfon11ance Ass ss1nent and Switching Logic 
blocks in Figure 4.1) detennines the 1nost likely hypothesis , and switches in the cor-
responding controller Ci . Of course, C\ is chosen to be a good controller for Pi and 
indeed plants in an uncertainty ball around Pi . Just how 1nany Pi are needed and 
where they should be located are issues which have only very recently been addressed 
in the linear case, see [4], and they re1nain as pertinent issues for the nonlinear prob-
len1 . Other factors affecting the hypothesis testing include the effects of noise, errors 
rates in the hypothesis testing sche1ne, the ti1ne required to 1nake a decision and so 
011. 
For a linear plant (see Figure 4.1), the 1nulti-esti1nator is a linear syste1n driven by 
the unknown plant input u and output y, with N outputs Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN · They have 
the special property that if P = Pi, then y = Yi ( after the decay of initial condition 
effects , in the absence of noise, and given that all signals are bounded). The error 
signals y - Yj , j = 1, 2 · ·. J\T, are used to detennine which Pi is closest to P. Usually, 
an exponentially weighted £ 2 nonn is need to compare the errors. Even with these 
specifications , there is still 1nuch freedo1n in the design of the multi-estimator [5] . 
The structure of the 1nulti-esti1nator presented in [5] is as follows. For no1ninal 
1nodels Pi; we identify their transfer functions Pi = ~;~:j, with ni ( s) and di ( s) copri1ne 
polyno1nial . For a stable polynomial D ( s) , the part of the 1nulti-esti1nator linking 
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Figure 4.2: Constituent part of 1nulti-esti1nator. 
[y, u]T to Yi is depicted in the left hand side of Figure 4.2. Note that if the transfer 
function of P were equal to that of the no1ninal plant 1nodel Pi , then, in the absence 
of noise and disturbances and given bounded signals , Yi would converge to y asy1np-
totically (This is true even if P is open loop unstable) . The use of the sa1ne D for all 
i allows 1nuch si1nplification in the internal construction ( state variable realisation) of 
the n1ulti-estin1ator. However , in order to ensure t he error signals are co1nparable for 
different Pi, it appears n1ore logical to use different nonnalising stable polynon1ials 
Di(s) instead of a single stable polynon1ial D (s) . That is, Di(s) satisfies 
( 4.1 ) 
The n1ulti-estin1ator in effect is then JV separate systen1s, with co1nn1on input 
vector ( u, y )T 
Multi-estimator design for nonlinear plants 
In this subsection, the linear n1ulti-esti1nator will be extended to nonlinear case. 
Although there is not a co1nprehensive analysis for this extended nonlinear 1nulti-
estin1ator, it still possesses the special property that if P = Pi, then y = Yi ( after 
decay of initial condition effects, in the absence of noise , and given that all signals are 
bounded) as in the linear case . 
For the linear 1nulti-esti1nator depicted in the left hand side of Figure 4.2, set 
Zi = y - Yi, so t hat 
(4.2) 
If [y , u]T 1s actually the output and input of Pi(s), 1.e. if P(s) Pi(s), then 
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z = 0. This is equivalent to saying that the multi-esti1nator i1nple1nents a stable 
kernel representation of the syst e1n corresponding to the 1101ninal model P i : thus 
[- ~ii~1) : 2:~:~ ] is a stable transfer 1natrix with "inputs" y and u , and "output" z, while 
t he input-out put behaviour of the syst e1n corresponding to Pi is t he set of all pairs 
(y, u) which are 1napped by [- iii~s;) : 2:~:)) ] onto z = 0. Therefore, if t he non1inal 1nodel 
Pi exactly 1natches the plant P , then the n1ulti-esti1nator 1naps the pair (y, u), which 
is corresponding t o the true plant , onto z = 0. Because Di ( s) satisfies equation ( 4. 1), 
t his 1n ulti-estin1ator actually is a nonnalised stable kernel representat ion. 
Now let us extend this to the nonlinear case, based on ideas of [20] and [63] . For 
si1nplicity we consider only a ncnninal plant Pi that is affine in the cont rol: 
J (x) + g(x)u, 
h(x), . 
X E R n u E nm ) ) 
y ERP. 
(4 .3) 
Here, f ( ·), g ( ·) and h ( ·) are sufficient ly sn1ooth functions ensuring t hat a ,i\rell-
defined response exist s for all u( ·) in son1e suitable class ( certainly containing piecewise 
cont inuous, but not necessarily bounded functions), and J (O) = 0, h(O) = 0. It is pos-
sible to construct a part icular norn1alised stable kernel representation of son1e classes 
of nonlinear plant, provided t here exists a solut ion to a certain partial differential 
equation. 
Theorem 4.1 Consider equation ( 4.3) . Assu1ne t here exists a scalar 
solution lV(x) > 0 to t he following Ha1n ilton-Jacobi equation 
and a solution k(x) to 
Then the systen1 
[f(x) - k(x)h(x)] + g(x)u + k(x)y 
y - h(x), 
(4 .5) 
is a norn1alised stable kernel repre entation of Pi which has £ 2-gain equal 
1. 
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Proof See [20] . I 
To assist the reader, vve note that in the linear case, a certain co-inner transfer 
function n1atrix is defined by ( 4.5), and this explains t he word "nonnalised". The 
stability property 111eans that if x(O) = 0, then u(-), y(-) E £ 2[0, oo) i1nply z E 
£ 2 [O, oo), and the kernel property 1neans that if z 0, then u , y correspond to son1e 
input / output pair of Pi, and vice versa. 
Theoren1 4.1 can be directly used to construct a 111ult i-estin1ator for a collection of 
nonlinear non1inal 1nodels Pi, i = 1, 2, ··· ,JV . Even for an unstable nonlinear non1inal 
111odel Pi, the corresponding 1nulti-estin1ator is also stable and has £ 2-gain equal 1. 
Note however that (4 .4) is not necessarily solvable for all J(-) , g(-) and h(-) tuples. 
For perfon11ance assess1nent ( see Figure 4.1) , we still look at an ( exponentially 
weighted) £ 2 norn1 [5] as in t he linear case. l\!Iore precisely, t he switching logic relies 
on a particular choice of 111onitoring signals defined as follows: 
{li = lot e-A(t-T) zf dT. 
where >. is a positive s1noothing constant . 
(4 .6) 
It is not straightforv,rard to give rules for the selection of >.. However, we ·would 
expect to sn1ooth over a longer t in1e than t he tin1e constant of the natural dynan1ics 
of the Pi, and over a shorter t in1e than the typical interval over which P can change 
substantially should it be ti1ne-varying. 
4.1.3 An Exa1nple 
In this subsection, a sin1ple adn1ittedly acaden1ic exan1ple of MMAC for the nonlinear 
plant is presented to highlight so1ne fundan1ental issues of the robust disturbance 
suppression for the nonlinear case. 
The nonlinear plant 111odel is given as follows. 
ex3 + 'U 
x3. 
I 
(4 .7) 
where e is a piecewise constant . Its no1ninal value is -0.2 ± 0.1 but it can suddenly 
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change its sign to 0.2 ± 0.1. Sign changes are assumed to be infrequent , in the sense 
that after a change, the adaptive syste1n should be able to learn that change before 
the next one. Assu1ne two 1101ninal models are given as the following fonn. 
p { ~ 
y 
(4.8) 
where i = 1, 2, 81 = 0.22 and 82 = -0.18. 
The ai1n of the cont rol design is to ensure constant reference input tracking under 
constant input disturbance, together with an ability to handle changes in P . 
For constant reference input tracking under a constant input disturbance, we can 
aug1nent any stabilising design with a s1nall gain integrator to achieve this goal ( see 
[70]) . To handle adaptivity, we build on ideas of [54]. 
The first thing is to design the 1nult i-est i1nator. In t he last subsection, a 1nethod 
to construct a nonlinear 1nulti-est i1nator is presented , which involves solution of the 
Ha1n ilton-Jacobi equation ( 4.4) . 
A se1ni-posit ive solution of t he Ha1nilton-J acobi equation ( 4.4) for 1101ninal 1nodel 
is achieved as follows: 
with 
and 
k(~) = VV~(~)/h(~) = l /ai . 
Then, a 1nulti-esti1nator can be written as follows . 
8 .t3 - lt3 + JL + u 
isi G i Si a i 
y-~f , i= l , 2. (4 .9) 
The next step is to design a controller for each of the two 1nodels. There are 
n1any ways to design such controller , but we consider use of a feedback linearisation 
controller for two reasons. Firstly, the linear syste1n is easy to analys and design. 
E pecially when we want to achieve reference tracking and disturbance rejection by 
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augn1enting a srnall gain integrator, we need the "incre1nental DC gain" of the syste1n 
to be unifonnly bounded away fro1n zero ( see [70]). The linear syste1n possesses this 
property. The second reason is related to paper [54], which uses a si1nilar 1nethod to 
deal with the linear proble1n and achieves good results. Thus, if we can linearise our 
syste1n by feedback , then so1ne results can be achieved directly fron1 paper [54] . 
Based on the above consideration, we design the stabilising controller as follows. 
(where 81 or 82 is used according as the perfonnance assessn1ent concludes which 
one is the 1nore likely.) Furthennore, we aug1nent each controller with a s1nall gain 
integrator. Of course this controller used on Pi would be satisfactory. 
We i1nplen1ented our design si1nulation by Matlab Si1nulink (see Figure 4.3). 
The reference input in Figure 4.3 is a constant value 1.3. The input disturbance in 
Figure 4.3 is a constant value 0.2. Fro1n t = 0 to t = 20sec, the value of the paran1eter 
8 in plant (4.7) is -0.2. At t = 20sec, this value changes to 0.2 , and the plant changes 
fron1 open-loop stable to open-loop unstable. It should be 111entioned that the plant is 
stable for the controller u 1 at t < 20sec, and unstable with that controller afterwards. 
So, it is necessary to switch controller properly to ensure stability. 
Reference input 
Multi estimator 
mu 1 
~----jQut2 ln1 ----------'Out2 ln114-------j 
mu 2 Out1 ln214------'-------10ut1 ln2i.------1 
Switching logic Performance assessment 
y 
Enable 1 
Enable2 Out1 
ln1 nonlinear_plant_xi --------+------D y 
Multi controller Nonlinear plant Scope1 
y 
Small integrator 
Figure 4.3: An exan1ple of NINIAC for a nonlinear plant. 
The sin1ulation results are in Figure 4.4. The top figure in Figure 4.4 is the output 
y of the plant. The other two figures are the output of Perfonnance assess1nent mu1 
and 1nu2 respectively ( See equation ( 4.6) ) . The integration of equation ( 4.6) is 
reseted to zero every 1 seconds. 
Fro1n Figure 4.4 , we can see that the 111ulti-estimator accurately identified the 
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variation of plant very fast . The whole cont rol system can t rack a constant reference 
input under constant disturbance and switching 1nodel variant . 
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Figure 4. 4: The output of t he plant and 1nulti-esti1nator. 
Note 4 .2 1. In t his exa1n ple, we have exhibited a 1n ulti-est i1nator de-
sign . An unaddressed issue is how t he 1n ult i-cont roller and 1n ult i-estimator 
can be i1nple1nented n1ore effi cient ly by using "state sharing'' 1nethod (S e 
[52]). ( Actually, t he two cont rollers in t his exa1n ple share t h state of t he 
s1nall gain integrator. ) 
2. T his si1nple exa1n ple only uses two estin1ators and cont rollers . How-
ever : it is in principle easy to increase t he nu1nber of estimators and con-
t rollers to deal wit h 1nore difficult proble1ns . 
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4.1.4 Conclusion 
This section presents a 1nodest extension of the JVIultiple Model Adaptive Control 
111ethod in order to solve a robust constant disturbance rejection problen1 for nonlin-
ear systen1s. 'lve presented a 1nethod to construct a stable n1ult i-esti1nator even for 
an open-loop unstable nonlinear syste1n. Sin1ulation results show that the designed 
controller can satisfactorily suppress a constant disturbance and track a constant ref-
erence under plant variation. 
4.2 The minimal stably based multi-realisation of linear 
multi-variable systems 
In this section , we present t he efficient way of i1nple1nentation of "1nulti-cont roller" 
and "n1ulti-estin1ator" architectures . Multiple n1odel adaptive control (JVI1v1AC) 1neth-
ods give rise to s,;vitching control systen1s . However , poor t ransient responses can 
result fron1 controller switching [6] . One solut ion for poor t ransient responses is 
for controllers to share t he state. For MMAC control systen1s, "n1ult i-controller" 
and "n1ult i-estin1ator'' architectures which are realised as "state-shared" para1neter-
dependent f edback systen1s are also an efficient n1eans of in1plen1entation. This 
section invest igates t he problen1 of t he n1ulti-realisation of a set of linear systen1s 
using paran1 ter-dep ndent feedback to in1plen1ent "state sharing" based on 1natrix 
fractional descript ions ( 1IFDs). 'lve present t he results for t he n1ulti-realisation of 
a nun1ber of linear SISO systen1s , and highlight son1e fundan1ental issues such as 
the relationship betwe n feedback n1ulti-realisation and coprin1e facto risation. Then, 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the n1ult i-realisation of a fan1ily of linear 1nulti-
variable systen1s are presented based on 1natrix fractional descriptions. Finally, the 
problen1 of the n1inin1al n1ult i-realisation ( and :'generic" ) of a set of linear syste1ns is 
introduced and solved. 
4.2.1 Introduction 
Our original n1oti, ation for studying n1ulti-realisation problen1s co1nes fro1n multiple 
n1odel adapt ive control (MJVIAC) algorithn1s [5] [4] [29] [52] [54] [57]. As introduced 
in last section M 1AC is a n1odel-based control strategy which incorporates a set of 
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1nodel/ controller pairs rather than relying on a single 1nodel and controller to handle 
all possible operating conditions (see Figure 4.1). In 1nore detail, MMAC algorithms 
assu1ne that the unknown true plant either belongs to a given finite set of 1101ninal 
plants , or is at least in so1ne way close to one ( or n1ore) 1nembers of that set [5] [ 4] 
[52]. Each 1101ninal plant corresponds to a controller that is presumed to give satis-
factory perfonnance in conjunction with both the 1101ninal plant , and an associafed 
uncertainty ball [5]. At any one instant of ti1ne , one controller alone is operational, 
na1nely the controller associated with that particular 1101ninal plant which is judged 
by the perforn1ance assess1nent to be the closest to the true plant. 
In order to 1nake MMAC with its use of 1nulti-esti1nator and 1nulti-controller 111ore 
efficient and practical, we try to find an efficient way of i1nple1nentation for 1nulti-
controller and n1ulti-estin1ator structure in this section. Just as one can consider a 
standard linear syste1n realisation problen1 (given a transfer function , find a state-
variable realisation) , and a 1nini1nal realisation problen1 ( ensure the state-variable 
realisation is of 1nini1nal degree) i so for a finite collection of transfer functions can 
one consider a 1nulti-realisation proble1n. The transfer functions here are those of 
the fa1nily of controllers or estin1ators . As argued, in for exa1nple [52], because at 
any instant of tin1e only one of the constituent controllers is to be applied to the 
Plant , it is only necessary to generate one candidate control signal. Often this 1neans 
significant sin1plification can be achieved if all control signals are generated by a 
single syste1n. In other ·words , rather than i1nple1nenting each of the controllers in 
the fa1nily as a separate dynan1ical syste1n, one can often achieve t he san1e results 
using a single controller with adjustable para1neters (see Definition 4.6). Because 
the single controller state isi in effecti shared by the fa1nily of controllers , we call this 
i1nple1nentation a state sharing 1nulti-realisation using paran1eter dependent fe dback. 
A well-known problen1 in switching control is the poor transient response that can arise 
due to controller switching. State sharing will a1neliorate this kind of proble1n. 
The i1nple1nentation of a single linear t i1ne invariant (LTI) syste1n has been ex-
tensively studied [7] [16] [17] [18] [23] [24] [37] [44] [48] [51] [61] [66] [81] [82] based 
on one of a state space description approach, 1natrix fraction description approach 
or a geo1netric approach. Morse [52] presented so1ne results for the 1nulti-realisation 
of several linear SISO syste1ns in the context of examining MMAC for scalar plants. 
In this chapter, we investigate the 1nulti-realisation of several linear 1nultiple input 
111ultiple output ( ,']]11 0) ystems · The results will be applicabl to MMAC problems 
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for 1,1ITVI0 plants. This is done as a first step towards a co1nprehensive theory of 
n1ulti-controllers and 1nulti-estin1ators for nonlinear systen1s. 
For 1,1MAC, it turns out that the left copri1ne factorisation representation of a 
transfer function 111at rix is especially in1portant. One reason for this is that "bu1np-
less' ' transfer between controllers will based on left copri1ne factorisation expressions 
(see Subsection 4.2.2) . Another reason is that the construction of stable 111ulti-
estin1ators for even open-loop unstable plants can be based on stable normalised 
left coprin1e factorisations ( or kernel representations) . 
In [5] and [53] , 111ultiple estin1ators for linear SISO systen1s were used to super-
vise t he choice of n1odels and cont rollers. The 111ult i-esti1nators can also be realised 
efficient ly by using t he idea of state sharing. 
In the next subsection, vve introduce the concept of state sharing, and discuss t he 
problen1 of t he n1ult i-realisation of a set of linear SISO systen1s. Son1e funda1nental 
issu s , including t he relationship betv_reen feedb ack n1ult i-realisation and copri1ne fac-
torisation , are highlighted. Alt hough son1e of t hese resul s are t rivial for linear SISO 
systen1s , t hey suggest ho-Y\ to deal with t he 111ulti-variable case. In Subsection 4.2.3 , 
\ i\ e present the relationship between feedback 111ulti-realisation and stable coprin1e fac-
tori ation for the 111ulti-variable case. In Subsection 4.2.4 , we present necessary and 
sufficient conditions for n1ult i-realisation of n1ult i-variable syste1ns. Subsection 4.2.5 
presents results for the n1inin1al (generic) n1ult i-realisation problen1 for any given set 
of linear syste1ns wit h con1patible input and out put din1ensions. Conclusions are given 
in Subsection -1.2. 6. 
4.2.2 Efficient rnulti-realisation for linear SISO systems 
In this subsection , we highlight for SISO svsten1s how 1n ul i-realisation proble1ns can 
be solved b) tate sharing and feedback. 
Suppose t hat it is desired to in1plen1ent a finite nu1nber of SISO linear proper 
rational syste1ns with transfer functions K-i ( s) = :;~;j ( i E I ): ·where ( ni ( s) , di( s)) are 
coprin1e polynon1ials . Asstu11ing an upper bound n for the Ic '1illan Degree of the 
K-i ( s) , we could realise each K-i ( s) by using an n-di1nensional state space description 
with adj us able para1neters as in equation ( 4.10) . 
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AqiXC + bqiU 
CqiXC + dqi U 
We denote this n-dimensional SISO syste1n as { Aqi, bqi, Cqi, dqi }. 
(4.10) 
Of course, it is possible to realise lower order transfer functions K-i ( s) ( ni < n) 
by allowing stable pole-zero cancellations, or equivalently by incorporating stable un-
observable or uncontrollable 1nodes in ( 4.10). Therefore, it is obvious that we can 
i1nple1nent all the t ransfer functions K-i ( s), if we choose the adjustable para1neters 
Aqi, bqi, cqi, dqi properly. This implen1entat ion could be regarded as a state sharing 
1nulti-realisation because the state could be shared . If we were required to switch 
between different ~ Ci at isolated instants of ti1ne, we could do this by switching pa-
ra1neters in A , b c and d, and therefore switching up to n 2 + 2n + 1 para1neters, while 
keeping Xe unchanged across the switching instant. However, we also need to con-
sider efficient i1nple1nentation. For efficiency, vve ai1n for a s1nall nun1ber of dependent 
paran1eters. 
While a 1nulti-realisation of K-i ( s), i E { 1, · · · , N} is just a collection { Aqi, bqi, cqi, dqi } , 
i E { 1, · · · , N} of state-variable realisation of K-i ( s), our principal use of the tenn will 
effectively arise when there is only a "minimal" number of i-dependent para1neters 
in each of the separate realisations. 
In this chapter , we consider two 1nulti-realisation fonns which are dual, and we 
discuss the relationship between these two 111ulti-realisations and copri1ne factorisation. 
We will later extend t hese two fonns to the MilvfO case . 
Theorem 4.3 Consider a finite set of linear proper SISO syste1ns de-
scribed by transfer functions K-i ( s) = :;g~, where an upper bound for the 
Nic 1Iillan Degree of the K-i ( s) ( i E I ) is n, and ( ni ( s), di ( s)) are copri1ne 
polyno1nials . Then there exists an n-di1nensional controllable pair (Ao , bo) 
with R e{,\(Ao)} < 0 such t hat {Ao+ bokqi, bo , cqi, dqJ is a state space 
realisation of each transfer function r;,i ( s), with corresponding adjustable 
parameters kqi E R n, cqi E R 1 xn, dqi E R , i E {1 , 2, . .. , N} . 
Proof 
First , express each r;,i(s) of order less than n as r;,i(s) [;:~?~; for so1ne a> 0 with 
( ) ( s+a )'i b . h the new deno1ninator of degree n. Then we describe each K-i s (s+a)'i y using t e 
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controller fon11 realisation { Aci, bo , cCi, dci} [37]; here , Aci is a companion n1atrix , with 
entries in the last row determining the characteristic polynornial and b0 = [O O · · · 1 JT. 
Then observe that for any fixed con1panion 111atrix Ao, we have ACi = Ao+ boki for 
so1ne ki . \i\Tithout loss of generality, R e{,\(Ao)} < 0 can be assun1ed. I 
Likevlis viTe have: 
Theorem 4.4 (Dual of Theoren1 4.3 .) Consider a finite set of lin-
ear proper SISO systen1s described by transfer functions K-i(s) ~;[;?, 
"vhere an upper bound for the ldc:tviillan Degree of the K-i ( s) ( i E I ) 
i n : and ( ni ( s) , di( s)) a.re coprin1e polyno1nials . Then there exists a.n 
n-din1 nsional observable pair (Ao , co) wit h Re{ Ai(A0)} < 0 such tha 
{Ao+ fqico , bqi, co , dqJ is a state space realisation of each transfer func ion 
1-{, i ( s). with corresponding adjustable paran1eters fq i E R n, bqi E R n; dqi E 
R. -i E {l. 2 ..... N} . 
J l J J 
e ·I b, f---~a, '---1 _cs_I-A_c)_-1 _~.1 C q ' I y 
Figure 4.5: Right coprin1e factorisation of a SISO systen1 
u 
b q 
- ] 
I ,. I I 
- (sI-A c) co " I 
+ 
y 
f q -
I 
Figure -1.6: Left coprime fac ori ation of a SISO sy tern 
Note 4.5 The two multi-reali ation forn1 of Theoren1s 4.3 and 4.-J 
can be implen1ented by feedback (See figures -1.5 and 4.6: which display 
the ca e where dqi = 0. The captions will be explained below.) . 
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This 1nulti-realisation fonn can be i1nple1nented as in Figure 4.5. Although for 
linear SISO syste1ns transfer function coin position is co1n1nutative , so that there is vir-
tually no difference between right and left copri1ne factorisation , this 1nulti-realisation 
fonn corresponds to a right fractional description for MIMO syste1ns. The 111ulti-
realisation solutions of Theorem 4.3 and 4.4 have sin1ple interpretations ( which will 
111otivate the IVIIMO solution to follow) as copri1ne factorisations of st able proper 
transfer function. The fact that cqJ s f - Ao )- 1 bo and 1 + cqJ sf - Ao )-1 kqi are co-
pri1ne over the Euclidean do1nain of stable proper transfer functions is a consequence 
of the construction of Theoren1 4.3. 
On the other hand , for the 1nulti-realisation {Ao+ fqico , bqi, co , dq.J , we have 
This 1nult i-realisation can be i1nple1nented by feedback as depicted in Figure 4.6. 
This 1nulti-realisation fonn corresponds to a stable left copri1ne factorisation expres-
sion for MI1v10 syste1ns. 
\i\Then t he transfer functions in question correspond to 1nult iple cont rollers which 
1nay be switched serially, t he mult i-realisation of Theore1n 4. 4 is preferable in t he event 
t hat dqi is independent of i . This is because y re1nains cont inuous across switching 
instants , provided u is reasonably well behaved , e.g. is piecewise continuous, i. e. 
"bumpl ss" transfer [5 2] is achieved . 
Now, we xtend t he concept of 1n ult i-realisation of a set of linear SISO syste~ns 
to t hat of linear 1vHMO systen1s. vVe present a defini t ion which defin s t he concept 
of a 1n ini1nal stably based 1n ult i-realisation for 1n ult i-variable syste1ns . The defini t ion 
is based on the right copri1ne factorisation fonn { Ao + BoI-<qi , Bo, Cqi } (see Theore1n 
4.3) . By duality, it is possible to define t he concept of a 1n ini1nal stably based mult i-
realisation for t he left copri1ne factorisation fonn . 
Definition 4.6 Assu1ne t hat t here are given a nu1n ber N of 1n -input 
p-output strictly proper real rat ional t ransfer function 1natrices Pi ( i E 
{ 1, 2, ... , } ) . Provided t hat t here exist state variable r ali ations { Ao + 
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BoKqi Bo , CqJ (with the pair (Ao , Bo) being controllable) t hat can realise 
all the systerns Pi vvith adjustable paran1eters Cqi and Kqi, then we call 
{ Ao + BoK qi Bo CqJ a 1nulti-realisation of the set of systen1s Pi ( i E 
{ 1 2 ... , JV}) . If all eigenvalues of Ao are in t he left half plane we say 
that { Ao + Bol<qi, Bo , Cqi } is a stably based 1nult i-realisation of the set 
of s steins Pi ( i E { 1, 2, ... , JV}) . Furt hermore, if the din1ension of Ao 
is the sn1allest of all such stably based 1nult i-realisations , t hen \ °A.re call 
{ Ao + BoKqi, Bo CqJ a 1ninin1al stabl} based n1tuti-realisation of t he set 
of sy ten1s Pi ('i E { 1, 2, .. . , JV}) . 
\Ve no,v introduce a ne\\ operator (Dhc{ ·}) which ·will be used t hroughout our 
discus ion. 
Definition 4. 7 Gi\ en a pol} non1ial 1natrix D ( s) , it is ah, a} s possible 
to ,, rite 
D (s) = DhcS(s ) + Dzc'I! (s). 
where: Dhc is the highest-degree-coefficient n1atrix of D (s): Dzc is the 
lo,Yer-degre -coefficient 1na trix of D ( s): S ( s) 6 d'i ag { sk1 : sk2 , · · · , skm} , ki 
i the degre of the i-th colun111 of D (s), and 
,T, T ( ) 6 bl k d . {[ .k1-l l] [ k2-l l] [ .km -1 . ]} 
'±' s - oc zag s : · · · , s, , s , · · · . s: , · · · : s , · · · , s , 1 . 
Define the operator Dhc (-) as 
The degree of a square polY110111ial n1atrix in thi chapter is defined as follo\\- . 
Definition 4.8 The degree of a square polyno111ial 111atrix D (s) is de-
fined a in [3 7] 
deg(D ( )) = deg(det (D ( ))) . 
4.2.3 State feedback and coprime factorisation for multi-variable sys-
te1ns 
In Sub ection --1.2 .2, \\-e howed that for calar Y te111 . the 111ulti-reali ation olution 
of Theore1n --1.3 and 4.--1 haYe interpretations a coprime factori ations of table proper 
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transfer functions. In this subsection, we will investigate this topic for 111ulti-variable 
syste111s. 
In this chapter, we actually need to deal with the concept of right copri111 ness 
of 111atrices over two different Euclidean do111ains ( polyno111ial and proper (real) sta-
ble rational function S) , i.e. polyno111ial 111atrices and proper (real) stable rational 
111atrices ( or 111atrices in R 1-{00 ) [2] [37] [ 46] [78] [ 65] [ 68] [84]. 
Definition 4. 9 Let E be a Euclidean do111ain ( e.g. polyno111ial or 
proper (real) stable rat ional functions ). Let NJ and N be n1at rices with 
entries in E, and with the sa111e nun1ber of colun1ns. Then , 11/J and N 
are tenned right copri111e if and only if one of the following equivalent 
conditions holds: 
(a) If 
( 4 .11) 
where 1111 , N1 , P are 111at rices with entries in E, t hen the entries of 111atrix 
p - 1 are also in E (Equivalently, any greatest con1111011 right divisor is 
uni111odular) . 
(b )There exist 111atrices X , Y with entries in E such t hat 
Xlllf+YN=I. (4 .12) 
(c) i)For polyno111ial 111atrices, [JVJ(s)T N(s)T] has full column rank for 
all finite s . 
ii)For 111atrices in RH00 , [NI(s)T N(s)T] has full cohunn rank for s E 
C+e, where C+e denote the extended right half-plane, i. e. the closed right 
half plane together with the point at infinity. 
The following Theore111 is fron1 [78]. 
Theorem 4.10 Consider the system described by equation ( 4.13) fol-
lowing. 
P(s) = C(sI - A)- 1 B (4.13) 
where A , B , C are constant 111atrices of co111patible di111ensions , and the 
pairs (A, B) and (A C) are stabilisable and detectable, re pectively. Giv n 
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-
constant 1natrices K and F such t hat t he 1natrices A o = A + BK, Ao = 
A+ F C have all open left plane eigenvalues, t hen P = _N9 D91 = D91 JV9 
where 
C(s I - Ao)- 1 B 
I + C(sI - Ao)- 1 F. 
(4 .14) 
C(sI - A0)-1 B 
I + K (s I - A 0)-1 B. 
(4 .15) 
and the t, o fractional descriptions are coprin1e over RH00 . 
Proof See [7 ] 
y 
-1 (sI-Al ----t>- C 
F 
Figure --1. 7: Left coprin1e factorisation for :\ lL\10 syste1ns 
~ ~0-----{>-1 (sl-A;J ' 
+ 
I c l - yt>-
K 
Figure --1 . : Right coprin1e factorisation for :\lI:\10 sy terns 
-
I 
Con idering the forn1 Ao= A+ BK. Ao = A+ FC. \'i.e can see that Figure -1 .7 
and Figure -1 . correspond to left coprin1e factorisation and right copri1ne factorisation 
re pecti;,-ely. 
Note 4.11 l )Theore1n -1. 10 actually de cribe the relationship bet\'i.-een 
feedback reali ation and coprime factori ations. 
2)It hould be noted that the right (left) coprin1e factori ation property 
1neans that the ub y tern trar fer function n1atrice (fractional 1natrice 
- -
in RH ) JY9 and D 9 ( 1\-9 and D 9 ) are right (left ) coprime. Ho\'i.-eYer. the 
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state variable realisation of the subsystems Ng and D g ( Ng and D g) de-
scribed by equation (4 .14) and (4 .1 5) are not necessarily mini1nal because 
we have assun1ed 1nerely that the pairs (A , B ) and (A , C) are stabilisable 
and detectable. 
4.2.4 Conditions for the existence of multi-variable system multi-
realisations 
In this subsection , we investigate the problen1 of achieving a stably based 1nult i-
realisation of a set of NIIMO syste1ns (see Definit ion 4.6) , and give sufficient and 
necessary conditions for 1nulti-realisation of MINIO syste1ns. The 1ninin1al stably 
based 1nulti-realisation proble1n will be considered in Subsection 4.2.5. 
The invariant description of linear multi-variable systems 
We review t he invariant description of linear 1nulti-variable syste1ns given by P opov in 
[59) in t his part . Based on this invariant description we can directly achieve sufficient 
and necessary conditions for the (effi cient) 1nulti-realisation of 1nult i-variable systen1s. 
Let H (s) = C(s I -A) - 1 B be a strictly proper MIMO real rational t ransfer function 
where A E R nxn, B E R nxm, C E R pxn, t he pair (A, B ) is cont rollable, and B has 
full colu1nn rank. 
Consider the ordered set of vectors 
(4 .16) 
where the bi are the cohunns of 1natrix B , written as B = [b1 b2 · · · bm] . 
We shall say that a vector Akbj fron1 (4 .16) is an antecedent of another vector A~bq 
fro1n (4 .16) if and only if Akbj is situated before APbq in (4.16) . 
D efinition 4 .12 For ev ry integ r i E {1 , · · · , m}, define the i-th Kro-
necker invariant (Popov integer para1n ters), di,· as the smallest positive 
integer such that the vector A di bi is a linear co1nbination of its antecedents. 
The int gers d1 , · · · , dm ( with their ordering) are tenned the controllability 
indices of the pair ( A, B ) . Furthennore , define 
k 
a k = ~ di ( 4. 17) 
i=l 
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for k E { 1, 2, . .. , ,n} . 
Lemma 4 .13 The Kronecker invariants ( controllability indices) fro1n 
Definition 4.12 satisfy the relation 
( 4.18) 
where n is di1nension of the n1ini1nal state space realisation. 
P roof See Proposition 3 of [59]. 
Lemma 4 .14 There exists exactly one set of ordered nun1bers (P opov 
paran1eters) aijk ER, defined for i = 1, 2, · · · ,m, j 1, 2, ·· · , i- l , 
k = 0, 1, · · · i min(di , dj - l ) and for i = 1, 2, · · · , ni, j iii+ l , ·· · , mi 
k = 0, l i · · · ,rnin(diidj) -1 such that, for every i = 1, 2, · · · irri, one has 
the dependency relations 
i-1 min(di,dj-1) m min(di ,dj)- 1 
Adi bi = L L aijkAkbj + L L aijkAkbj . (4 .19) 
j=l k=O J=i k=O 
P roof See corollary 1 of [59] . 
Theorem 4 .1 5 Suppose that (A, B ) E n nx(n+m) is a controllable 
pair , and B has full colun1n rank . Let /3ijk ER be arbitrary real nlunbers , 
defined for i = 1. 2. · · ·. m . 1· = l. 2 ... ·. i - 1. k = 0. 1, · · ·. rn:in(d,j . dJ·) - l. 
I I } I I J I I I f., J 
Then there exists a n1atrix K E n mxn such that the Kronecker invariants 
-
d i and Popov paran1eters Ctijk of the pair of 1natrices (A + BK, B ) are 
given b · the relations 
-
di = d i , 'i = l , 2 · · · , rri, ( 4. 2 0) 
I 
I 
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CV.ijk = D'.ijdi , fork= di , i = 1, 2, · · · , m , ( 4.22) 
and for every integer j E {1, · · · , i - 1} fo r which dj > di . 
Proof See Theorern 3 of [59] . I 
Note 4.16 1) Theoren1 4 .15 shows that t he invariants fro1n (4 .20) and 
( 4.22) constitute a con1plete syste1n of independent invariants for the pair 
(A, B ) with respect to the transfonnations A= T(A + BI<:)T- 1 , B =TB. 
2) It also can be seen t hat a co1nplete syste1n of independ nt invariants 
with respect to the transfon11ations A= T(A+BK)T- 1 , B = T BG (where 
G E R mxm is an arbitrary nonsingular 1natrix) is given by the unordered 
set of di . This li1nited case gives the Brunovsky classes fro1n [15]. 
C ondit ions for multi-realisation of multi-variable syst e m s based on MFDs 
In order to achieve the conditions for the n1ulti-realisation of n1ulti-variable systen1s, we 
will work a 1nulti-variable canonical forn1 in a polynon1ial n1atrix fr act ional description 
of a t ransfer function 1natrix. 
vVe shall say t hat a square polyno1nial 1nat rix DE ( s) is in polyno1nial-echelon or 
P opov fonn if it has the following characteristics [37]. 
1. It is colun1n reduced , with its colu1nn degrees arranged in ascending order , say 
2. For colu1nn j, l < j < ni , there is a so-called piv ot index Pj such that 
a . dp jj(s) has degree kj. Here, dij(s) is the ele1n nt in the i-th row and j-th colu1nn 
of polyno1nial 1nat rix D ( s) . 
b. dPiJ ( s) is 1nonic. 
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c. dpjj(s) is t he last (or lowest ) entry of degree kj 111 the j -th colu1nn; 1.e. , 
deg di j ( s) < k j if i > p j . 
d. If ki = kj and i < j then Pi < Pj; i.e. , t he pivot indices are arranged to be 
. . 1ncreas1ng. 
e. dpji ( s) has degree less than kj if i i- j . 
Nov, . let H (s) = JV(s) D - 1 (s) be a proper NII 1IO real rational transfer function , 
v,rhere JV(s) and D (s) are real polynon1ial n1atrices; we do not require that "f\ (s) and 
D ( s) are, as polynon1ial n1atrices, copri1ne. Then there exis s a real polynon1ial n1atrix 
D E( s): in pol} no1nial echelon forn1, as defined above: such that 
(4 .23 ) 
[ 
l'\TE(s) J [ JV(s) J 
D E(s) D (s) 
V (s) ( 4.24) 
,Yith 1 ( s) a unin1odular real pol: no1nial 1natrix ( thus V ( s) ha a nonzero constant 
detenninant) . Further , DE (s) is unique , in the sense that D (s) and D (s)V(s) have 
the an1e PopoY forn1 for any unin1odular V ( s) . 
The relationship bet"\\·een invariant P opo'. para1neters aijk and the P opov forn1 
DE ( s) can now be stated : 
Theorem 4 .17 For a P opov fonn polynon1ial 1natrix DE (s), if we 
denote 
then 
kj 
DE (s) = [dij(s)] = [L dijlsl] 
l=O 
if l = kj and i = Pj; 
{ l < kj} or{ l = kj and i < Pj}. 
(4 .25) 
(-1.26 ) 
and dijl othenYi e is zero . Here, the { Gijk} are the Popov parameters de-
cribing the dependenc} relations ( 4.19) of any controllable tate Yariable 
reali ation of n·i/ ( s). 
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Proof See equation ( 17) and associated staten1ents in P age 482 of [37]. I 
The following theore1n will present the relationship between the column degrees 
of a Pop·ov polynon1ial 1natrix DE ( s) and the controllability indices of a controllable 
pair (A, B) of a 1nini1nal state variable realisation of Di/ ( s). 
Theorem 4.18 Consider a strictly proper 1nulti-variable syste1n H ( s) 
described by a polyno1nial right MFD , i.e. H (s) = JVE(s) D-i/(s) where 
DE ( s) is a Popov polyno1nial 1natrix. Let ki denote the ith col u1nn degree 
of the Popov polyno1nial 1natrix DE(s), Pj denote the pivot index of the 
]th colun1n of the Popov polyno1nial 1natrix DE(s), and di denote the 
ith controllability index of a controllable pair (A, B) of a 1ninin1al state 
variable realisation of Di/ ( s) . Then 
i)ki = dPi . 
ii)The real n1atrix Die , the highest-degree-coefficient 1natrix of the 
polyno1nial 1natrix DE(s) , is the identity 1natrix. i.e. Die = I , if and 
only if the ith colun1n pivot index of the polynon1ial 1natrix DE( s) is equal 
to i (That is equivalent, according to i) of this theore1n, to the condition 
d 1 < d2 < · · · < dm ) . 
Proof i) Through post 1nultiplication by a real 1natrix R , the colu1nns of the Popov 
polyno1nial n1atrix DE( s) can be reordered according to the pivot index of each col-
umn. IVIore specifically, the ith pivot index of the reordered polyno1nial 1natrix is equal 
to i . If we denote D ( s) = DE ( s) R, and ki as the ith col u1nn degree of th reorder d 
polyno1nial 1natrix D ( s), then, 
( 4.27) 
It is easy to see that iJhc , the highest-degree-coefficient of polyno1nial n1atrix D ( s) is 
an upper triangular n1atrix. 
- - 1 Th n , we realise the right MFDs H (s) = N(s)DE (s) by {Ac, Be , Cc}, which is a 
controller fonn realisation by using the 1nethod in P age403-407 of [37]. Since we know 
that iJhc is an upper triangular n1atrix, we can check that the controllability indices 
of the controllable pair ( Ac Be) are 
(4 .28) 
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according to equation (8) - (10) in Page406-407 of [37] and the associated discussion. 
We conclude ki = dPi based on equations ( 4.27) and ( 4.28) . 
ii)The necessity is obvious . vVe prove the sufficency here. If for each i t he ith 
col u1nn pi -ot index of the polynon1ial n1atrix DE ( s) is equal to i; then according to 
2.c of the de cript ion of a P opov fonn polyno1nial 111a rix ; we conclude that nic is an 
upper triangular 111atrix. Furt hennore, according to 2. b and 2.e ( all ent ries in a row 
containing a pivot elen1ent ha, e degree lo,, er than t hat of t he pivot ele1nent. ) of the 
description of a P opov fonn polynon1ial 111atrix: v"e conclude t hat nic = I. I 
Corre ponding to the scalar case; there are also wo dual n1ulti-realisa. ion forn1s 
for 111ulti-Yariable SYsten1s : {Ao+ BoKqii Bo: CqJ (corresponding to a right coprin1e 
factori ation) and {Ao+FqiCo B qii Co} (corresponding to a left coprin1e factorisation) . 
Th reali ation fon11 { Ao + Fqi Co , Bqi i Co} is 111ore important for in1ple1nentation 
becau e it ensure ··bunipless'' witching ; as explained for the scalar case. However : 
it i 111ore conYenient to discuss the realisation forn1 {Ao +BoKqii Bo ; CqJ because for 
this 1nulti-r alisation forn1 we can directly apph- insights deri,-ed fro1n t he inYariant 
de cri ption in trod need arlier . 
-o,Y. "-e pre ent sufficient and neces an- conditions for the existence of a 111ulti-
r alisation of giYen i\IIi\IO systen1s based on polynon1ial 111atrix fractional descriptions 
for the reali ation fon11 {Ao+ Bol<qi: Bo ; CqJ-
Theorem 4 .19 For a set of 1n-input p-output strictly proper sys-
ten1s Hi( s) (i E {1.2. ·· ·. lY} ). there exits a controllable pair (A0 , B0 ) ( 
di1n{ _-lo} = n ) . and appropriately din1en ioned real 111atrices Cqi and Kqi 
(for i E {1.2 ..... iV} ) such that Ao is stable; and {Ao+BoKqi· Bo , CqJ 
i~ a controllable realiza ion of systen1 Hi(s) . (for i E {l. 2 .... : JV} ) . if and 
onh- if. there exist a right pol -110111ial i\IFDs for each y ten1 Hi ( s) de-
cribed by Hi( s) = iVEi(s )DEz (s) (,Yhere DEi( s) is a Popov polyno1nial 
1natrix with an1e degree n : i.e. deg{ D Ei( ) } = n. Vi E {l , 2. · · · , J } ) such 
that 
i )kil = kj z for i . j E {l. 2 ... .. iV} and l E {l. 2: ... : m} , "here kij i the 
]th col tunn degree of the 1na trix D E i ( s). 
ii ) 11 D'}~ (for i E {l, 2 ..... - 1} ) . the highe t -degree-coefficient 1natrix 
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of D Ei ( s) ( the Popov fonn of Di ( s)) are identical for each i . 
Proof Assu1ne first the existence of the controllable state variable 1nulti-realisation for 
Hi(s) (i E {1 , 2, · · · , N} ) . It is standard that there exists a cohnnn reduced polyno1nial 
matrix D i(s) with detDi(s) = det(sI - Ao - BoKqJ and with colu1nn degrees corre-
sponding, apart possibly for ordering , with the controllability indices di of (Ao , Bo) 
which are the sa1ne as those of {Ao+ BoI-<qi, Bo} (see [37] or [81]). Further , Di(s) 
is such that for any constant 1natrix F E R pxn, there exists an associated Np( s )pxm 
such that 
Conversely for any polyno1nail 1natrix JV F ( s) such that JV F ( s) D; 1 ( s) is strictly proper , 
there exists a real n1atrix F satisfing this equation. 
Clearly, t here exists a polynon1ial JVi(s) such that Hi(s) = J\Ti( s) D; 1 (s) . \tVithout 
loss of generality, we can realise Di ( s) by its Popov forn1 D Ei ( s), so t hat Hi( s) = 
NEi(s) Di;}(s) . Futher , t he cohnnn degrees of each DEi(s) are the controllability 
indices of (Ao , Bo ) (apart fron1 ordering). In fact , with kij the cohnnn degree of t he 
]th colun1n of DEi(s), there holds kij = dipj, by Theore1n 4.18 , where JJj is the pivot 
index for col u1nn j. 
By Theoren1 4.15 , the P opov para1neters a.zjd1 of {Ao+ BoI-<qi, Bo} and {Ao , Bo} 
are the sa1ne for j E { 1, · · · , l - l} ( and dj > dz ). Equivalently, the paran1eters a.pddvi 
are t he san1e for j < pz ( and dPj > dp1) . 
ow in DEi(s), t he Jth cohnnn for all i has 1naxi1nu1n degree kj by equation (4 .26). 
Recalling (4 .25 ), we see that the associated colu1nn of D1~ is (for each of the DEi(s)) 
(4 .29) 
which i the san1e for all D Ei ( s) . This pro\ es clain1 ii ) . 
Conversely, suppose t here exist right polyno1nial fFD s Hi ( s) 
\ V here D Ei is a P opov polyno1nial 1natrix of degree n for all i, and the oth r conditions 
of the theoren1 tatement hold. Let (Ai, Bi) be a co1npletely cont rollabl pair in a 
state variable realisation of DEJ ( s). Theore1n 4.17 and the hypothesi i1nply t hat the 
(Ai, Bi) pairs have the sa1ne controllability indices and the invariants a.zjd1 for j < l 
are the san1e. Accordingl -, by Theore1n 4. 15 (see also ote 4.16) linking any two 
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pairs (Ai, Bi) and ( Aj , B j) there exists a nonsingular 1natrix Tij and K ij such that 
Equivalently, there exists (Ao, Bo) , Kqi and Cqi as in the Theorem state1nent. I 
By observing the duality between the two 1nulti-realisations {Ao+ BoKqi , Bo , Cqi } 
and {Ao+ FqiCo, Bqi, Co}, it is easy to achieve sufficient and necessary conditions 
for the 1nult i-realisation forn1 {Ao+ FqiCo, Bqi, Co} fro1n Theore1n 4.19. The only 
difficulty is to carefully set up the corresponding relationship between cohunn-related 
properties and row-related properties . Throughout this chapter, we will only discuss 
t he n1ulti-realisation fonn {Ao+ BoI-<qi, Bo , Cqi}. Corresponding results for t he 1nulti-
realisation fonn { Ao + Fqi Co, Bqi, Co} can be easily achieved by using the duality 
relationship. 
4.2.5 Minimal stably based multi-realisation for multi-variable sys-
te1ns 
In Theoren14.19, we presented necessary and sufficient conditions for an efficient 1nult i-
realisation of a set of 1n ult i-variable syste1ns . However , the conditions in Theore1n 4.19 
1nay not be satisfied if we restrain the di1nension of t he state variable 1nulti-realisation 
{Ao+ BoKqi, Bo , Cqi }. Another way to consider this 1nulti-realisation proble1n is to 
allow available an input transfonnation ( as stated in point 2 of Note 4.16), t hat is, 
to consider the state variable 1nulti-realisation of the fonn { Ao + BoK qi, BoGqi , Cqi } 
( where Gqi E n m xm is an adjustable nonsingular 1natrix). However , neit her t he 
the state variable 1nulti-realisation {Ao+ BoKqi , BoGqi , CqJ nor its dual form {Ao+ 
FqiCo , Bqi, QqiCo} (where Qqi E R p x p is an adjustable nonsingular 1natrix) will ensure 
"bumpless" switching. 
In this part, we consider the 1nini1nal stably based 1nult i-realisation proble1n (see 
Defini t ion 4.6). For t his 1nulti-realisation proble1n, t he di1nension of t he state variable 
1n ulti-realisation { Ao + BoK qi , Bo, Cqi } is not fixed but 1n inimised. We will discuss 
two kinds of n1ini1nal stably based multi-realisations. The dual state variable 1nult i-
realisation { Ao + Fqi Co, Bqi , Co} will ensure "bumpless" switching as mentioned in 
Subsection 4.2.4. 
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Problem description 
In Subsection 4.2.2 , Definit ion 4.6 describes the concept of n1inin1al stably based 
n1ult i-realisation for 1nult i-variable syste1ns . There is another concept of 1nini1nal 
stably based 1nulti-realisation which we call a 1nini1nal stably based "generic" 1nulti-
realisation, with distinction to be discussed later. 
In order to si1nplify our discussion , we present a proble1n that is equivalent to the 
1nini1nal stably based 1nulti-realisation proble1n. vVe call it the "1n inin1al co1nn1on hc-
(highest cohunn degree) n1ultiplier proble1n" for a set of polyno1nial n1atrices. 
Problem 4.20 Given a finite set of square (m x ni) colun1n-reduced 
polyno1nial 1natrices Di ( s), find nonsingular stable polyno1nial 1natrices 
X i ( s) (That is, the zeros of det(X i ( s)) lie in the left half plane R e( s) < 0) 
such that there exists a cohunn reduced polyno1nial n1atrix Dmin(s) with 
the property that 
( 4.30) 
and Dmin ( s) has the lowest possible degree . 
Although the 1nini1nal co1n1non he- (highest colun1n degree) 1nultiplier proble1n is 
actually equivalent to the n1inin1al stably based 1nulti-realisation proble1n, here we are 
only particularly interested in whether it is possible to construct the 1nini1nal stably 
based 1nulti-realisation fron1 the solut ion of the n1ini1nal co1n1non he- (highest colun1n 
degree) n1ultiplier proble111. The proof of the following theore1n shows by construction 
that this is possible. 
Theorem 4.21 Consider a set of m-input p-output strictly proper sys-
ten1s Hi(s) (i E {l , 2, · · ·, N}) described by right polyno1nial MFDs , i.e. 
Hi(s) = Ni(s)D;1(s), and (Ni(s), Di(s)) are right copri1ne polyno1nial 
1natrices. If for the set of polyno1nial 1natrices D·i ( s), one can find a 1nin-
i1nal con11non hc-1nultiplier (as stated in Problen1 4.20) Dmin(s), i.e. the 
colu1nn reduced polynon1ial matrix Dmin(s) satisfies equation (4 .30) with 
the lowest possible degree , then, a 1nini1nal stably based 1nulti-realisation 
{Ao+ BoKqi, Bo , CqJ with dim{Ao} = deg{Dmin } for the set of syste1ns 
Hi ( s) can be constructed. 
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Proof We use two steps to prove this theoren1. The first step is to construct a stably 
based multi-realisation with {Ao+ BoKqi, Bo , Cqi} with dim{Ao} = deg{Dmir,J . The 
second step is to show t his mult i-realisation is 1ninin1al. Firstly, for each systen1 
Hi(s) = Ni(s) D;:1 (s), it is always true that for nonsingular X i(s), 
(4 .31) 
vVe take X i(s) as t hose t hat solve Proble1n 4.20 and define JVi(s) = Ni(s)Xi( s) and 
Di(s) = Di(s) X i(s) respectively. vVe consider t he 111ult i-realisation of systen1s Hi(s) = 
1vi ( s) b ;: 1 ( s) . 
"\!\ e can construct a cont roller fon11 realisation { Ao , Bo, Cqi } ( wit h t he pair (Ao, Bo) 
controllable) for each systen1 
Furthen11ore, even if Ao is not stable, because {Ao, Bo} is cont rollable we can easily 
find a stable Ao and a adjustable feedback gain 111atrix K o such t hat Ao = Ao+ BoK0 . 
VVe 1nay t hus construct a stably based 1nulti-realisation { Ao + Bo K o, Bo, CqJ wit h 
dim{Ao} = deg{ Dmin } for t he set of syste1ns fli(s) . 
Recall tha t he lower-degree coefficients of Dmin ( s) can be con1 pletely changed by 
tate f edback (see iten1 (6) in P age 508 of [37] and equation (4 .21 ) in Theoren1 4.15), 
and Dhc{Di( s)Xi( s)} = Dmin(s), i. e. the highest-degree-coeffi cient 111atrix for .Di(s) 
is equal to that for Dmin(s) for all i E {1 , 2, · · · , I\} . According to iten1s (1)- (4) on 
P ages 507-50 of [37], ,, e can see t hat 
is obtainable bv state feedback. That is, there exists a feedback gain 1natrix K~i such 
that 
is a state variable realisation of each syste1n Hi ( s) . 
1 ext , we prove bv contradiction hat t his stably based 1nult i-realisation { Ao + 
BoKqi, Bo CqJ with dimAo = deg{ Dmin} for the syste1ns Hi( s) is 111inimal. 
The proof is b} con radiction. Assume there exists another stably based 1nulti-
realisation {Ao+BoI<qi, Bo , Cqi} for the sy te1ns Hi( s) , \\ ith dim{A.0 } < deg{ Dmin(s) }. 
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Then, considering the necessary condit ions for rnulti-realisation of a set of syste1ns (see 
Theore1n 4.19), we conclude that there exist right polynon1ial MFDs for each syste1n 
Hi(s) described by Hi(s) = NEi(s) Di;;(s) (where DEi(s) is a Popov polyno1nial 1na-
trix with deg{DEi(s)} = dim{Ao}, Vi E {1 , 2, · · · , N}) such that 
(a)kit = kjz for i, j E {1 , 2, ... , N} and l E {1 , 2, ... , m}, where kij is the )th colu1nn 
degree of 1natrix D Ei ( s) . 
(b) All D1~ (for i E {1 , 2, ... , N} ) , the highest-degree-coefficient 1natrix of DEi(s) (the 
Popov fonn of Di ( s)) , are identical. 
Further consider that Hi(s) = NEi(s)Di;; (s) = Ni(s )D; 1(s) and (Ni(s), Di(s)) 
are right copri1ne polynon1ial n1atrices . We conclude that there exist a 1natix Xi ( s) 
such that 
Ni ( s )Xi ( s), 
Di(s)Xi(s) . 
(4 .32) 
Then, fro1n (a), (b) and equation (4 .32) , we can see that for all i E {1, 2, · · ·, N} 
with deg{DminE(s)} = clini{Ao} < cleg{Dmin(s)} . This contradicts th assun1ption 
that the 1natrix Dmin ( s) is a 1ninin1al co1n1non hc-1nultiplier. Hence, the stably based 
1nulti-realisation {Ao+Bol<qi, Bo , CqJ with clini{Ao} = deg{Dmin } for syste1ns Hi(s) 
is n1ini1nal. I 
A solution for the 111ini1nal co1nn1on hc-1nultiplier proble1n (Proble1n 4.20) will be 
given in Subsection 4.2. 5. 
Next , we will introduc an alternative and related concept of a 111ini1nal sta-
bly bas d 1nulti-realisation which we call a 1nini1nal stably based "generic'' multi-
realisation. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for 1nulti-realisation of 1nulti-variable sys-
ten1s defined by transfer function 1natrices Hi ( s), i = 1, · · · , N, ( presented in Theore1n 
4.19) are that each Hi( s) can be written as a right polyno1nial lv1FDs NEi(s)DE;(s) 
where D Ei is a Popov form polyno1nial n1atrix , and all D1~, the highest-degree-
co fficient 1nat rix of DEi(s), are identical and the colu1nn degrees of the DEi(s) 
(including ordering) are the sa1ne. Equivalently, the controllability indices of a con-
trollable pair (Ai Bi) of a mini1nal state variable realisation of each Di;; ( ) ar the 
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sa1ne (with ordering) for all i . 
Theore1n 4.17 and Theorem 4.18 provide the connections between the 1natrix D Ei 
and P opov paran1eters( defined in Definit ion 4.1 2 and Definition 4.14) of (Ai, B i). By 
using Theore1ns 4.17, 4.1 8, and 4.1 9, we can see t hat t he 1nini1nal stably based 1nulti-
realisation fonn Dmin ( s) vvill be detern1ined not only by the Popov integer para1neters 
( consider that the controllability indices are defined as Popov integer para1neters) 
but also by so1ne of the Popov real para1neters {aljd) for l E {1 , 2, · · · , m}, j E 
{1, 2, · · ·, j - 1} and i E {1 , 2, · · · , N} (see t he relationship between the 1natrix ni~ 
and Popov real paran1eters { ai;d) fro1n equation ( 4.29) ) , whose values are invariant 
under tate feedback. 
For a n1inin1al stably based "generic'' n1ulti-realisation, we ai1n to achieve a 1nulti-
r alisationfon11 Dmin(s), which is independent of all the P opov real paran1eters of each 
n1ulti-\ariable syste1ns defined by transfer function n1atrices Hi(s) = JVEi(s)Di;;(s)) 
i = 1, · · · , JV. The Popov real paran1eters are deten11ined by physical para1neters, 
v,rhich are prone to vary in applicat ion. Popov integer para1neters (see Definition 
-L 12) however are related to the nun1ber of integrators and the structure in a physical 
realisation of each of the transfer function n1atrix Hi ( s) = N Ei ( s) Di;; ( s), i = 1, · · · , JV. 
Popo\ integ r paran1eters, defined upon the structure of the physical realisation, not 
the particular real value of a physical paran1eter , are relatively robust to 1nodelling 
errors that arise due to paran1eters drift . So , the 1nini1nal stably based "generic" 
1nulti-realisation has significant relevance in practical application. 
Theoren1 4.1 8 tates tha the property that the controllability indices of a 1nini-
n1al state \ariable descrip ion for each D; 1 (s) increase colun1n-\;vise is equivalent to 
the propertv that ni~ = I. This in1plies that if a controllable pair (Ai , B i) of a 
n1ini111al state \ ariable realisation of each D; 1 ( s) has the ame increasingly ordered 
controllabili y indices (Popov integer paran1eters), then the feedback invariant Popov 
real paran1eters { ai;d) ( for the controllable pair (Ai, Bi)) will be identical for each 
i . Thus the two conditions for the 111tuti-realisation of 1nulti-variable syste1ns ( pre-
ented in Theoren1 4.1 9 ) will be si1nultaneousl) satisfied. In other words, given that 
the controllability indices (Popov integer para1neters) are increasingly ordered for each 
111inin1al realisation of D; 1 (s) (i E {1 , 2, ... , J\T}) (equivalent to ni~ = I ), then the 
n1ini1nal n1ulti-realisation of the se of transfer functions Hi ( s) is independent of all 
the P opo\ real paran1eters { ai;k}. 
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Based on this observation, we introduce another proble1n, "a generic 1nini1nal co1n-
1non hc-1nultiplier proble1n" . It can be regarded as a 1nini1nal co1n1non hc-1nultiplier 
proble1n with an extra constraint. 
Problem 4.22 Given a set of square (1n x m) cohnnn-reduced poly-
1101nial n1atrices Di ( s) , find nonsingular stable polyno1nial 1natrices X i ( s) 
( that is, t he zeros of det( X i ( s)) lie in the left half plane Re( s) < 0) such 
t hat t here exists a cohnnn reduced polyno1nial 1natrix Dmin ( s) such t hat 
Dhc(Di(s)Xi(s)) = Dmin(s), Vi E {1 , 2, ... , N}, 
with tJ~i::,inE = I and Dmin ( s) has t he lowest possible degree. Here, the real 
1natrix fJ ';::,inE is t he highest-degree-coefficient 1natrix of DminE ( s) which 
is t he Popov polyno1nial forn1 of t he 1natrix Dmin ( s) . 
In the san1e way that the 1ninin1al co1n 1non hc-1n ultiplier problen1 is related to 
the minin1al stably based 1nulti-realisation problen1 , t he generic n1inin1al con11non hc-
1nultiplier proble1n is also related to a n1ini1nal stably based 1nulti-realisation problen1 
wit h a constraint ( the 1nini1nal stably based "generic" 1nulti-realisation problen1) . 
In general t he degree of the solut ion to the 1ninin1al stably based 1nult i-realisation 
proble1n is less t han that of the 1nini1nal stably based "generic" 1nulti-realisation 
problen1. This can be seen because the specification the "generic" proble1n includes 
an extra condit ion on Dmin ( s), na1nely t hat D';::,inE = I . 
Suppose that given a n1ulti-realisation {AS+ BoK~i' Bo , CqJ (wit h {AS , Bo} con-
trollable) of a particular set of systen1s Hi(s) = Ni(s) D; 1 (s), it is possible to achieve 
a stably based n1ulti-realisation {Ao+ B 0 Kqi, Bo , CqJ based on t he 1n ulti-realisation 
{AS+ BoK~i' Bo , CqJ (without t he di1nension increasing, i. e. dimAo = dimAS with 
J 
Ao stable) . 1vlore precisely, assun1 vve have a realisation {AS+ BoK~i' Bo , CqJ for 
each Hi(s) with {AS,Bo} controllable by adjusting para1neters K~i and Cqi · If AS 
is not stable, because {AS , Bo} is controllable we can easily find a stable Ao and a 
new adjustable feedback gain 1natrix f,(qi such t hat Ab + BoK~i = Ao + BoKqi . We 
111ay thus construct a stably based 1nulti-realisation {Ao+ BoKqi, Bo , CqJ without the 
di111ension increasing. This i1nplies that the di1nension of the 1ninimal stably based 
(g neric) 1nulti-reali at ion fonn is equal to t he di1nension of n1ini1nal (generic) 1n ult i-
realisation fonn . For this rea on , we discuss the 1n ini1nal (generic) 1nult i-realisation 
problen1 in t he following. 
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The he-dependence of polynomial vectors 
In order to solve Proble1ns 4.20 and 4.22 ; we introduce a new concept; hc- (highest 
column degree) dependence on a set of polynomial vectors . 
Definition 4.23 A polyno1nial vector de( s)n xl is hc- (highest colun111 
degree) dependent on a collection of polyno1nial vectors di ( s )nx 1 , i = 
1, 2 j • • • j rn if t here exists a set of scalar polynon1ials r i ( s) such that 
m 
D he { de ( S) } = D he { L r i ( S) di ( S) } . 
1 
In Proble1n 4.20 and 4.22 ; it can be seen t hat each colu1nn of t he 1ninin1al poly-
no1ni al n1atrix Dmin(s) (Dmin(s)) 111ust be he-dependent on t he colun1ns of Di(s) for 
each i E {1; 2; · · · j JV} . 
l o'""'; v,re investigate conditions for he-dependence by several steps. 
Lemma 4.24 (The predictable-degree property of colu1n n reduced n1a-
trices) 
Let D ( s) be a polynon1ial n1at rix of full cohnnn rank ; and for any polyno-
1nial vector p( s) , let 
q(s) = D (s) p(s)j 
Then D (s) is colun111 reduced if and only if for all p(s) 
deg( q( s)) = 1nax [deg{pi( s) } + ki) . 
i :p i( s)=/0 
( 4.33) 
Here Pi ( s) is t he 'i-t h entry of p( s) and ki is the degree of the i-t h column 
of D (s) . 
Proof See Theoren1 6.3-13 in P age 387 of [37). 
Lemma 4. 25 (P olyno1nial vector dependence over the field of rat ional 
ftu1ctions ) [37] 
I 
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A set of polyno1n ial vectors di ( s) ( i E {l , 2, ... , n }) is linearly depen-
dent over t he field of rat ional functions if and only if t he set is linearly 
dependent over t he field of polyno1n ials, i. e. 
m L ai(s) di(s) = 0, 
i=l 
where ai(s) ( i E {l , 2, ... , n}) are polyno1n ial, and at least one ai(s) 1s 
nonzero . 
Lemma 4.26 (Non-singularity of square colu1n n reduced polyno1nial 
1natrices) Let D (s) be a c9lu1n n reduced polyno1nial square n1atrix, Then, 
D (s) is nonsingular and all colu111ns of D (s) are linearly independent over 
t he fie ld of rational functions. 
Proof See [37] . 
Lemma 4.27 Given a set of ni-di1nensional polyno1n ial vectors di(s) 
( i E { 1, 2, ... , m}), denote by d~ic the highest-( cohnnn)degree-coefficient 
vector of di(s) , and define D hc = [diic d~c, ... , d~] . If the real 1natrix 
Dhc has full colun1n rank, then the vectors di(s) (i E {l, 2, . . . , ni}) are 
independent over the fie ld of rational funct ions (R [ s]). 
Proof If Dhc has full cohnnn rank, it is always possible to aug1nent 
D ( s) = [ d 1 ( s) d2 ( s) , . . . , dm ( s)] 
I 
to be a colu1nn reduced polynon1ial square 1natrix. Then, according to Le1n111a 4.26 , 
the vectors di ( s) ( i E { 1, 2, . . . , m}) are independent . 
T h eorem 4 .28 Assu1ne there is given a collection of polyno1nial vec-
tors di(s)n xl, i = 1, 2, · · · , rr1,, such that their col.umn degrees , ki, ar or-
dered as 
A su1n further that the 1natrix [d1 (s) d2 (s) · · · dm(s)] is colu1nn reduced. 
Then, a giv n polyn.01nial vector de(s)nxl (with colu1nn degree ke) is hc-
dep ndent on the collection of polyno1nial vectors di ( s), i = 1 2 · · · , m 
I 
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if and only if the real vector d~c ( the highest- ( col u1nn) degree-coeffi cient 
vector of de ( s)) is a linear co1nbination of real vectors dtc, d~c, · · ·, dfc 
where l = 1naxi { argi { ki < ke}}. 
Proof (Forward I1nplication) 
If 
m 
Dhc{ de(s) } = Dhc{L ri(s )di(s) }, 
1 
for son1e polyno1nial Ti ( s), t hen 
m, 
de ( s) + l ( s) = L r i ( s) di ( s) , 
1 
vvhere l (s) is a polynon1ial vector wit h colun1n degree less t han ke. 
According to Len1111a 4.24 , we have 
ke 
de ( s) + l ( s) = L Ti ( s) di ( s) . 
1 
( 4.34) 
If d~c is not a linear con1bination of real vectors d~c, d~c, · · ·, df1c, t hus according to 
Len1111a 4 .27 equation ( 4.34) is in1possible. T hen, the necessity is proved. 
(Reverse I111plication) 
If the real vector d~c is a linear con1bination of real vectors dtc, d~c, · · . , d?c, t hen 
·where Ti, for i E {l , 2, · · · , Z} are real nu1nbers. 
It follo,,;vs t hat 
m 
Dhc{de(s)} = d~cske = Dhc{~i=1riske-ki d?cski } = Dhc{L ri(s)di(s)} . 
1 
I 
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A solution of the generic minimal common he-multiplier problem 
In this part , we investigate Problem 4.22, t he generic 1ninin1al co1nn1011 hc-1nultiplier 
proble1n. The solution of t his problen1 is a key to the 1nini1nal generic 1nulti-realisation 
problen1. 
No,v- , we deal with the generic n1ini1nal co1n1non hc-111ultiplier proble1n in several 
steps 
Lemma 4. 29 Assu1ne there is given a set of square ( ni x rn ) cohn1111-
red uced polynon1ial 1natrices Di ( s) . Suppose that a polynon1ial 111atrix 
Dmin( s) is a generic n1inin1al co1n 1non hc-111ultiplier for the set of poly-
110111ial 1natrices Di ( s) , i.e. , there exist nonsingular polynon1ial 111atrices 
xi ( s) such that 
wit h D;~~inE = I and Dmin(s) has the lov.rest possible degr e . Here, t he real 
1natrix 151::;,inE is the highe t-degree-coefficient 111atrix of DminE ( s) which 
is t he Popov polyno1nial forn1 of the 1natrix Dmin ( s) . 
Then , for any set of square ( 771 x 771) cohnnn-reduced polyno1nial 1nat ri-
ces Di(s) = Di(s) Ui(s) where Ui(s) are arbit rary given unin1odular poly-
110111ial n1atri ces , there exist nonsingular polyno1ni al n1atri c s X i ( s) such 
t hat 
- - -
Dhc( Di(s) X i(s)) = Dmin(s), \/i E {1 , 2, . . . , N }; 
and no alternative solution of Problen1 4 .22 for the set of polyno1n ial 1nat ri-
ces Di ( s) has a lo,ver degree t han t hat of Dmin ( s) . Equivalent ly, Dmin ( ) 
is also a generi c 1n inin1al con11n on hc-111ultiplier for t he deriv d se of pol -
-
non1ial 111atri ces Di ( s) . 
Proof If ,ye sin1ply choose X i(s) = ui-1 (s) Xi(s) t hen it can be se n t hat 
·vie prove t hat 1natrix Dmin ( s) has t h lowest pos i ble degr e b · cont radiction . 
T hus assume t hat t her exist anot her et of non ingular pol) 1101nial 1natrice Xi ( ) 
toget her wit h a Dmin ( ) uch t hat 
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wit h D':::inE = I and the degree of the polynon1ial 111atrix Dmin ( s) is less than t he 
degree of Dmin ( s) . Here, t he real n1atrix fJ ':;:inE is the highest-degree-coefficient 1natrix 
of DminE ( s) which is t he Popov polyno1nial fon11 of the 1natrix Dmin ( s) . 
If so, we select X i(s) = Ui(s) X i(s); then we have 
T hat is, t he n1atrix Dmin ( s) is not a generic 1nini1nal con1n1on hc-1nultiplier for t he 
polynon1ial n1atrices Di(s) . This contradicts t he assun1ption t hat Dmin(s) has low-
est possible degree as a solut ion t o Proble1n 4.22 for t he given Di(s) . I 
Le1n 1na 4 .29 indicates t hat the set of n1atrices Di ( s) have the sa1ne generic n1inin1al 
co1n n1on hc-1n ult iplier as t he set corresponding t he sa1ne set of 1natrices after post 
n1ult iplication by a polynon1ial unin1odular n1atrix . 
Iow, v._re present a n1ethod which uses ele1nentary cohnnn operations and n1ult ipli-
cation of col un1ns by povvers of ( s + a) ( for so1ne a > 0) t o achieve a generic 1nini1nal 
con1n1on hc-n1ult iplier for a set of polyno1nial 1natrices Di(s) (i E {l , 2, ... , N }) (see 
Problen1 4 .22) . 
Method 4.30 Step 1. Transfon11 each Di(s)mxm (by post 1n ult ipli-
cation wit h a unin1odular n1atrix) t o its Popov polynon1ial-echelon fonn 
DEi(s) . According to Le1n n1a 4 .29, we can seek t he generic 1n ini1nal co1n -
1non hc-n1ult iplier fo r t he DEi(s) instead of t hat for t he Di(s) . 
Step 2. By using colun1n penn utation , re-order t he colu1n ns of each 
DEi(s) to n1ake t he )th colun1n pivot index of t he re-ordered n1atrix equal 
to j . Thus t he ordered set of col u1n n degrees of t he re-ordered 1natrix is 
equal to t he ordered set of cont rollability indices ( see Theore1n 4. 18) . We 
define t hese indices as 
kl, k~, · · · , k~, i E 1, 2, · · · , N, 
and denote the new polyno1n ial n1atrix ( which is not in Popov polyno1n ial-
echelon forn1) as D Ei ( s) . 
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Now set 
r2 max{ r l , kt k~ , · · ·, k!j} (4 .35) 
rm 1nax{ rm-1, k~ , k~ , · · ·, k~} -
Hence rv1 < rv? < · · · < rv and rv · > k i. Vi E 1 2 · · · JV VJ. E 1 2 · · · m . l / - / ~ - - tm I] - J' l l ) l ) ) l 
Step 3. Let Ai(s) = diag{ (s +a)11 -kl,(s+ a)12-k2, --· ,(s +a)1n-k~ } 
for so1ne a > 0. 
Define DEi(s) = .DEi(s) Ai(s), so that DEi(s) has ordered colun1n in-
dices rl < r2 < ··· <rm· It follows that the DEi(s) are in Popov fonn , and 
according to Theoren1 4 .18, the highest- ( cohnnn)degree-coefficient 1natrix 
for each DEi(s), i E {1 , 2, ··· ,JV} is the identity 1natrix . 
By rewriting Hi(s) = J\Ti(s) D;: 1 (s) as JVEi(s)DE;(s)= JVEi(s)DE;(s)= 
NEi(s)Ai(s)[DEi(s)Ai(s)J- 1= NEi(s)DE;(s), it can be see that the neces-
sary and sufficient conditions as in Theoren1 4.19 for t he 111ulti-realisation of 
a set of 1nult i-variable systen1s are satisfied, and a generic 1nult i-realisation 
forn1 Dm(s) can be achieved as Dhc(DEi(s)) = diag{s11, · · · , s' m} . 
lv1ethod 4.30 presents a v.ray to derive a generic con11non hc-1nultiplier of a set 
of square polyno1nial 111atrices. The following t heoren1 will confinn that it is also a 
111inin1al generic con1111on hc-111ulti plier. 
Lemma 4.31 Denote the highest- (colu1n n)degree-coefficient vector of 
a polyno1nial vector p ( s )m x 1 by a real vector p1;_x 1 . Suppose the elen1ents 
of phc are structured as 
(4.36) 
and define k as the colu1nn degree of the polyno1nial vector p (. ) . For a 
Popov polynon1ial 1natrix DE(s)m xm, denote the i-th colu1nn degree by 
k i . and the i-th column pi, ·ot index by Pi · Further denote the pivot index 
of the i th colu1nn by l . i.e. Pt= l. If the polynomial \ector p(s)mxl i 
he-dependent on the colu1nn of the P opov pol no1nial matrix DE(· ) , then 
(4 .37) 
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Proof The polyno1nial vector p( s )m x 1 is he-dependent on the colu1nns of the Popov 
polynomial 1natrix DE ( s) . According to the properties of he-dependence ( see Theore1n 
4.28), it follows that phc is in the range of [dic1 dic2 · · · dicq] (here q is t he nu1nber of 
colu1nns of the 1natrix DE(s) whose degree is no 1nore t hank , i. e. q = 1naxi{argi{ki < 
k}} ( i E { 1, 2, ... , m})), and each of the q col u1nn degrees of DE ( s) is less than or 
qual to k. Considering equation ( 4.36), we conclude t he colun111 whose pivot index 
is equal to l 1nust be one of these q cohnnns. That is , k > kt with Pt = l. 
Theorem 4.32 The generic con11non he-1nultiplier Dm(s) for a set 
of polyno1nial 1natrices DEi(s) (i E {1 , 2, ... , N}) (see Proble1n 4.22) 
achieved by using }/Iethod 4.30 is also a minimal generic co1n1non he-
1nultiplier. 
I 
Proof For any generic con1111on he-1nultiplier Dm ( s) for t he set of polyno1nial 1natrices 
D Ei ( s) ( i E { 1, 2, ... , N}) , we have 
( 4.38) 
and Dm ( s) has lowest possible degree. Denote 
X i(s) = [xi1(s) Xi2(s) · · · Xim(s)], 
D m ( s) = [ dm 1 ( s) dm 2 ( s) · · · dmm ( s)] . 
(4.39) 
Fron1 equation ( 4.38), we have 
That is each cohnnn of Dm ( s) is he-dependent on the colu1nns of each 1natrix D Ei ( s). 
Note that the generic 111ultiplier gives D'}; = I. Then, the )th colun111 pivot index of 
the 111atrix Dm(s) is equal to j . For each matrix DEi (s) , denote as j the pivot index of 
the ith colu1nn, i.e. P1 = j ( denoting the ith colu1nn pivot index by P1 for each 1natrix 
DEi (s) , for i E {1 , · · · , N} , and t E {1 , · · · , m}) . Fro1n Le1n1na 4.31 , we conclude that 
for the j-th colu1nn degree kmj of the 1natrix Dm(s) 
where ki is the ith cohn1111 degree of each 1natrix D Ei ( s). By considering equation 
( 4.27) of Theoren1 4.18, we can easily see that 
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where kj is defined as in Method 4.30 . 
Further , because fJ'J;, = I i1nplies km1 < km2 < · · ·, < kihrn by Theore1n 4.18, we 
have 
1naxi{ k{} 
1nax{ , 1, k§ , k~ , · · ·, k!j } 
(4 .40) 
1nax{ rm-1, k~ , k~ , · · ·, k!;/J . 
This n1eans that the generic co1n1non hc-1nult iplier Dm ( s) for a set of polynon1ial 1na-
trices DEi(s) (i E {l , 2, .. . , N}) achieved by using IVIethod 4.30 is a minimal generic 
con1n1on hc-1nultiplier . 
Note 4 .33 Given the ordered controllability indices of each 111ini1nal 
realisation of Dz 1 ( s) ( l E { 1, 2, . .. , N}), then the 1nini1nal generic co1n1non 
hc-1nult iplier of the set of polyno1nial 111atrices Dz (s) achieved by using 
IVIethod 4.30 is invariant under any change of the Popov real paran1eters 
{ aL k} for l E { 1, 2, · · · , N} . This is a consequence of the definition of t he 
ri in ( 4.40) , and the fonn of Dm ( s) established at the end of th Method 
4.30. It is t his property which justifies the use of th word "generic" . 
A solut ion of the m in imal common he-mult iplier problem 
I 
In this part , we investigate Proble1n 4.20 , t he proble1n equivalent to t he 1n ini1nal 
1nulti-realisation proble1n. VVe will present son1e properties of a 111ini1nal con11non 
hc-1nultiplier for a set of polyno1nial 111atrices. 
Lemma 4 .34 Assun1e there is given a set of square (nix m) column-
reduced polynon1ial 1natrices Di ( s) . If a polyno1nial 1natrix Dmin ( s) is a 
1ninimal co1n1non hc-111ultiplier for the set of polynon1ial 1natrices Di ( s), 
then, the polyno1nial 1natrix Dmin(s) is also a 1n ini1nal co1nn1on hc-n1ult iplier 
for a derived set of square ( ni x m) colu1nn-reduced polyno1nial 1natric s 
Di(s) = Di(s)Ui(s) where Ui(s) are arbitrary given unimodular polynon1ial 
1natr ice . 
Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Le1nma 4.29 . I 
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Lemma 4 .35 If a colun1n reduced polynomial 1nat rix Dmin(s) is a 
1ninin1al con11non he-n1ultiplier for a set of polyno1nial 1nat ri ces Di( s) ( i E 
{l, 2, ... , JV}) (see Proble1n 4.20) , t hen , any polyno1nial n1atrix derived 
fron1 the n1atrix Dmin ( s) by cohunn reordering is also a 1nini1nal co1n1non 
he-n1ul t i plier for the set of polyno1n ial n1atrices Di ( s) . 
Proof Because the polyno1nial n1atrix Dmin ( s) is a n1inin1al co1n1non he-1nultiplier 
for a set of polyno1nial n1atrices Di ( s), there exist 1natrices X i ( s) such t hat 
( 4.41) 
and Dmin(s) has the lowest possible degree. Fro1n equation (4 .41), we have 
·where each colun1n degree of the n1atrix D~in ( s) is lovler t han the corresponding 
colun1n degree of he n1atrix Dmin(s) . Then, 
,, here 1 1s a pern1utation 1natrix. Therefore, each colu1nn degree of the 1natrix 
D~in ( s) V is still lo,, er than the corresponding colu1nn degree of the n1atrix Dmin ( s) V. 
Denote Xi(s) = X i(s)V . \Ne have 
and the n1atrix Dmin ( s) V has the san1e degree as the n1atrix Dmin ( s) . That is , the 
n1atrix Dmin ( s) V is also a n1inin1al con11non he-n1ultiplier for the set of polyno1nial 
n1a trices Di ( s) . I 
Len1n1a -l.35 sho,Ys that after colu1nn reordering , a mini1nal co1n1non he-multiplier 
1 still a n1inin1al co1n1non he-multiplier for a se of polyno1nial n1atrices . 
Therefore , we n1a - a su111e that a n1ini111al co1111non he-n1ultiplier for a set of poly-
non1ial n1atrices is colun1n degree ordered' which along with further tenninology is 
defined as follo, s [ 64]. 
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Definition 4.36 A colu1nn reduced polyno1nial 1natrix D (s) is said to 
be "col un1n degree ordered" , if the col u1nns of the 1natrix D ( s) are ordered 
according to increasing cohnnn degrees k1 < k2 < · · · < km. Suppose 
(4 .42) 
t hat is, t he colu1nns of t he 1natrix are arranged in groups of ri colu1nns 
with the san1e cohnnn degree. 
Let t he nu1nber of groups of colun1ns with equal degree be q, so that 
kr1 +r2 + ... +rq = km and note that each colun1n group has t he sa1ne cohnnn 
degree kf roup ( i E { 1, 2, .. " , q} ) . Furt her define 
1, 
<Yi = L rj, i E {l , 2, . . . , qL 
j=l 
and also define 
Dj(s) : the sub-n1atrix derived fro1n D (s) by deleting th colun1ns whose 
colun1n degree are greater t han kJroup (j E {l , 2, ... , q} ). 
Dj"e : the highest- ( cohnnn)degree-coefficient 1natrix of t he polyno1nial 1na-
trix Dj(s) . 
Definition 4.37 A colu1nn reduced square polynomial n1atrix Du(s)mxm 
is tenned he-dependent on anot her square polyno1nial 1natrix D ( s )m x m if 
there exists a polyno1n ial 1natrix X ( s) such that 
D he { D ( s) X ( s) } = D he {Du ( s) } . 
Theorem 4 .38 Assu1ne t hat a cohnnn reduced polyno1nial n1at rix 
Du(s)mxm is "colu1nn degree ordered" (see Definition 4.36) . Define no-
tation and sy1nbols as following: 
• kJroup: the colu1nn degree of group rj (j E {l., 2; · · · q}) of the 1natrix 
Du(s) . 
• Duj(s) : the sub-n1atrix derived fro1n Du(s) by deleting the colu1nns 
whose colun1n degrees are greater than kJroup (j E {l , 2, ... , q} ). 
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• D~c : t he highest- ( colu1nn)degree-coefficient m atrix of the polyno1nial 
J 
matrix Duj ( s) . 
Furt her assu1ne t hat a P opov polyno1nial matrix DE(s)mxm is given . 
Its related notation and sy1n bols are defined as following: 
• D1c: t he highest- ( cohun n)degree-coeffi cient 1natrix of t he polyno1nial 
1natrix DE(s) . 
• DEj(s) : t he sub-111at rix derived fro1n DE(s) by deleting the colu1nns 
whose cohu11n degree are greater t han kJroup (j E {1 , 2, ... , q}) (when 
all t he col un1n degrees of t he 1natrix DE ( s) are not greater t han 
kJroup, t he 111atrix D Ej ( s) is equal to t he 1natrix DE ( s)) . 
• D1c.: t he highest- ( cohun n)degree-coeffi cient n1at rix of t he polynon1ial 
J 
1natrix DEj(s) . 
T hen t he polynon1ial 1natrix Du ( s) is he-dependent on t he Popov poly-
no1nial 111atrix DE( s) if and only if t here exist a set of real 1natrices Xj 
withj E {1,2, · · · ,q} such t hat 
D hc X. - D hc w . E { 1 ? . . . } E . J - u ' VJ ' .... , ' q . J J ( 4.43) 
Proof By considering necessary and sufficient condit ions for he-dependence of a 
polyno1nial vector given in T heore1n 4.28 and noting t hat Du ( s) 1s "cohun n degree 
ordered", t he conclusion is straight forward. I 
T heoren1 4.38 presents a condit ion (see equation ( 4.43)) for he-dependence of a 
polyno1n ial 1natrix . ext, we will consider t he 1n inin1al con1111on he-111ult iplier for a 
set of polyno1nial 1natrices based on t his t heore1n . Specifically, we present a 1nethod 
which uses ele1nentary cohun n operations and 1n ult iplication of cohun ns by powers 
of ( s + a) to achieve a co1n mon he-1nult i plier of a set of polyno1n ial 1natrices Di ( s) 
(i E {1 , 2, · · · , N }) (see Proble1n 4.20) . This 111ethod consists of searching for a set 
kJroup and a j ( j E {1 , 2, · · · , q} ) in order t o construct a co1n 1n on he-1n ultiplier Dm(s) 
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which is "cohnnn degree ordered" . Later , we will prove the 1nethod provides a 1n ini1nal 
co1n n1on hc-1nult iplier. 
vVe list so1ne notation and syn1bols which will be used in t his method. The nota-
t ion is analogous t o t hat in Theore1n 4.38. Readers can skip t he list of t he notat ion 
and sy1n bols unless 1nisunderstanding occurs. 
• Di(s) : a set of polyno1n ial n1at rices (i E {l , 2, ... , JV}) considered in t he follow-
ing n1ethod. 
• Dm(s): a con1n1on hc-n1ult iplier of t he set of polynon1ial n1atrices Di(s) (i E 
{l , 2, . . . , JV}) achieved by using t he fo llowing n1ethod. 
• kJroup : t he cohnn n degree of group j (j E {l , 2, · · · , q} ) of n1at rix Dm(s). 
• Dmj(s) : a sub-1natrix derived fro1n Dm( s) by deleting t he colun1ns whose col-
un1n degree are great er t han kJroup (j E { 1, 2, ... , q} ) . 
• D';:,:: .: the highest- ( colun111)degree-coefficient n1atrix of the polyno1n ial 1nat rix 
] 
Dmj(s) . 
• D Ei ( s) : t he P opov polynon1ial n1atrix of 1natrix Di ( s) ( i E { 1, 2, . . . , N }). 
• kij : t he ]th cohunn degree of t he n1atrix DEi(s)(i E {l , 2; ... , N }, j E {l , 2, . .. , m } ) . 
• k1w x : t he highe t degree of t he first colun1n 111 all t he DEi(s) 1.e. k1ax 
1naxi { ki1} . 
• D}~: t he highest- ( cohnn n)degree-coefficient matrix of the polyno1nial 1natrix 
D Ei ( ) ( i E { 1, 2, .. . -} ) . 
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• DEij(s) : a sub-1natrix derived fro1n DEi(s) by deleting t he colu1nns whose col-
umn degrees are greater t han kJroup (j E { 1, 2, .. . , q} , i E { 1 j 2, . . . j N }) . 
• D1~. : t he highest- ( column)degree-coeffi cient 1natrix of t he polynomial 1natrix 
J 
D Eij ( s) (j E { 1, 2, . . . , q} , i E { 1 j 2, . . . , /\ } ) . 
• lEij : he nu1nber of colu1n ns ,vhose degree is no 1nore t han kJroup of n1atrix 
DEi(s) (j E {1, 2, . . . , q}, i E {1, 2, . . . , N } ), i.e. lEij = 1nax8 {arg8 {ks < kJroup}} 
(s E {1 2j . . . , ni} ). 
Method 4 .39 Step 1. Transforn1 each Di(s) to its P opov polyno1n ial-
echelon fonn D Ei ( s) by post 1n ult iplication by a unin1odular polyno1n ial 
n1atrix. According to Le1nn1a 4.34 j any n1ini1nal co1nn1011 hc-1nul iplier of 
the set DEi(s) "ill be a n1ini1nal co1nn1011 hc-n1ult iplier of t he set Di(s) . 
Step 2. Con ider the 1natrices D Ei( s), define k1ax as t he highest degree 
of the firs colun111 in all DEi(s): i .e. k1ax = 1naxi{ki1 } . By n1ultiplication 
b) (s +a)kiTiax_kij of any cohnnn whose colu1nn degree kij is less than k1ax, 
one can n1ake each D Ei ( s) to have the lowest col un111 degree k1ax. Here kij 
is the ]th col un111 degree of the 1natrix D Ei ( s) . Denote each transfonned 
111atrix as Dii ( s) . 
Step 3. "\Ve search for a Yalue of kfroup starting fron1 k![1'0 x j and tr) ing 
in turn k"!{2° x . k1ax + 1, · · · until a certain condition (given by equation 
(-± .-±4) below) is satisfied. In more detail, set kfroup = kf1'ax first. For 
each D Ei( s) . denote D Eii ( s) as the ub-1natrix derived fro1n D Ei ( s) by 
deleting the colu1nn whose colu1nn degree are greater than kfroup ( i E 
{1.2 , .. · : -} ), and D1};t as the highest- (cohunn)degree-coefficient 1natrix 
of the pol -110111ial 1natrix DEii (s) (i E {1 , 2, ... , J -} ) . 
a) If for the et of real 111atrice D1t, there exi t constant real 1natrice 
X ii and a real n1atrix D'.);;
1
, uch that 
n hc X D hc w· Ei1 i l = mi : vi, ( 4.44) 
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with D~
1 
has full cohunn rank and the largest possible nu1nber of colu1nns 
( u1 > 0), then it is possible to post-1nultiply by a real constant 1natrix to 
make each nii(s) (achieved in Step 2) with the sa1ne D~1 E Rm x u 1 for 
the first u 1 cohunns . Denote each transforn1ed 1natrix as D}i ( s). 
b) If for kfroup = k'fax, equation ( 4.44) has no solution (i.e. 0'1 = 0 
) , then we increase kfroup by one ( that is kfroup = k1ax + l ) . Keep on 
searching until a minimal value of kfroup is achieved such that equation 
( 4.44) has a solution Xi1 for i = 1, · · · , N . By n1ultiplication by ( s + 
a )kroup _kij of any colun1n whose cohu11n degree kij is less than kfroup, one 
can 1nake each D Ei ( s) ha\(e the lowest col u1nn degree kfroup. If we denote 
each transfonned n1atrix as D1i ( s) , then it is possible to post-n1ultiply by 
a real constant 1natrix to 111ake each D~i ( s) have the san1e corresponding 
D~
1 
E Rm x u 1 for the first u 1 colun1ns. Denote each transfon11ed 1natrix 
as D}i(s). 
There always exists a value of kfroup < kmax ( where kmax is the highest 
colun1n degree of all D Ei( s) , i.e. kmax = maxi ,j {kij } , for i E {l , · · · , N }, 
j E {l , · · · , m}) such that equation (4.44) has a solution. For t he case 
kfroup = kmax, a co1nn1on hc-1nultiplier will be skmax Im. 
That is either a) or b) will be done in this step . 
Step 4. Search for a minimal integer kgroup ( searching fro1n k froup + l ) 
and a set of real 1natrix X i2 for the set of polyno1nial 1nat ri ces D Ei ( s) such 
t hat 
D hc X Dhc w· Ei2 i2 = m2 , vi' ( 4. 45) 
wit h D~
2 
E R mxCJ 2 having full cohunn rank and t he largest possible nu1n-
ber ( u 2 > u 1 ) of cohunns . Recall that D}~2 is the highest-( col u1nn) degree-
coefficient 1natrix of each D E i 2 ( s) which is a sub-1natrix derived fro1n 
D Ei(s) by deleting t he colu1nns whose colu1n n degrees are greater t han 
k~roup_ Define for each D Ei(s), lEi2 = 1naxj {argj {kj < k~roup } }. 
Niultiply t he polynon1ial 111atrices D } i (s) (achieved in Step 3) by (s + 
kg rou.p k 
a) n2 - nij (u1 < j < lEi2 ) fro1n t he (u1 + 1)-t h colu1nn to t he lEi2 -t h 
colu1n n , and denote t he new 1natrices so obtained as Dki(s) . Then it is 
possible to post 1n ult iply by a corresponding uni1n odular polyno1n ial 1na-
trix to t ransfonn each 1natrix Dk i(s) t o have t he sa1n D~ 1 E R mxCJi for 
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the first a1 cohnnns ( with cohnnn degree all equal to kfroup), and the sa1ne 
D';:;:62 E n mx(e52 -e5i) (D ':/;2 = [D':/;1 :D';:;:62]) for the colu1nns fro1n (a1 + l)th 
colun1ns to 0"2th colu1nns ( with cohnnn degree all equal to k~roup). 
Repeat Step 4. This will eventually derive the the co1n1non he-multiplier 
for all polyno1nial 1natrices Di ( s). 
In this process , the values of kfroup and CJi are detennined in an identical 
1nanner to those in Step 3-4. If we define DEij(s) (i E {1 , 2, ... , N} and 
j E {1 , 2, ... , q}) as a sub-111atrix derived fro1n DEi(s) by deleting the 
colu1nns whose cohnnn degrees are greater than kJroup , and D1~j is the 
highest-( cohnnn)degree-coefficient 1natrix of D Eij ( s), then, there exist a 
set of real 111atrices Xij (i E {1 , 2, ... ,N} and j E {1,2, ... , q}) such that 
D1~.XiJ. = D~., Vi E {1 , 2, ... , N}, Vj E {1 , 2, ... , q}. 
J J ( 4.46) 
The real 1natrix D':/; . has full colu1nn rank, and CJi is equal to the nu1nber 
J 
of col u1nns in the 1natrix D';,; .. 
J 
Note 4.40 1. To derive a solut ion for equations (4.44) and (4 .45) or 
to identify that no such solution exists is not difficult , because each colu1nn 
of each D1~, the highest-( colun1n)degree-coefficient 111atrix of D Ei( s), has 
a unique pivot index. 
2. In Method 4.39, if we denote X i(s) as the 1natrix corresponding to 
all colu1nn operations that were perfonned for each D Ei ( s), then one can 
see that the zeros of det(Xi ( s)) lie in the left half plane R e( s) < 0 (recall 
that a> 0 for each (s + a)f in Step 2-4 of Method 4.39). 
3. Actually, we could skip Step 1, at least in principle. That is , we could 
directly perforn1 operations on Di ( s) instead of its Popov fonn D Ei ( s). 
However , equations (4.44) and (4.45) would be 1nore difficult to solve or 
identify as insolvable and the co1n1non hc-1nultiplier 1nay not be a Popov 
polyno1nial forn1. 
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4. It is easy to see that the co1n1non he-multiplier of the set of poly-
no111ial 1natrices Dz ( s) achieved by using Method 4.39 is sensitive to the 
variation of so1ne Popov real para1neters { aLdi } for i E { 1, 2, · · · , m} , 
j E {1 , 2, · · · , j - 1} and l E {1 , 2, · · · , N} (see equation (4.29)). 
Method 4.39 presents a way to achieve a co1n1non hc-1nultiplier for a set of poly-
no1nial n1atrices . The following theore1n confirn1s that it is also a n1inin1al con11non 
hc-n1ultiplier. 
Theorem 4.41 The co1nn1on hc-1nultiplier Dm(s) for a set of square 
cohnnn reduced polyno1nial n1atrices Di(s) (i E {1 , 2, ... , N}) achieved by 
using Method 4.39 is also a minimal con1111on hc-n1ultiplier for this set of 
polyno1nial n1atrices Di(s) (see Proble1n 4.20). 
Proof TVIethod 4.39 has already confinned that a con11non hc-n1ultiplier can be 
achieved with associated values kfroup and ai . The next step of the proof is just 
to confirn1 that the co1nn1on hc-1nultiplier fonn defined by kfroup and ai is also a 
minimal com1non hc-1nultiplier. 
Now, suppose that a 1ninin1al con11non hc-n1ultiplier is given by Dmin(s) . It is al-
ways possible to transfer Dmin ( s) to Dmin ( s) by post n1ult iplication by a pennutation 
n1atrix V such that Dmin ( s) is "col u1nn degree ordered" with corresponding pararne-
ters kfroup and ai . According to Le1n1na 4.35 , the polyno1nial 1natrix Dmin(s) is also 
a 1n ini1nal co1n1non hc-1nultiplier for the set of square polyno1nial 1natrices Di ( s) . 
We now prove the desired result by contradiction. To t his end , assume t hat 
t he con1111on hc-1nultiplier Dm(s) (with para1net ers kfroup and ai) achieved by using 
TVIethod 4.39 is not a minimal co1nn1on hc-n1ultiplier. Then , there should exist an 
integer l ( l E { 1, 2, · · · , m }) such that t he lth col un1n degree kz of the 1nul ti-realisation 
-
polyno1n ial 1natrix Dm ( s) is bigger t han t he lth cohnnn degree kt of t he 1n ini1nal 
- -
co1n 1non hc-1n ult iplier Dmin(s), i. e. kt < kz. Without loss of generality, we assu1ne 
kz = k~roup so t hat a · 1 < l < a · and kz < k~roup Similarly, we assu1ne kz = k~roup , J i J- - J J . J 
t hen a--. l < l < a--. . J- - J 
According to T heore1n 4.38 (See equation ( 4 .43) ) , t here exists a set of real 1natric s 
-
x i] such t hat 
D he X- - - D- he w . E { 1 ') Ei-: iJ. - min-:, vi , L../ ] J N } , an d 'v' J E { 1 2 · · · , q} , ( 4.4 7) 
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where D':/:in-. has full colu1nn rank S-J-. > l, and ni~-. is the highest-( cohnnn)degree-
J J 
coefficient 1natrix of D Ei:i ( s) which is the sub-1natrix derived fro1n D Ei ( s) by deleting 
-
the colu1nns whose cohnnn degree is greater than kz. 
Fro1n equation (4.46) (substituting (j-1) in place of j) , we have 
ni~j-1 x i,j- l = D':::-,j-1' vi E {1, 2, ... ' N}, \/j E {2, ... ' q}. ( 4.48) 
Co1nparing equation (4.48) with equation (4 .47) (and noting that the 1natrix D':::-,j- i 
has full cohnnn rank a j-l, while the 1natrix D':/:in:i has full colu1nn rank S-3 > l, ) , and 
also noting the fact that aj-l < l , we conclude that the colu1nn rank of the 1natrix 
D':/:in~ is greater than that of the 1natrix D';::j- i . Therefore, we have kz < kJ~~up. 
J 
However , the integers k3roup and kz both satisfy equation ( 4.46) ( we see this by 
observing that kJroup > k3~0tP and kz > k3~0tP). Furthennore, on consideration of Step 
4 of 1v1ethod 4.39, we recall that each kJroup ( j running fro1n 2 to q ) is the minimal 
integer (searching fro1n aj-l + 1 ) such that equation ( 4.46) can be satisfied , and hence 
we conclude that kJroup < kz. However, this contradicts our earlier state1nent that 
kz < k3roup. 
Hence , the assu1nption is incorrect , and the conclusion of Theore1n 4.41 holds . I 
\Ve will present a sin1ple exa1nple to explain how to use Method 4.39 to achieve 
a 1ninin1al co1n1non hc-n1ultiplier for two Popov polyno1nial 1natrices D El ( s) and 
D E2(s). 
Example 4.42 Using 1\/Iethod 4.39 to achieve a 1ninin1al co1n1non hc-
n1ultiplier for two Popov polyno1nial 1natrices D El ( s) and D E 2 ( s), where 
0 2s2 S3 0 0 
0 s2 + 5s 0 0 0 
D E1(s) = s+l 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 S5 
0 0 0 S4 0 
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0 2s2 + 1 0 0 S5 
0 S2 0 0 0 
DE2(s) = s 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 S4 0 
0 0 S3 + S2 0 0 
l. It is easy to see that the highest degree of the first cohnnn in the 
two Popov polyno1nial 1natrices is equal to 1, i. e. k1ax = l. So , we begin 
searching fron1 ktax = l , and we achieve that kfroup = l , a1 = 1, and 
Dhc v Dhc v E1 1 . ./\..11 = E 21 . ./\.. 21 = 
2. k~roup = 2 , a 2 = 2 , and 
Dhc X Dhc X E 12 . ./ 12 = E2 2 . ./ 22 = 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 · 12 = D ';::2 . 
0 
0 
3. k§roup = 4, a 3 = 3 (If we try k§roup = 3, the n1axi1nu1n value of a 3 
ensuring satisfaction of ( 4.46 ) is equal to a 2 = 2, which is not acceptable 
since t he algori thn1 requires a 3 > a 2.) 
0 2 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
D hc X 0 1 0 = D';::3, El3 . ./ 13 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
and 
0 2 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
D1~) · X 23 = 0 
1 0 
= D hc 1 0 0 0 
~3 0 0 1 
m3 · 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
L 
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4. k group - 5 - 5 4 - , 0"4 - , 
0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Dhc X E14 . 14 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 = D';::4' 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
and 
0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Dhc X E24 . 24 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 = D hc m4 · 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
5. Then , we achieve the 1n in1nal co1n1non hc-1nult iplier D m(s ) for two 
P opov polynon1ial n1atrices D E1(s) and D E2(s) : 
0 2s2 0 0 S5 
0 S2 0 0 0 
Dm(s) = s 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 S5 0 
0 0 S4 0 0 
Note 4 .4 3 T he genen c 1n inimal co1n 1non hc-1nultiplier for t he two 
P opov polynon1ial n1atrices D E1(s) and DE2(s) in Exa1n ple 4 .42 is D m(s) = 
s5 15 , which can be achieved by using Method 4. 30 . It is easy to see t hat t he 
order of t he 1n inin1al co1n 1non hc-1n ult iplier Dm(s) is less t han the order of 
t he generic n1ini1nal com1non hc-n1ultiplier Dm(s) . However , if t he Popov 
polyno1n ial n1atrix DE2(s) is pert urbed slight ly, for exa1n ple, as follows 
0 2.0l s 2 + 1 0 0 S5 
O.OOl s S2 0 0 0 
DE2(s) = s 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 S4 0 
0 0 S3 + S2 0 0 
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then the mini1nal co1n1non hc-1nultiplier will be 
0.402s2 2.0ls3 0 0 S5 
0.201s2 S3 0 0 0 
S2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 S5 0 
0 0 S4 0 0 
vVe can see that the order of the 111inin1al con1111011 hc-1n ult iplier increases . 
However, t he generic 1ninin1al co1n1non hc-111ultiplier Dm(s) (achieved by 
using J\1Iethod 4.30) is inv3:riant . 
As 111entioned in the Introduction of the t hesis, a nonlinear theory, even one for 
single-input , single-output syste1ns reflects 1nore of t he ideas in JVIITVIO linear syste1ns 
than in SISO linear systen1s . Although we only provided results of efficient 111ulti-
realisation for linear 1v1IJVIO syste1ns in this section, this is a first step tov.rards a 
con1prehensive theory of 1nult i-controllers and 1nult i-esti1nators for nonlin ar syste1ns . 
4.2.6 Conclusion 
This section ai1ns to solve the 111inin1al ( and 1nini1nal "generic" ) stably based 1nul t i-
realisation proble1ns for linear J\1IHv10 systen1s which arise in t he Multiple Model Adap-
tive Control. Firstly, we present t he results for t he 1n ulti-realisation of a nu1nber of 
linear SISO systen1s , and highlight son1e funda1nental issues such as the relationship 
between feedback 111ulti-realisation and coprin1e factorisation. Then, we provide the 
necessary and sufficient condi t ions for t he 111ulti-realisation of a fa1nily of linear 111ulti-
variable syste1ns based on 111atrix fractional descriptions . Furthennore, vve introduce 
the new concept of he-dependence, and provide the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for hc-d pendence. Finally, the 111ini1nal ( and 1nini1nal "generic" ) stably based 111ulti-
realisation problen1s are solved for linear 1v1IJVIO syste1ns based on he-dependence. 
All of the above r sults will 111ake MMAC with its use of 1nulti-esti1nator and 1nulti-
controller 1nore efficient and practical. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
5 .1 Summary 
This t hesis n1ainly concent rates on disturbance rejection for nonlinear syst e1ns based 
on t hree different 1nethods: Hco cont rol , singular perturbation analysis and 1nult iple 
n1odel adapt ive cont rol. 
Th disturbance suppression problen1 for nonlinear syste1ns based on Hco cont rol 
is exa1n ined in Chapter 2. This is a n1odest extension of nonlinear Hco t heory in order 
to solve t he constant disturbance rejection proble1n. We have suggested a nonlinear 
extension of a concept int roduced for t he corresponding linear proble1n , t hat of t he 
11 comprehensively stabi lising" cont roller . We review t he so-called nonstandard 1n ixed 
sensit ivity problen1 , which int roduces an integrator to a selected weight, as well as 
t he linear classical disturbance suppression problen1 and t he linear Hco disturbance 
suppression proble1n . We extend t his Hco proble1n t o t he nonlinear case, and present 
a n1ethod to reduce t he order of t he state feedback Ha1n ilton-Jacobi PDE (P art ial 
Different ial Equation) for t his nonlinear Hco proble1n by extending t he concept of 
co1n prehensive stability [50] [49]. Finally, we invest igate t he structure of t he output 
feedback Hco cont roller for disturbance suppression, and draw t he conclusion t hat, as 
in t he linear case, t here n1ust also be an integrator in t he cont roller. 
In Chapter 3, we have addressed t he proble1n of achieving constant input distur-
bance rejection and constant reference t racking for nonlinear syste1ns by using singular 
pert urbation t heory. A relatively practical method of suppressing t he effect of con-
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stant disturbances on nonlinear syste1ns is presented in this chapter. By adding an 
integrator to a stabilising controller , it is possible to achieve both constant distur-
bance rejection and zero tracking error. Sufficient conditions for the rejection of a 
const ant input disturbance are given. \Ve give both local and global conditions such 
that the inclusion of an integrator in the closed loop n1aintains closed loop st ability. 
The analysis is based on singular perturbation theory. Furthennore, we also present 
so1ne alternative locations for adding an integrator into the closed loop syst en1 and 
extend these 111ethods to deal with J\!Iultiple-input J\l[ultiple-output nonlinear syst en1s. 
Finally, we in1plen1ent our 111ethod in the control of a sin1ulated helicopter n1odel. 
Our sin1ulation results on the nonlinear helicopter 1nodel indicat e t hat satisfactory 
perfonnance can be achieved in so1ne circu1nstances, and that the proposed n1ethod 
is a sin1ple but effective way to achieve the suppression of exogenous disturbance. 
The disturbance suppression proble1n for nonlinear syste1ns based on J\!Iult iple 
J\!Iodel Adapt ive Control (J\IIJ\IIAC) is exan1ined in Chapter 4. Firstly, a stable 1n ult i-
esti1nator for an open-loop unst able nonlinear plant is construct ed based on a stable 
kernel representation. This is a direct extension of papers [5] and [5 3]. An exan1ple 
is presented t o show t he design of t he 1nult i-estin1ator and n1ult i-cont roller to en-
sure constant disturbance rejection as well as constant reference t racking under plant 
variant . T he sin1ulation results indicat e t hat satisfactory perfonnance is achieved. 
Then , t he effi cient way of n1ulti-realisation for 1nulti-cont roller and 1n ult i-est i1nator 
structure, na1ned n1inin1al ( and n1inin1al "generic" ) stably based 1n ulti-realisation , is 
presented for linear n1ulti-variable syste1ns. This is an extension of paper [5 2], which 
provided t he 1nethod of stably based feedback 1nult i-realisation fo r linear SISO sys-
te1ns. Although we have not presented a co1n prehensive t heory for 1n ul ti-controllers 
and 1nulti-estin1ators fo r nonlinear syste1ns , we have constructed part of t he basis of 
such a theory, in the considerat ion of ]\I[ 1IAC for l[IJ\1[ 0 linear t i1ne invariant syste1ns. 
5. 2 Further Research 
As 1nentioned in Chapter 2 , nonlinear H 00 output feedback control is part icularly 
difficult . The standard solut ion of the linear H output feedback control proble1n 
nonnally depends upon solving two Riccat i equations [ 4] . One of these which arises 
in t he state feedback control proble1n , is replaced by an HJ PDE in the nonlinear 
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case. The other , however , is replaced by a still 1nore co1nplicated equation (involving 
an information stat e) , see [28]. Practical approaches to solution of this latter equation 
are so far lacking. 
As an alternative, one can draw on ideas of nonlinear observer theory [39] [43] , 
and substitute a state esti1nat e x inst ead of the st at e x in a st at e feedback controller , 
retrospectively checking the , -dissipativity and stability of the closed-loop syste1n. In 
t his case, t he cont roller re1nains finite-di1nensional, which is not norn1ally t he case 
when information st ate 1nethods are used. 
As a fur t her research direction , a practical 1nethod for solving nonlinear out put 
feedback H 00 could be considered. There is no doubt that t his is a very difficult 
problein. Anot her possible research direction is t o co1nbine the 1nethod presented in 
Chapter 2 wit h in formation state m ethods [28] to conquer the nonstandard nonlinear 
out put feedback H00 cont rol proble1n. 
Chapter 3 den1onstrates t hat for disturbance suppression, an out put feedback 
controller 1n ust contain an integrator. It has presented a relat ively practical way t o 
d al wit h such a proble1n , which directly adds an integrator to an already existing 
cont roller to achieve constant disturbance rejection, while still retaining the st ability 
of t he syste1n . However , in t he chapter , there is no consideration of t he robustness of 
t he syste1n wit h n1odel uncertainty. As a next st ep , it would wort hwhile consider t he 
robustness wit h son1e kinds of 1n odel uncertainty. Dissipat ivity and passivity [1] [30] 
[56] [5 5] t heory 1naybe a basis for t he solution to this proble1n. 
1\/Ient ion was 111ade in Chapter 4 t hat paper [54] actually provided a way to 
achieve robust (constant) disturbance suppression and const ant reference t racking for 
a linear SISO plant based on MMAC. The 1nain 1nethodology is to integrate t he 
reference t racking error by including an integrator to t he cont roller , a si1nilar idea 
in t he previous chapter. It has been shown in [54] t hat t he cont rolled syste1n can 
orchestrate t he switching of a sequence of candidate cont rollers int o feedback so as (i) 
to cause t he out put of t he process to approach and t rack a constant reference input 
despite non11-bounded un1nodelled dyna1nics , and constant process disturbances and 
(ii) t o ensure t hat none of t he signals wit hin t he overall syste1n can grow without 
bound in response to bounded disturbance , be t hey constant or not . }/[any proble1ns 
related t o t he extension of papers [5], [4], [29], [52], and [54] to t he nonlinear case 
could be t he basis for fur t her research directions, such as t he choice of nominal 1nodels , 
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robustness analysis , securing of safe switching, bounciness analysis for t he disturbance 
- to - tracking - error gain, transient response ( dwell-tirne svvitching) and so on. 
Another further research task is to solve t he proble1n of mini1nal stably based 
1nulti-realisation of a set nonlinear syste1ns. 
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